The Venus project presents; Societal topics meant for awakening. Articles with memes. The
awakening has begun! New, updated, more orderly version coming soon; along with even more
articles! :) Stay safe! And learn.

Good Jews or Bad Jews (The Vatican Illusion)
The Holy See (Vatican) Coat of Arms is a Red Shield. Thus, the Rothschild (“Red Shield”) name is a
demonstration of their subservience to the “Mother Church”. The fact that one of the most
prominent Jewish banking dynasties name is Rothschild (“Red Shield”) is a demonstration of who
they are truly loyal to. To most historians, it is well known that the Rothschild family have been the
'Guardians of the Vatican Treasure’ for many centuries. Their ‘three crowned’ family crest even
mimics the exact same ones found on the official crest of Vatican city. The Rothschilds are high-level
Masonic Jews (once known as the nomadic Khazars) who adhere to the Babylonian Talmud of
Judaism... the twin sister of the evil Council of Trent of The Roman Catholic Jesuits. The Rothschilds
have always remained loyal and subservient to the Vaticans global central banking scheme, in order
to maintain their massive global wealth and power. They have agreed to help maintain the global ‘
illusion’ that jews run the global banking by planting endless jewish people as heads of most central
banks designed to hide the fact that it is (and always has been) the Vatican which controls the global
central banking cartel. This ‘illusion’ of jews ruling the world even helped the Vatican Nazis recruit
young men to send honest jewish people to the gas chambers in World War II. It is these ‘sell-out’
Rothschild jews that have betrayed their own Jewish Race contributing to the atrocities committed by
the Vaticans Jesuit Order including the Jewish Holocaust and the more recent 911 used to falsely
justify a new war with Islam. These Masonic jews have on more than one occasion turned a blind eye
to the endless roman crusades designed to pit ‘Jews vs Muslims’ in bitter battle, two religions which
once lived together in harmony for hundreds of years in the region now known as Palestine.

“All people have drunk the water of forgetfulness and exist in a state of ignorance. Some are
able to overcome ignorance through the Spirit of life that descends upon them. These Souls
"will be saved and will become perfect,” that is, escape the round of rebirth into a world full
of suffering and sorrow. John asks Jesus what will happen to those who do not attain
salvation. They are hurled down “into forgetfulness” and thrown into “prison”, the Gnostic
code word for a “new body”. The only way for these Souls to escape, says Jesus, is to emerge
from forgetfulness and acquire knowledge (their true identity and live accordingly in
obedience to the Torah, the roadmap for their Souls). A Soul in this situation can do so by
finding a teacher or savior who has the strength to lead her home. “This Soul needs to follow
another Soul in whom the Spirit of life dwells, because she is saved through the Spirit. Then
she will never be thrust into flesh again”.
(Secret Book of John)
Lethe - A river in Hades whose waters caused forgetfulness. It was on the banks of another
Underworld river called the Styx that the shades, or ghostly remains, of the dead congregated
to seek passage to the Afterlife. Unless they bribed Charon to ferry them across the stream,
they wandered aimlessly on the near bank forever. But those who made it across the Styx did
not have much more to anticipate. Once they had drunk from the waters of Lethe, they were
left with nothing to reminisce about for eternity.

Initiates were encouraged to drink from the river Mnemosyne when they died, instead of
Lethe. The greek goddess Mnemosyne is the personification of memory and the source of the
wors “mnemonic”.
According to Pistis Sophia, some Souls do experience hell as a shadowy place of torture
where they go after death. But after passing through this hell, the Souls return for further
experiences on earth. Only a few extremely wicked Souls are not allowed to reincarnate.
These are cast into “outer darkness” until the time when they are destined to be “destroyed
and dissolved”.
Several Gnostic texts combine the ideas of reincarnation and union with God. The Apocalypse
of Paul, a second-century text, describes the Merkabah-style ascent of the apostle Paul as well
as the reincarnation of a Soul who was not ready for such an ascent. It shows how both
reincarnation and ascents fit into Gnostic theology.
Pistis Sophia combines the ideas of reincarnation and divine union in a passage that begins
with the question: What happens to “a man who has committed no sin, but done good
persistently, but has not found the mysteries?” The Pistis Sophia tells us that the Soul of the
good man who has not found the mysteries will receive “a cup filled with thoughts and
wisdom.” This will allow the Soul to remember its divine origin and so to pursue the
“mysteries of the Light” until it finds them and is able to “inherit the Light forever.” To
“inherit the Light forever” is a Gnostic code for union with God.
For the Gnostic Christians, resurrection was also a Spiritual event - simply the awakening of
the Soul. They believed that people who experience the resurrection can experience eternal
life, or union with God, while on earth and then after death, escape rebirth. People who don’t
experience the resurrection and union with God on earth will reincarnate. Jesus states the
following the Gnostic Gospels:
“People who say they will first die and then arise are mistaken. If they do not first receive
resurrection while they are alive, once they have died they will receive nothing” (Gospel of
Philip).
The Gnostics claimed their terminology was sprinkled through the Epistles of Paul, himself a
Gnostic. The people who wrote and circulated gospels like the Gospel of Thomas certainly
didn’t think they were heretics as they would be labeled by Rome later. They thought of
themselves as the true followers of “the Christ” or “Chrestians” (Christians) who had
received, in addition to the other gospels, secret teaching. For example in the 4th chapter of
the Gospel of Mark, Mark says that Jesus taught certain things privately to the disciples. And
Paul too says that he had secret teaching. And these claim to give some of the secret teaching
of the Christ (Jesus). Whether he actually did teach secretly or not, we don’t know otherwise.
But the Gospel of Thomas claims to be this kind of secret teaching.
For example, the author of Ephesians whom many believe to be Paul or a Pauline follower
uses the words “awake”, “sleep” and “dead” in a Gnostic sense: Do these remarks above help
us better to understand verses like these:
Eph 5:14-17 14 Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and
Christ shall give thee light. 15 See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
16 Redeeming the time, because the days are evil. 17 Wherefore be ye not unwise, but

understanding what the will of the Lord is. (KJV)
Col 1:27-28 27 To whom God would make known what is the riches of the glory of this
mystery among the Gentiles; which is Christ in you, the hope of glory: 28 Whom we preach,
warning every man, and teaching every man in all wisdom; that we may (KJV)
Now we need to pay close attention. Many of the Greek words in the New Testament
translated as “resurrection” also mean to “rise” or “awake”. Therefore, argued the Gnostics,
when Paul says people can be part of the resurrection, he is really saying that their Souls can
be awakened to the Spirit of God within them (awakened to the indwelling of ‘the Christ’)
and by so doing come to know their “true identity, from where they have come, and to where
they go when they die”. Thus, the Gnostic Christian’s motto was “Know Thyself” which
referred to knowing the Divine Nature within them, their very Soul.
Paul writes in several places that resurrection involves a Spirit body. Such a definition
corresponds with Spiritual resurrection and reincarnation and not a bodily resurrection.
“It [the dead body] is sown a natural body, it is raised a Spiritual body. If there is a natural
body, there is also a Spiritual body.” (1 Corinthians 15:44)
“I declare to you, brothers, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor does
the perishable inherit the imperishable.” (1 Corinthians 15:50)
“When you were dead in your sins and in the uncircumcision of your sinful nature, God made
you alive with Christ.” (Colossians 2:13)

’’Snake Audience’’
Gossipators gossiping,
Spectators speculating,
Interpretors misinterpreting,
so far away from the inside,
Eyes poke on the outside,
From the dark, safe in a crowd,
One ill mind - mind made of sin.
From their cosy sofas,
Plotters plotting,
Assumers assuming,
Consumers consuming...
What they see on the screen,
They will never see in them.
Them dead try to change you
but never their own selves.
Hilarious hypocrites…

Strange…
strange, as always…
What a show…
It’s a tragedy,
It’s a comedy,
It’s a tragicomedy,
When the sick sell you healing
And the blind sell you seeing,
in this game,
testing your intelligence
Good audience, good for nothing,
but they will advise you
about pretty much everything,
so know the nature of snakes,
know the nature of Hell,
recognize them,
they never wish you well.
----------------------------------By: Eye Eye

If a man truly desires to write, then he will. Rejection and ridicule will only strengthen him ...There is
no losing in writing, it will make your toes laugh as you sleep, it will make you stride like a tiger, it will
fire the eye and put you face to face with death. You will die a fighter, you will be honored in hell. The
luck of the word. Go with it, send it." — Bukowsk

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an
important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society
constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country. (…) We are
governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have
never heard of.
“This is a logical result of the way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of
human beings must cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a smoothly functioning
society. (…)
“In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics or business, in our social
conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of persons… who
understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is they who pull the wires
which control the public mind.”

And the disciples came and said to Him, “Why do You speak to them in parables?”
He answered and said to them, “Because it has been given to you to know the mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given.
For whoever has, to him more will be given, and he will have abundance; but whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him.
Therefore I speak to them in parables, because seeing they do not see, and hearing they do not hear,
nor do they understand.
And in them the prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled, which says:
‘Hearing you will hear and shall not understand,
And seeing you will see and not perceive;
For the hearts of this people have grown dull.
Their ears are hard of hearing,
And their eyes they have closed,
Lest they should see with their eyes and hear with their ears,
Lest they should understand with their hearts and turn,
So that I should heal them.’
But blessed are your eyes for they see, and your ears for they hear;
for assuredly, I say to you that many prophets and righteous men desired to see what you see, and
did not see it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it.

-Matthew 13

A mob of freedom loving citizens rallying against capitalism are unknowingly shooting themselves in
the foot. The powers that be want us to think capitalism is at fault so we can cancel it just in time for
them to have already used it to gain all the power they wanted from it before it was terminated. They
would love nothing more than all of us to ask for them to take the free market away from us and
control every aspect of our goods and services with no room for us to have a say in it anymore.
What Anonymous speaks out against is crony capitalism, corporatism, and oligarchy (HUGE
difference) which all feed into each other and have potential to turn rogue on the people but do not
represent the capitalism which simply allows you to bargain or barter without intervention from the
State. On one side we have capitalism, which is just the free market open for anyone and everyone to
use to build their dreams which enables those local merchants you see playing the game fair living
out their life's passion and opening up his or her own small business on the corner working for
themselves selling their hand made products or services. On the other side we have crony capitalism
and corporatism, the large successful corporations that provide services for entire nations and have
been in business for a century or more which started off small but abused capitalism to rise above
the small business level and now have more than one owner playing the game dirty by suppressing or
buying out competitors (or bribing) and only giving the best deals to their inner circle while pitching
the rest of their workers bread crumbs and left overs, damaging competing companies by spreading
lies or creating negative publicity on them or even limiting their supply by hoarding all their
competitor's resources to purposefully put them out of business, then turning on the people they
serve by making all their goals centered on profits over public safety (cigarette companies and
Monsanto for example) and over the best interests of society and the ecosystem, and then eventually
rising up and taking political power by owning the media outlets that politicians use for elections or
broadcasting information to the public, or by issuing nations their currency (the bankers) and owning
their debt while controlling them via inflation and deflation.
Since there are no laws preventing this kind of abuse in the name of money, these people think they

are playing the game fair and have no shame in all the damage they've caused as long as they get to
continue living on top and remain in power. Despite all the lives they've destroyed to gain that level of
power, they believe they earned it and that you're just mad that they outsmarted you and were able
to manipulate the game to put all the odds in their favor. But capitalism at its core is just the market
being owned and managed by the people instead of the government, capitalism itself does not create
greedy heartless people to cheat their way through the system into positions of power and eventually
enslave members of their own species, that is something we create in future generations collectively
just as parents, and is also something we could have installed laws against to punish the wolves
among men in the market who begin to abuse capitalism. If you want to take power away from these
greedy heartless corporations then we first must jail the bankers and oligarchs who abused their
power and committed crimes against humanity to keep it, then we install new laws which will punish
people in the future like J.D. Rockefeller when they begin brutally abusing capitalism for selfish gains
and display the clear signs of somebody trying to rise into power, and then next we must USE
capitalism itself to vote with our dollars and put all the rest of these corrupt corporations out of
business by boycotting their products or services and supporting all the local businesses in our
communities that provide the exact same goods instead. This is how we the people can work
together as one mind as one moving body making the same unanimous decision-making and USE the
system they created for us AGAINST them and get our power of our governments back again without
having to surrender our free market to socialism. Boycotting and writing new laws can take us a long
way if every single one of us realized that it's as simple as changing who we buy our goods from and
who we make rich (or who we make poor by boycotting to bankruptcy).
We had ALWAYS had this kind of collective power, they know this. THEY ARE VERY nervous that we
will become smart enough to figure this out. This is also why our media is set to distract and dumb
down the next generation, but we will not fall for their bullshit anymore.

"The enlightened fool is the one who sees the ego trips of society and can still find joy and laughter in
its midst. The fool is often the enlightened one, the one with crazy wisdom, with laughter and jokes
as their weapon, they cut through the mundane conformity and bring to light the latent child like bliss
bubbling just beneath the surface of all seriousness. The fool possesses a wisdom that is out of reach
of the conformist. A playful attitude in touch with enormous amounts of creativity."

Sunday night's Sixty Minutes expose of the Saudi role in the original 9/11 attacks and the Bush and
Obama Administration coverup of the 28 pages, has caused a total panic at the White House, in Riyad
and in London. With both former Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Sen. Kristen Gillebrand (DNY) demanding that Obama immediately declassify the 28 pages, the pressure on Obama and the
Anglo-Saudi apparatus that he and Bush have protected for the past 15 years, has crossed a
threshold.
Obama's complicity in covering up the crimes of the Saudi Monarchy more than rise to the standard
for immediate impeachment. The Sixty Minutes broadcast had been ready for airing for months, and
the fact that the show was broadcast ten days before Obama's scheduled visit to Saudi Arabia to
meet with GCC leaders, is an indication that growing forces have come to recognize what Lyndon
LaRouche declared as early as April 2009: Obama is a tool of the British Monarchy and their Saudi
butchers, and the very survival of the United States is in jeopardy every day that he remains in office.

Egentlig så burde vel våre "kjære" folkevalgte minst ha et par timer med skikkelig kroppsarbeide hver
dag, før de trer inn i rollene som verger for det norske folk, slik at de til en viss grad kan forstå
forskjellen mellom teori og praksis, og forskjellen mellom å leve i lala land og ha bakkekontakt. Et par
timer med søppeplukking på morran før de tar på seg dress og slips hadde økt troverdigheten deres,
så kunne de som til vanlig plukket søppel tatt over deres verv i et par timer. Og man skal ikke se bort i
fra at de opprinnelige søppeplukkerne i de to timene ville gjort en mye bedre jobb enn politikerne.

And on that note...reality is stranger than fiction.
"The dark systems control structure on Earth is currently going into over drive. Please prepare
yourselves for some hairy times. I know many of you already know what is coming and that it won't
be pretty. But before we can have our golden age of true light here on Earth, the old dark control
structures and those who created and run them, must first be evicted off planet. And before that can
happen, they will first have their last dance for supremacy and total control over humanity and Earth.
There is no denying it, no avoiding that reality. One way or another, we will all of us be embroiled in
some severely tough times and very very soon now.
This post is about the wave of darkness about to wash over all of us and making it through that, will
require the very best in all of us. That we get through it, is as important as how we get through it.
How Loving and true we can remain without becoming floor mats or putting ourselves in situations
we don't want to be in. Without letting anger and frustration get the better of us, without being
overwhelmed by fear and despair. What's coming is harder than anyone has experienced on this
planet in recorded history and yet, move through it we shall. It is about timing and the age of the
black dragons is coming to a close. Time is actually very much in our favor.
These arches spoken of are 3D printed models of the Arch of the temple to Baal in Syria, that was
supposed to have been destroyed by Islamic State in their rampage of destruction of many holy sites
and sacred places of worship. The 3D arches are supposed to be erected first in central London, then
Times Square in New York, followed by a total of 1,000 (plus) more in major cities around the globe to
make a statement. This supposedly being "defiance against terrorist destruction of what we all hold
dear". However, Islamic State (and those living in the area) vehemently denies destroying temple and
it is odd that while the actual temple was totally destroyed, only the archway mysteriously remains

standing. It is more likely that this structure was deliberately left standing after the temple having
been destroyed very precisely by those who control and manipulate Earth and humanity at present.
After all, they are very proficient at systematic demolition whenever it suits them (see 9/11).
As to why this is all so important, you must understand that the dark ones do nothing randomly. They
are highly organized and efficient, much like machines and operate in hive mind fashion. They have
been using satanic rituals, child and adult blood sacrifices (which is also what 9/11 was in essence),
for thousands of years. Blood is the most effective spiritual conductor of energy imaginable, which is
why to this day, the truly rich and famous in music, movies and politics, sign their souls away for
fame, fortune and secular power, in their own blood. Such contracts are binding and cannot be
broken for the duration of this current lifetime and depending on wording for much beyond just this
one lifestream.
The reason for blood sacrifice by the dark ones of one or smaller and larger groups of people,
especially children, is to gather monumental amounts of power towards opening portals in the fabric
of time and space, to bring onto the Earth plane entities through them, that no one in their right
mind would ever want to associate with in their darkest nightmares and to prepare the grounds of
Earth for a genuinely Luciferian age, ruled by the bringer of the false light himself.
In such massacres, children are preferred whenever possible, as their energy of innocence and purity
adds extensively to the power collected by such abhorrent rituals. The beings behind all this murder
and bloodshed are not human, nor are the humans they work through as dark portals still in charge
of their human faculties. Which explains why they can do what they can do, without remorse or care.
Even all of the wars of this world are deliberately created, masterminded and fully financed by these
very same controllers, for this very same purpose: human blood sacrifice, especially of young soldiers.
It is the ultimate parasitic infestation of this planet and the real reason why our tv programs are filled
with vampire movies and series. It is all mental human conditioning to make us not only accept them
subliminally but also think of them as sexy, mysterious and cool, "something to aspire to" even.
Now let's get back to these 3D arches about to be erected. An archway in magic is symbolic of a
portal, one either leading to other places here on Earth, or the universe, or to function
interdimensionally. Portals can be configured to work 2-ways or uni-directional. The dark ones, over
aeons here on Earth, aligned themselves with some pretty dark entities from the demonic realms of
the lower 4D plane, both demons and dark ET races (sometimes it is hard to tell the difference
between them). For those of you familiar with ET abductions and/or sleep paralysis, you will know
what I speak of.
They have gathered a lot of power around themselves and these human blood sacrifices are geared
to add considerable extra power to break through all boundaries of space and time to allow those
whom they truly serve, to enter the Earth plane. So now we have this upcoming, traditionally bloodsoaked period of April 2016 going on and we have the public erection of 1,000 (at least) arches to the
Temple of Baal being erected over this entire month.
Traditionally, in black magic, May day or May 1st is the day, darkness is invoked (called in). All the
portals to the realms of darkness are easier to open on that day than most others during the year. So I
ask you, bearing all of the above in mind: what does the erection of all these portals at this specific
time tell you?
Bear in mind that Baal, who is today thought of as directly synonymous with Satan or Sataniel, the

Fallen One and who was and is an ancient god, worshipped by the dark ones on Earth, by raping
women on his festival days and by making mothers sacrifice their first born child to his fiery idols, for
thousands of years. It is the origin of the Pagan festival of Beltane, supposedly a festival of fertility
with thinly veiled rituals that to this day involve the raping of women and likely child sacrifice as well
in many parts of Earth.
Based on all I have read and researched on this, it is my firm belief, that the dark ones seek to call into
the Earth plane worldwide at an appointed, coordinated hour on May 1st their actual superiors, to
help them win their war for human consciousness and total control of Earth.
I would furthermore wager, that the 3D arches themselves will be made of conscious, programmable
nanotech dark matter, which has been 3D printed by the dark ones on Earth for some time now. This
will make attacking them or seeking to change them rather difficult as this matter acts autonomously
once fully programmed. It has been introduced to humanity as "black goo" in popular media such as
the Matrix movie trilogy (agent Smith's weapon of choice) and Lucy (Scarlett Johansson ultimately
becoming black goo herself).
What to do! For one, call on Archangel Michael, His Michael Group and warrior Angel hosts to fully
shield and permanently contain any such arch on all levels and in all dimensions and times, leading up
to and throughout May 1st period. Keep this containment in place and fully energized with pure light
from Highest Source of true light and Love by working alone or in groups on a daily basis throughout
the period. Please don't wait for a saviour to come and rescue us. The one we call the Christ came
here, not to save us Himself but to bring the saving frequency of Christ Consciousness to planet Earth
and introduce it to humanity, so that when the time came, we would make use of it. It is a golden
current of pure light that can be actively used by sending it where it is needed most. It is needed now
and this is a call for collective global action by the forces in allegiance with Highest Source of true
light and Love!
Please do with this info what you will. I am aware that it is a big issue to look at and certainly not a
comfortable one but if we want to keep these infernal portals closed, we must act now. We are here
to save ourselves and Earth from being overwhelmed by darkness. This is our work and what we
birthed here for. To close off the old successfully and to open up the new cycle of true light and
beauty equally successfully. Don't let our own various falls in the past detract you from the truth of
who you are and what you are here for! This is directed especially at those among you in a warrior
capacity but it will take all of us to stop this madness and free Earth and humanity for good from this
scourge that has been plaguing us for at least the past 350,000 years! This won't be the dark ones'
last or only attempt to gain full control but it is a major one, we are more than capable to stop dead
in its tracks!
It's time for Freedom...please help and share. Thank you. In Love and true light...

"What has happened once can very
well happen again. If it happened
once it’s extraordinary, and it’s not
really very much more extraordinary
if it happened all over again. I do
know I’ve seen people die and I’ve
seen people born after them. So after I die not only somebody but myriads of other beings will be
born. We all know that; there’s no doubt about it. What worries us is that when we’re dead there
could be nothing at all forever, as if that were something to worry about. Before you were born there
was this same nothing at all forever, and yet you happened. If you happened once you can happen
again." ~

...“It's like you took a
bottle of ink and you
threw it at a wall.
Smash! And all that ink spread. And in the middle, it's dense, isn't it? And as it gets out on the edge,
the little droplets get finer and finer and make more complicated patterns, see? So in the same way,
there was a big bang at the beginning of things and it spread. And you and I, sitting here in this room,
as complicated human beings, are way, way out on the fringe of that bang. We are the complicated

little patterns on the end of it. Very interesting. But so we define ourselves as being only that. If you
think that you are only inside your skin, you define yourself as one very complicated little curlique,
way out on the edge of that explosion. Way out in space, and way out in time. Billions of years ago,
you were a big bang, but now you're a complicated human being. And then we cut ourselves off, and
don't feel that we're still the big bang. But you are." ~

Like Noam Chomsky said, “The general population doesn’t even know what’s happening, and it
doesn’t even know that it doesn’t know.” Their attitude is as long as they can get through the day,
with as little heartache and grief as possible from their fellow humans, then it’s all good. But it’s not
all good. The excuse of “just getting through the day” doesn’t change the fact that the psychosocial
game we are playing is systematically destroying the planet and everything that lives on it, including
us.

The truth hurts when you are living a lie!!
People take offence rather than actually taking on board what you have to say, this is just a way of
rejecting the truths you are pointing out by turning it into a personal attack on them rather than
seeing it for what it really is...
telling one something is not spreading fear,
information is light,
it has to strike a shadow for it to become fear.
One could argue for hours with an owl of what was light and what was dark, the same with light
distorted.
information is still light, light is language, moving information.
your DNA is information LIGHT-Language.
It's true. The light exposes what was previously sitting unseen in the darkness. Everybody knows truth
is painful and frightening at times. But we have to move past fear.

Continue practicing until you see yourself in the cruelest person on Earth, in the child starving, in the
political prisoner. Practice until you recognize yourself in everyone in the supermarket, on the street
corner, in a concentration camp, on a leaf, in a dewdrop. Meditate until you see yourself in a speck of
dust in a distant galaxy. See and listen with the whole of your being.
If you are fully present, the rain of Dharma will water the deepest seeds in your consciousness, and
tomorrow, while you are washing the dishes or looking at the blue sky, that seed will spring forth, and
love and understanding will appear as a beautiful flower.

A little more gospel :
Evolution from 666 to 888
"Therefore after his death Christ had to journey to Hell, otherwise the ascent to Heaven would have
become impossible for him. Christ first had to become his Antichrist, his under-worldly brother.
No one knows what happened during the three days Christ was in Hell. I have experienced it. The
men of yore said that he had preached there to the deceased. What they say is true, but do you know
how this happened?

It was folly and monkey business, an atrocious Hell's masquerade of the holiest mysteries. How else
could Christ have saved his Antichrist? Read the unknown books of the ancients, and you will learn
much from them. Notice that Christ did not remain in Hell, but rose to the heights in the
beyond."~Carl Jung, from The Red Book, page 224
Jesus said, "Everyone who seeks should continue seeking until he finds. When he finds, he will be
troubled at the contemplation of Truth, but when he has passed through the time of trouble, he will
be astonished at the brightness of the Light, for the Way of Truth is the Pathway to the Eternal
Godhead, and the price of the beatific vision is the wringing of the soul.
*The person who desires to rise above all things must descend below all things, for the way to the
heights passes through the depths of anguish, which generate the fires of Life.*
The person who has suffered and found Life is blessed."
-Gospel of Thomas

Far in a past time, lost on the space time, the Children of Light looked down on the world. Seeing the
children of men in their bondage, bound by the force that came from beyond. Knew they that only by
freedom from bondage could man ever rise from Earth to the Sun. Down they descended and created
bodies, taking the semblance of men as their own. The Masters of everything said after their forming:
"We are they who were formed from the space-dust; partaking of life from the infinite All; being in
the world as children of men, like and yet unlike the children of men."
(Emerald Tablets)

We all wear a brave face, underneath however, we all are mortally wounded; carrying stories and
pains from our lives that are unique to us. That guy here and that gal there, they both are fighting to
love themselves everyday. Who knows, if you are showing them love and hope, you may just be the
only source of strength they will receive that day. If we don’t comfort each other, how can any of us
heal?

Jesus, as the icon of Christ consciousness (1 Corinthians 2:16), is the very template of total paradox:
human yet divine, heavenly yet earthly, physical yet spiritual, a male body yet a female soul, killed yet

alive, powerless yet powerful, victim yet victor, failure yet redeemer, marginalized yet central,
singular yet everyone, incarnate yet cosmic, nailed yet liberated. He resolves the major phi... Se mer

For 15 år siden overdro kong Harald Skaugum gård i Asker til kronprins Haakon, som fikk særeie. Nå
viser det seg at kronprinsen har solgt eiendommer på Skaugum, og salgssummen stikker han i egen
lomme – helt skattefritt, skriver Dagbladet.
I salgsoppgavene kommer det fram at kronprinsparet ikke har bodd i de to husene han har solgt for

over 12 millioner kroner. Vanlige folk må skatte hvis de selger et hus de ikke har bodd i selv det siste
året. Det slipper imidlertid kronprinsparet, da loven fritar både de og kongeparet fra å betale
inntekts- og formuesskatt. Dersom andre nordmenn hadde nektet å betale skatt, så hadde man fått
bøter og / eller fengselsstraffer.

"We have a basic picture of the world in which everything is being pushed around. There's a boss.
There's somebody in charge who is different than what that 'somebody' is in charge of, and puts
everything into shape... because our common sense does not allow that things shape themselves.
Very odd […] The analogue—therefore—of the world, that has been put into our common sense, is
one of military command." ~

The laws of Nature and the evidence collected from the mess it made over time is the very first
teacher of HOW to detect and test the validity of the truth. If you are unable to decode the language
of Nature, then anything and everything will seem true to you if somebody tells it to you enough.
Nature teaches you humility and that being wrong is more valuable than being right because it breaks
you out of the habit of assigning your knowledge to be tethered to your ego. It makes you aware that
what we thought we knew was only the beginning and nowhere even NEAR the finished conclusion.
Nature and natural law is the only truth there is, because it is ALL that exists in its consistent pattern
and physicality. Our modern culture has taken our minds so far away from what is natural, GET BACK
in touch with your roots again and you will soon see HOW to see again.
“I awoke only to find that the rest of the world was still asleep.”
― Leonardo da Vinci

"Those who are able to see beyond the shadows and lies of their culture will never be understood, let
alone believed, by the masses."
~Plato

Who is responsible for the state of the world? You say not you, but I say yes, me. What will change
the world? We will when we change ourselves. The world of men and women is not destined to be as
it was or as it is. It can be one way or it can be another, but it can only change when the individuals
who inhabit this world recognize their role in creating and maintaining this reality, and their ability to
alter it by changing their choices. The minds of the people alive now decide what is possible and what
will be done. We all influence our environments. We all exist on Earth. We are all responsible. Denial
does not change that. Denial is the decision to not change, to not alter our influence and to not admit
what part we have played in the people's play. Alternatively admittance could elevate our species to
something almost unimaginable. But I think we are too afraid for our brains to behave so boldly.

For noen motbydelige feige parasitter våre politikere er. Den dagen de selv kjemper i en krig ved
frontlinjen, så skal jeg respektere dem, ikke et sekund før. De vet ingenting om hva slags
traumatiserende effekt deres ordre har der de hisser til krig, da de selv sitter trygt bak et skrivebord.
Pføy faen for noen kvalme parasitter. Er folk så satans lamme at ikke de kan se gjennom deres
parfymerte ytre som skjuler drittlukta som oser fra de ? Dette er noe vi har gitt ansvaret til. Det
forteller en del om oss også ikke bare våre "kjære" folkevalgte.
Hovard Widding: Norge har ingen adgang til på delta her uten at de inviteres av Syrias legale
myndigheter, og den invitasjonen eksisterer ikke. Det er derfor vranglære av dimensjoner når de
mener at de folkerettslige deler er avklart der man tror man kan velge hvem man vil støtte i en
konflikt som dette. Det er altså konvensjonstridig krigsforbrytelser Norge har vedtatt å delta i her.

Let's put this all into perspective. The reason the television exists and has existed was to create hype
and controversy over absolutely nothing. Fictitious characters, fake people, fake news, fake stories
and plots to keep you on the edge of your seat in suspense and ignorant or careless to what's going
on overseas far away from your view and concern. The TV is a blindfold, it is a tool the elite have
successfully got our culture addicted to to keep us away from seeing or detecting their grand scheme
which isn't difficult to connect the dots to. The TV screen exists to keep the fighters silent, to keep
protests minimal and laughable, to keep the passionate busy and anxious to find out what happens
next week in these fake stories they got their brain wrapped up in, instead of politically aware of the
maneuvers going on in gradual progressions. The idea is simple, keep the activists against war down
as minimal to none as possible by keeping us drooling in front of a screen while they finish off the
long enduring task of globalization which has taken them almost three centuries to get this far (the
closest they have ever been to success in all of human history).
Let me put it this way, once every Nation is shackled under the Federal Reserve Banking cartel, then

that is when it is already too late to stop the NWO. There are only 3 nations left now that are not with
the Federal Reserve, Cuba, Iran, and North Korea. We are running out of time.
"BUT WAIT! Jon Snow though! We can't shut the system down yet! We have to find out what
happens to Jon Snow!"

And these goddamned retardet fake Christians everywhere ! In the bible Jesus tries to tell you
Christians how important it is to not worship materials.
So you build great "holy" churches to remember those words.. lol
And you worship the torture instrument the Romans used to kill him with, the cross. You worship
your masters bloody crusified dead broken image.
Wow I know you did not become a Christian because you thougt allot about it.
But lets try to do a little thinking anyway.. ;)
Sometimes i forget how hopeless it is to ask people who are only trained to repeat to actually think
for them self.

"STATISTS"- There's no difference in that era. Big collective groups have always acted like a bunch of
savages. Look how simple minded they are " cheering for their new fuhrer Messiah. And they will
attack those that dont buy what they sell", and like that they rejected reason. Any challenge to what
they've been indoctrinated to believe. The bigger the group, the simpler the message, the more
savage they become and they are capable endorsing barbarism and violence because of it. Very
strange. The fuckeri goes deep into this generation of expert repeaters.

You must be able to entertain an idea or concept without it triggering your ego. Socrates was the
master of these teachings. With his mind he forced ridicule upon the elites established reality,
creating a paradigme shift from mythos to logos. The Socratic method of debate has its roots in being
able to discuss a subject with no emotional attachment. Take apart established untruths,Debunk and
shine light upon truth. Rhetorical questions are for the enlightened only as the ignorant only react to
key words and phrases. Theoretical physics has its foundations in imagination. With imagination,
infinity is known.

New period in human history initiated is what this world needs more now than ever before. When
the 1st Renaissance Period happened, it was a massive public resistance against tyranny and an act of
disobedience to theocracy and many other undesirable coercive acts the European nations were
being controlled under their monarchical governments. The uprising of the Renaissance forced the
kings, the inquisition, the Vatican, and all the other pieces of their great big Chess board to step aside
and allow the people to rule their own freedom of thought and expression. Although a lot has
changed since the 14th - 17th centuries, one thing has remained the same, we still live under the
boot of these control freaks who have embedded their control even deeper into our skin of
dependency than ever before with tools such as money, holding back our resources, replacing our
survival skills with their management and public services such as producing our energy, "clean" water,
and feeding us gadgets which pull us even further away from self sufficiency and individual
independence from the State.

We've had enough of their lies, propaganda, and psyops, we've had enough of them eroding away
our human rights, and we've had enough of the poison they spread into us both biochemically and
mentally. We are angry and we are going to outlet this energy into our expression to the world to get
the media's attention and the public's support. Our New Renaissance will seek to attract teenagers
and young adults to the Anonymous movement where they not only will be exposed to the world of
the arts, but our consensus knowledge and ambition to restore individual freedom and power back to
the people who have blindly been robbed of these precious skills. The planet belongs to everybody.
We will not be slaves, or abide by their ideologies and the rules they are forcing upon us. We all are
living beings with emotions, lives, and histories, and we are going to show these elite scum just how
intelligent and powerful we really are. The time to finally act and cause a massive uprising, like the
people of 14th century Europe, is here. The Industrial Era was the very last time we will ever visit the
Dark Ages of the human mind again, this period will be our *rebirth* into our higher selves once
again.
Thank you for your support in this operation!

"How did we become so manipulable and herd-like? So easily spooked into hysterical stampedes? So
docile and ready to be driven by our government herders over the precipice of war?
In a word, near-universal compulsory schooling. In school, students are not so much taught as they
are conditioned. Schooling deeply ingrains certain mentalities that foster militancy: timidity and

tribalism, dependency and docility, conformity and credulity. The conclusion is; schools sow the
spiritual seeds of war."

Om du hadde valget, hva ville du prioritert mest i et fritt samfunn?
- større velstand?
- mer fritid?
Svært få tenker over at høye skatter og avgifter stjeler både verdier, og tid. Hvordan? Fordi du kunne
da valgt å jobbe mindre men fremdeles hatt det samme nivået av velstand som i dag.
Hvis varer koster 30-40 % mindre, tjenester koster 60 % mindre og bolig koster 40 % mindre - i tillegg
til at du fikk beholde 30-50 % mer av det du tjener, hvordan ville det endret ditt liv?

Sokrates the dissident, the radikal=free thinker, was judged to death by the rule of law. Jesus to was
handled by law this way. Now the Socratic problem is not yet solved in 2016 . Also today there are
Questions that is hiearcy to talk about. The monetary system is on of them.The Religious teaching in
schools. The school system it self! The political spectrum, and useless party system . The pyramid
shaped structure of society is another one. Modern slavery etc. Question everything!
The one thing we know as a fact from our history, is that in times of war despotisme and
repression,great social changes will occur. For the better or for worse. Konfusious did this in China:
3000 laws known by heart was tradet for morals and common sense. Siddartha did this in India after
years of brutal war. In all periods of history the corrupt elite establishment, forces its citizens us to act
for social change.
They elite aristocrates and superstars of today are not gods, just ordinary fortune seekers,children
lost in an adult body like everyone else.
To say religion and politics should not be mixed together, is a folly statement. Religion is politics, and
politics is a religion.
The birthplace of Western democrazy Greece has once again taken the lead and showed us the way
to a New golden age , they have fought against these Powers of darkness to the point of breakdown.
But the world is in blood magick spell lockdown. Enjoing their slavery as if paradise on Earth has
come.
Those who fight today,will not be able to fight tommorw.

If the universe began in the past, when that happened it was now. You see? But, it's still now. And the
universe is still beginning now and it's trailing off like the wake of a ship, from now. And that wake of
the ship fades out, so does the past. You can look back there to explain things, but the explanation
disappears. You'll never find it there. Things are not explained by the past. They're explained by what
happens now. That creates the past, and it begins here. That's the birth of responsibility."
"I presume, then, that with my own death I shall forget who I was, just as my conscious attention is
unable to recall, if it ever knew, how to form the cells of the brain and the pattern of the veins.
Conscious memory plays little part in our biological existence. Thus as my sensation of 'I-ness,' of
being alive, once came into being without conscious memory or intent, so it will arise again and
again, as the 'central' Self—the IT—appears as the self/other situation in its myriads of pulsating
forms—always the same and always new, a here in the midst of a there, a now in the midst of then,
and a one in the midst of many. And if I forget how many times I have been here, and in how many
shapes, this forgetting is the necessary interval of darkness between every pulsation of light. I return
in every baby born."

We are absolutely a collective "One". Humanity has been in a deep sleep, living out a collective
nightmare. The Light of consciousness that is dawning upon us now - by all means - is meant to wake
us the f#ck up.
"Carl Jung exhibited the sort of serene wisdom that is usually reserved for the reclusive-hermit-sage.
Yet, he arrived at his personal “wholeness” not through the traditional route of Christian grace or
Buddhist meditation, but through scientific and psychological means. Delving into his own troubled
mind and reflecting on the neuroses of his patients, he arrived at an unsettling insight.
"We must learn to accept our own darkness if we want to overcome our own neurosis."
Without this self-acceptance, our attempts to help others will be futile, both on an individual and
global level.
Alan Watts said that Jung intimately embraced his own dark side and:
"[H]e would not condemn the things in others and would therefore not be lead into those thoughts,
feelings, and acts of violence towards others which are always characteristic of the people who
project the devil in themselves upon the outside – upon somebody else – upon the scapegoat."
Whenever we refuse to accept our feelings and thoughts, however disturbing they might be, we
experience psychological dissonance. Dissonance happens when our behavior does not match our
self-image, or the image we think others might have of us. When we project our shadow onto others,

we refuse ownership of ourselves, distancing ourselves from ourselves, losing ourselves in the
process. This, according to Jung, is how neurosis finds a way to take over the psyche.

You are not You - You have no Body, no blood, no bones, You are but a thought. I myself have no
existence; I am but a Dream--your Dream, a creature of your imagination. In a moment You will have
realized this, then You will banish Me from your Visions and I shall dissolve into the nothingness out
of which You made Me
In a little while You will be alone in shoreless space, to wander its limitless solitudes without friend or
comrade forever—for You will remain a thought, the only existent thought, and by your Nature
inextinguishable, indestructible. But I, your poor servant, have revealed You to yourself and set You
free. Dream other Dreams, and better!
Strange! that You should not have suspected years ago—centuries, ages, eons, ago!—for You have
existed, companionless, through all the eternities.
Strange, indeed, that You should not have suspected that your Universe and its contents were only
Dreams, Visions, fiction! Strange, because they are so frankly and hysterically insane—like all Dreams:
a God who could make good children as easily as bad, yet preferred to make bad one? who could
have made every one of them happy, yet never made a single happy one; who made them prize their
bitter Life, yet stingily cut it short; who gave his Angels eternal happiness unearned, yet required his
other children to earn it; who gave his Angels painless Lives, yet cursed his other children with biting
miseries and maladies of Mind and Body; who mouths justice and invented hell—mouths mercy and
invented hell—mouths Golden Rules, and forgiveness multiplied by seventy times seven, and
invented hell; who mouths morals to other people and has none himself; who frowns upon crimes,
yet commits them all; who Created man without invitation, then tries to shuffle the responsibility for
man's acts upon man, instead of honorably placing it where it belongs, upon himself; and finally, with
altogether divine obtuseness, invites a poor, abused slave to worship him!
You perceive, Now, that these things are all impossible except in a Dream. You perceive that they are
pure and puerile insanities, the silly creations of an imagination that is not conscious of its freaks—in
a word, that they are a Dream, and You the maker of it. The Dream-marks are all present; You should
have recognized them earlier.
"It is true, that which I have revealed to You; there is no God, no Universe, no Human race, no earthly

Life, no Heaven, no Hell. It is all a Dream—a grotesque and foolish Dream. Nothing exists but You.
And You are but a thought—a vagrant thought, a useless thought, a homeless thought, wandering
forlorn among the empty Eternities!

Many people think that to be a God or a Goddess requires Magic and Superhuman powers like We
see in movies or our favorite television series, but if We just look closely at our own Bodies, looking
closer at how our nervous system works, looking at how intricate our blood vessels and chemical
patterns work, looking at how complex our emotions and Consciousness exists, what We notice is
how everything works in perfect harmony, and one can easily realize that IT is YOU doing all of this
magnificent work of Magic and Creation! What else but a God or Goddess could Create such
marvelous patterns of beauty? All which are specific to YOU, just like within your process of
Dreaming! Look at IT a little closer, and realize your true Divine potential, for We are like a seed that
can transcend beyond our limited form of perception. When We look out at the World, We may be
fooled into thinking We are looking out at an existence outside of our encapsulated Ego, things going
on beyond our influence, but science shows us that our eyes take in Light and everything We SEE is
but a inner world image of Creation. Not unlike our in our Dreams and mystical Visions, IT is YOU that
shines the Sun and blues the Sky all from within the confines of your own inner Mind! Yes the World
is outside of us, yet at the same time IT is all within us, and when We can carry this knowing at all
times of our daily experiences, IT is the same feeling as Awakening within a pattern of deep
Dreaming, as We instantly have that 'Satori' feeling and become immortal just as a God or Goddess!
May We continue on the path to the return of Gods and Goddesses living within Human form, for the
World needs Now more than ever Spirits that are Awake to guide us to the next level of our
Consciousness Evolution!

Art is coincidental with the earliest stages of Intelligence and represents the Highest Dimensions of
Consciousness that a Human can aspire to. All the crazy things humans have created, an artist
thought about it first, before it manifested in reality.

I won't try to convince you here that my views are right, this is just something to think about for a bit.

Public schools had 15 thousand hours to convince us that government is good, necessary and that it
makes us safe and ensures prosperity.
That is a heck of a head start, 15,000 hours.
They had us when we were young and impressionable, so the lessons learned at that time seem pure

and basic in a sense; however when I look around I see people who shut down when I try to talk
about the edges of what they feel is “allowed” to be discussed. I see people safeguarding their
emotions beyond what’s reasonable, beyond facts themselves.
But at the same time, most will admit our world is jam packed with BS, liars, marketing jazz, and
control freaks; that things are essentially fake, reality has an illusory nature to it. If life has become an
endless series of sarcastic jokes and pop references, a competition to see who can care the least, it
seems we’ve made a collective misstep. Could this be the cause of emptiness and existential malaise?
So what are my views, the ones I don't expect anyone to accept right now?
Government is not our friend. Government injects every situation with the threat of violence.
Government doesn't serve to protect the public from corporations and the rich, it enables them.
Politicians have never been moral or well-intentioned, that was just what their historians said. Please
don't disagree automatically. I know, the urge to reject "nonsense" was implanted a long time ago.
You don't need to believe or reject, just hold the possibility in your mind and listen to your inner
judgement.
Take your time. Just don't take 15 thousand hours.

The first thing to be understood is the difference between rebellion and revolution.
Revolution is an organized effort to change the society forcibly, violently. But the trouble is, you
cannot change the society through violence, because it is violence that is the very life current of the
society. That’s why all the revolutions have failed. And there is no possibility of any revolution

succeeding, ever.
Rebellion is individual, nonviolent, peaceful. It is out of love. Rebellion is not against something, but
for something. Revolution is against something, but not for something. Revolution is so much
engaged in being against, it forgets for what all this fuss is being made. It is anger. But anger cannot
create a better society. Rebellion is not oriented against the society, but is oriented towards a new
man, a new humanity.
Revolution is fighting with the past.
Rebellion is meditating for the future.
I said rebellion is out of love, silence, understanding, compassion – all the qualities that make man
divine. Revolution is based on all the qualities that make man again an animal. Because rebellion is
individual, there is no need of any struggle, of any fight. The society will not even be bothered by one
individual being different than others. But even single individuals meditating, loving, hoping for a new
sunrise, can create the possibility of a new society. Their very presence will be enough to transform
others. Their love cannot fail – love never fails. Their understanding, their intelligence, their
compassion are bound to succeed.
But rebellion has not been tried. Revolution seems to be easier, because against such a big society
you need a big organization. But the moment you become organized you become the same type of
society. You become just a reflection of what you are opposing. You stand before a mirror: the
reflection in the mirror is your reflection, although it is opposed to you.
So just being opposed does not mean that you are really different; the methods are the same. The
old society depends on violence; the revolutionaries depend on violence. The old society depends on
enslaving people; the revolutionaries depend on the same. The old society depends on beliefs;
revolutionaries also depend on belief. It makes no difference whether your belief is in the “Holy
Bible” or in “Das Kapital.”
And one thing very significant to remember: if the revolutionaries are going to win they have to be
more violent than the old society, more cunning, more clever, more political, more cruel; otherwise
they cannot win. So, in fact, in the name of revolution more violence is becoming victorious, more
cruelty is becoming victorious; more slavery, more submissiveness is demanded by the revolutionary
party. You can see it happen in all the revolutions. Violence is what feeds and fuels this levithan statist
beast.

"Regard yourself as a cloud in the flesh… Because you see, clouds never make mistakes. Did you ever
see a cloud that was misshapen? Did you ever see a badly designed wave? No. They always do the
right thing. But if you will treat yourself—for a while—as a cloud or wave, and realize that you can't
make a mistake whatever you do, because even if you do something that seems to be totally
disastrous, it will all come out in the wash somehow or other... Then through this capacity, you will
develop a kind of confidence. And through confidence you will be able to trust your own intuition.
This is the middle way of knowing that it has nothing to do with your decision to do this or not.
Whether you decide that you can't make a mistake, or whether you don't decide it, it's true anyway.
You are like cloud and water. And through that realization, without overcompensating in the other
direction, you will come to the point where you begin to be on good terms with your own being, and
to be able to trust your own brain." ~

“When one becomes dogmatic, that person believes his or her doctrine is the only truth and that all
other doctrines are heresy. Disputes and conflicts all arise from narrow views. They can extend
endlessly, wasting precious time and sometimes even leading to war. Attachment to views is the
greatest impediment to the spiritual path. Bound to narrow views, one becomes so entangled that it
is no longer possible to let the door of truth open.”

How the world media covered the people who voted for or supported Brexit:
"If you voted for Brexit and you care about your country's sovereignty, independence and democracy,
you must be a full blown racist idiot that lives in the past and who has never had any access to any
form of a higher education, and you should crawl back to the backwards, shitty, rock from whence
you came from and die already and leave the rest of us enlightened and evolved beings alone in our
brave new globalised world."

You cannot make up the truth that feels most comfortable to you. The reason why the truth is
deliberately rejected and ignored on such a massive scale is because people are running away from
everything that causes even the slightest form of discomfort, let alone the things that severely upset
their understanding of everything. But you can't run far from the truth, it confronts you each day you
are alive, you are absolutely surrounded by it.

You, as a person, are a part of "society." Giving your money to politicians is not "giving back to
society." If anything, it is taking money away from productive, decent "society" (you) and giving it to a
gang of crooks.
Some people will respond, "But then government gives some back!" By that stupid reasoning, giving
your wallet to a mugger is also "giving back to society," because he will probably turn around and
spend that money somewhere else.
You spending your own money, even if just on stuff for yourself, does far more to benefit society, and
is far more moral, than giving it to the crooked bastards who call themselves "government." In fact,
burning your money would do more good for society than "paying taxes."
Try THINKING about the crap you hear before you repeat it.

Det er mange ord som blir misbrukt å pervertert til noe som ikke er ordets etomologiske betydning.
Orwell kalte det dobbel snakk.
Kort oppsummert: De innfører stadig flere avgifter, man sylter samfunnet inn i stadig flere regler og
forbud, man sentraliserer i det uendelige ... og når samfunnet så ikke overraskende går i stå,
beskylder man ... fanfare ... "nyliberalismen" for å være problemet.
Det er nødvendig å ta tak i disse feilaktige påstander om liberalisme som et skadelig problem som
vokser frem.
Påstand om liberalismens ødeleggende kraft er simpelthen noe forvrøvlet sludder fra ende til anen.
Tvertimot: Det er vel to land i Europa som fører en politikk tettest opp mot liberalistisk politikk. Det er
Sveits og Luxembourg. Og de ser ut til å stortrives.
De resterende er blitt mer og mer byråkratiske, sentraliserende og først og fremst sosialdemokratiske
med et drepende skattetrykk og en enorm del av befolkningen på overføringer i den offentlige sektor.
i den offentlige sektor.
Dét har fjernet veksten - og deretter kommer like sikkert som et amen i kirken den sosiale uro og folks
behov for å søke forsimplede (enda mer sosialistiske eller nasjonalistiske) løsninger som vil forverre
problemene istedet for å løse dem.
Men å påstå at land med et skattetrykk på +40% er på vei til å gå under pga av "nyliberale" tendenser
er simpelthen historieforfalskning.
I en del av verden, hvor folk i stor stil er revet ut av fattigdom, er det skjedd gjennom nettopp
liberalisering av økonomien (Kina/Asia som det sterkeste eksempel) og de steder hvor det går HELT
galt er hvor man stadig holder fast i en venstreorientert politikk (Venezuela, Cuba, Nord Korea....).

I Norge er situasjonen den samme: Høyt skattetrykk, tung sosialdemokratiske og alt for mye byråkrati
holder oss på på deprimerende avstand fra vekst.
Og internasjonalt passer det ikke, som det står, at "behov begynner å bli mettet i deler av verden". De
fleste mennesker har uoppfylte drømmer, som krever at verdier blir realisert. Drømmen om
eksempelvis bedre utdannelse, bedre boliger, mer ferie, bedre biler, bedre sikring av egen helse osv.
Verdens virkelige problem er, at den liberale modell, som opprinnelige gjorde oss rike er blitt avløst av
avgifter, sentralisering, byråkratisering overregulering og irrasjonell ressurspessimisme.
Hvis man er syk gir det sjeldent mening å slå ihjel legen.
- Med en gang du hører noen bruke ordet neoliberalisme så vet du att alt som kommer etterpå er tull.
Det er ett uttrykk som ingen bruker om seg selv.

Den viktigste hendelsen de siste ti år i Norge er antagelig at den norske staten ble gal.Psykosen
utviklet seg gradvis slik at vi tilvendte oss underveis, og justerte vår oppfatning av hva staten skulle
gjøre eller være.
Nå vil EU skape en pengeunion ØMU
Vi går mot en føderal Union.
I dag er det EU-landenes parlamenter som vedtar sine statsbudsjetter. Innen 2025 skal overnasjonale
EU-organer gjøre det. De nasjonale parlamentene skal få lov å bli «involvert» i prosessen.
Norge har allerede knyttet seg nærmere denne.
Den 13.juni i år stemte Fremskrittspartiet,Høyre,Venstre ( minus én) og Arbeiderpartiet for
suverenitet avgivelse til EU i forhold til Norges egen styring og tilsyn av finanstilsynet. Dette var en sak
av så stor betydning for Norge,at vi ikke har hatt tilsvarende på 24 år siden EØS avtalen.
Det ligger også 180 andre saker av stor betydning for Norge på vent i påvente på at denne suverenitet
overgivelse kom på plass,noe disse politikere fra Arbeiderpartiet,Venstre,Høyre og Fremskrittspartiet

sørget for skjedde.
Fra før vet vi at EØS avtalen påvirker vår hverdag i langt større grad enn de fleste tenker over. Høsten
2014 innførte Norge EU regel nummer 10.000 mange har kommet til siden den gang da.
Det er faktisk slik at 3/4 deler av EUS lovverk allerede automatisk gjelder for Norge gjennom EØS
avtalen. Etter 13.juni ble Norge ennå mye mer underlagt EU sin styring og kontroll.
Jfr." Til gjengjeld for at landenes parlamenter mister suvereniteten over bruken av landets
skattepenger, skal de få innkalle representanter for EU-kommisjonen til sine møter og «bli involvert» i
prosessene."
" Statsminister Erna Solberg (H) har lenge snakket om behovet for norsk EU-medlemskap og fordelen
med da å erstatte krona med euro.
Ifølge forslaget fra de fem EU-presidentene ville Norge da mistet ikke bare valutaen og egen
pengepolitikk, men også suvereniteten over egne statsbudsjetter.
– For Høyre er norsk EU-medlemskap viktigere enn regjeringsdeltakelse, sa Solberg til Bergensavisen i
2005, og argumenterte spesielt med fordelen ved å ha euro som valuta for Norge."

Truth and Lies Through Indigo Eyes
Rise of the Indigo
"Ideas seem to run all over the place as to what exactly Indigos are. They’ve been called many things
but Indigo suits me fine. They’re not the relatively new phenomenon that’s been suggested by some
within the spiritual community. They have been around for thousands of years although their
numbers have been widely dispersed throughout the world making them a bit of a rarity. They are,

however, now coming into existence at numbers greater than ever before. This rampant influx likely
gives the appearance of a new phenomenon and so that might be the reason for this confusion. They
are not new, but they are mighty and they are now “waking” and returning en masse to answer a
calling.
The Indigo (child/adult) is known for their sensitivity (hypersensitivity), emotionality and intuitive
knowing. They are frequently misunderstood by others and are often considered aloof or in some
way odd and unorthodox in how they see and do things. They love animals (are often vegetarian or
feel a compunction to go in that direction) and can connect almost psychically with other species.
They have a sense of oneness with Universe and can see through the lies and deception orchestrated
by the social engineers. The indigo can have a temper and may not always give the impression of
being sublime and spiritually balanced. This is because the indigo is not a passive entity; they are here
to observe and correct the injustices being done on this planet and want to proactively protect the
benevolent souls who inhabit her. It’s my opinion that the Indigo is part of the Gaia defense system.
She felt an “infection” and called upon her “antibodies.” They are psychic warriors and their vibration
is hot and intense indeed.
At the innermost layer of my proverbial onion I see the role of the Indigo and understand why they
are here. We live in a time when lies and deception have hijacked our most vital truths. One needs to
go no further than the daily news to get a good whiff of that hands-off, rotting onion that looks so
nice dressed in its shiny façade. We are often led in a false direction because a truth has been
carefully placed along the path. Yes, just enough truth to bait our interest and sway us off course.
Brilliant really! You just gotta hand it to those silly, meddling Archons.
It‘s not easy seeing through the cloud of deception that surrounds us. Gaia knows this. It’s much
easier to accept the programmed reality playing out before us and pay no attention to the smoke and
mirrors that wreak havoc on our perceptions. Ah, but not so fast says the Indigo. They have eyes that
can see and ears that can listen. Their mission is to separate the truth from the tentacles of lies that
suffocate it. Yes, they seem a little weird and different because they are! But for them, they are trying
their best to fit in despite the difficulties associated with operating at a higher vibration. They realize
they must fit in to be effective in communicating their urgent messages.
Yes- best beware of the eyes of the Indigo. They will see right through those who will do harm to
others, the disingenuous, the deceivers, the charlatans and the wolves who leer with bloodstained
teeth ‘neath the hides of slaughtered lamb. You’re clear as light to them. They will know you by your
deeds and actions and the energy you possess. The subtle vibrations in your speech, your smell and
the very presence you exude will not escape the ultra aware and keenly perceptive Indigo.
The animals, plants and trees, even the tiniest insects speak to the Indigo. True as the rock along the
path, the Indigo will note, it too imparts a language for those attuned to its vibration. And so the Sun,
Moon and stars whisper their song into the musical ear of this child of light. It is to these energies
they answer and not to implied conventions and artificial constructs that society promotes as normal.
They are of the first religion and know the voice of Creator. So for the powers that (think they are)
your old tricks are running stale. Your templates of conformity will not capture the energetic
expression of these entities amassing before you. Your hold on the Indigo is no greater than a fishnet
at holding water. And so it is.
Final Thought

The global elite, it’s been said, have all the money they could ever possibly need. Anyway, if they
wanted a little extra they can just print it up or dial up some digi-dollars. So what else do they want,
you might ask? They want you! They want to own you! They think they already do. They do not. But if
you believe they do and you accept their conventions and their twisted philosophies, well that’s good
enough for them.
Just for fun think of yourself as an object such as a car. Ah, you’re of Italian decent you say- greatthen make it a Ferrari. The so-called “powers that be” will never see it as “your” car as they consider
it their instrument of wealth accumulation. But there’s no need to keep your new car in their private
garage so long as they hold title and you’re good on payments. And if you believe you might someday
own your car outright, well think again. They still own the insurance companies that insure it and the
gas stations that keep it fueled. They will continue to have stock and equity in their asset no matter
what you do. But you’re free to come and go as you please but remember who owns you, baby. This
is how the power elite think. And that’s how they see you. Not as a person but as an object of sort, a
possible asset or liability to their empire of domination. So it’s a good thing your birth has been
certified and a number has been issued to you or you might not exist in their eyes. Whew!
We’re frequently baited into a lie much like how a mouse is baited into a spring loaded trap. That
cheese sure smells good then- WHACK- no more little mouse. So if we consider the cheese as a
morsel of truth, then what in the heck is that maniacal contraption that’s built all around it? That’s a
question I’ll leave with you. Suffice to say we can be misled into willfully entering traps that can lead
to our own demise whether they are physical, mental or spiritual by design.
The mouse was only guilty of being in a house that was not adequately sealed to keep such creatures
out. The mouse was merely a messenger of this breach and we know what happens to the
messengers of this world. And when the trap finally sprung the occupant of the dwelling might never
come to know they had just killed a scorpion eating, Southern Grasshopper mouse. Yep, the critter
was all set to devour a whole nest that had been lurking in the master bedroom. But that cheese
smelled just a wee bit better. Oh well, but please pardon my desultory philippic as I am frequently
guilty of such digressions.
But what if we were able to attune ourselves in such a way where we could see the cheese and the
spring and the board that holds the whole damn thing together? We can do this. For starters stop
watching television! For the last time there is no real difference between FOX and CNN so quit fooling
yourself already. There is no political left and right and your church does not have a license to use the
name of Jesus without His expressed consent. And by the way, don’t think for a moment He would
actually approve of your church. Ha – if you think so then I’ve got some beachfront property here in
Arizona I’d love to sell you. Yes, at the very least stay away from that mind-numbing, death-ray
instrument we call TV for a year then reassess how you see things. I sincerely challenge you to try it.
You’ll be doing the whole world a huge favor – I can assure you of that.
Anyway, if you managed to trudge through this entire article I want to thank you. You’re the Indigo
I’ve been trying to reach. Yes you- child of The Light.

Eliten har manglende bakkekontakt både i USA og de fleste andre land i vesten. Ikke minst Norge!!
Brexit markerer slutten på USAs ideologiske dominans, den typen kjøpmanns-demokrati som feires
som: "De fire friheter», i EU. Det er friheter kremmer-eliten tar på bekostning av folk flest.
Den utvikling som nå har startet er en demokratisk revolusjon hvor: "De fire kremmer friheter", i EU,
vil endres til mer i samsvar med hva president Roosevelt definerte de fire friheter til i sin tale om
unionens tilstand (USA) i 1941:
"1. Tale- og trykkefrihet, 2. Friheten til å dyrke sin gud slik de selv ønsker, 3. Frihet fra nød, 4. Frihet
fra frykt (for utenlandsk aggresjon)".
Jeg kan tilføye noen friheter jeg ser for meg i samtidens politiske klima:
1. Frihet fra bank og finans mafia. 2. Frihet fra byråkratisk pampevelde. 3. Frihet fra partipolitisk
diktatur 4. Frihet fra parti indoktrinerte politiker broilere, uten kontakt med realitetene for folk flest

People are fast asleep. Somebody is asleep as a Christian, and somebody is asleep as a Hindu. That
doesn't matter -- sleep is sleep. A Christian, a Hindu, a Mohammedan -- if all these three get too
drunk, will there be any distinction, differentiation between their drunkenness The Hindu will behave
as foolishly as the Mohammedan; and the Mohammedan will behave as stupidly as the Christian.
Once they are drunk, they are drunk. And people are asleep. It makes no difference what kind of
theology you have used as a pillow for your sleep. Whether the pillow is white or green or blue or red
does not matter. Once you fall asleep, you fall asleep; the pillow becomes immaterial. Whether you
are sleeping on the Bible, on the Gita, on the Koran does not make any difference; you are using a
pillow.
Somebody is using the Bible as the pillow, somebody else is using the Koran as the pillow. And you
are snoring over your scriptures. And Jesus and Mohammed and Buddha and Krishna remain
strangers.
They do not belong to this world, that's why Hindus call them avatars. Avatar means one who has
come from beyond descended from the beyond, like a ray of light descends into darkness. It comes
from the transcendental world, from the world of turiya -- the fourth.
Jesus LOOKS like you, but he is not like you. Don't be deceived by the appearance. He is here on the
earth, and not of it. He moves in the same world, the same market-place, the same people, rubs
shoulders with you, holds your hand, looks into your eyes, but he does not belong to this world. He
belongs to the other shore. He has risen, he has risen in God.
You can also rise, and only by rising will you be able to understand him; befreind him, otherwise he
will remain an outsider.
Jesus is a lotus. You are still the mud. There cannot be any dialogue between the lotus and the mud -although the lotus is born out of the mud, although the mud is carrying many more lotuses than have

become manifest. Many unmanifest lotuses are there in the mud, but the mud and the lotus are so
different -- strangers to each other. That is the situation. If you want to understand the lotus you will
have to become a lotus. Only a lotus can have a dialogue with the lotus.
Never become a Christian. If you want to become something, become a Christ. Never become a
Buddhist. If you want to become something, become a Buddha. Otherwise you will remain unaware
of the reality of Jesus. And because people feel uneasy -- uneasy because they cannot comprehend
Jesus -- they create theories. Rather than transforming themselves, they load Jesus with theories,
theories which can help them make him comprehensible. No theory can make him comprehensible.
All theology is false.
But there are only two ways: either you wrap theories around Jesus which you can understand... In
that way you feel that you have understood Jesus, but you have understood only the theories that
you have wrapped around him. He remains there, absolutely far away, distant. He is not even touched
by your theories. You can weave and spin beautiful philosophies around him. That philosophy you will
be able to understand -- it is woven by you -- it is your creation, it is your invention rather. But Jesus,
who is just standing there hidden behind your philosophies, is still an outsider. In fact your
philosophies, your theories have made him more of an outsider than he was. With those theories,
there has come a China Wall between you and him.
If you are a Christian you will never understand Jesus. Your very Christianity will be an obstruction, a
hindrance. How can you understand Jesus when you are a Christian? Impossible! What does it mean
to be a Christian? It means that you have certain ideas about Christ. You are clinging to certain
theories: those theories become more important than Christ himself! Naturally, because you can
understand those theories and you cannot understand Christ. So those theories become more and
more important. You can discard Jesus, but you cannot discard your theories. That's why there are so
many Christianities -- the Christianity of the Catholic, and the Christianity of the Protestant, and the
Christianity of many many other sects. They all go on fighting, they are always at each other's necks,
and they are all followers of Jesus! So where is the conflict?
The conflict is not between their Jesuses, because Jesus is one. The conflict is between their theories,
and they cling to the theory. They can discard Jesus very easily -- Jesus is discarded, but they cannot
discard their theory. Their theory is more important: it is their invention. Jesus has become
secondary.
No, you cannot understand Christ if you are a Christian or a Catholic. You can understand Christ only if
you are nobody. I am not saying that you can understand Christ if you are a Hindu. When you are
nobody, when you drop all the curtains and you start moving in that reality called Christ without any
preoccupied mind -- empty, clean, clear, no smoke around you, just a clarity and the freshness that
clarity brings, and the vitality that clarity brings -- and you start approaching Jesus, with no idea of
who he is, then there will be a meeting. Only if you are a nobody can you meet with Christ or Buddha
or Krishna. And these are different names for the same state of consciousness. It is the fourth state of
consciousness. Theories belong to the third state of consciousness; and Jesus, Buddha, belong to the
fourth state of consciousness. All is one, and one is all.

"If you're going to try, go all the way. Otherwise, don't even start. This could mean losing girlfriends,
wives, relatives and maybe even your mind. It could mean not eating for three or four days. It could
mean freezing on a park bench. It could mean jail. It could mean derision. It could mean mockery-isolation. Isolation is the gift. All the others are a test of your endurance, of how much you really
want to do it. And, you'll do it, despite rejection and the worst odds. And it will be better than
anything else you can imagine. If you're going to try, go all the way. There is no other feeling like that.
You will be alone with the gods, and the nights will flame with fire. You will ride life straight to perfect
laughter. It's the only good fight there is."
~Charles Bukowski
°°°°
"Few will listen,
Of the few who listen, fewer still will understand,
Understanding does not mean believe,
Of the handful who believe, most may not know what to do,
Those who even know, how many will actually do ?
And the rare ones who have done it.......
Need not listen to you anymore."

"Politics was good a hundred years ago. Today, politicians have no ability to solve any problems
because they are not students of behavior. They are not students of agriculture, oceanography, they
know nothing about the factors that operate the world. So, they say things that people like to hear.
And that gets them elected. Now scientists on the other hand are not concerned with public
approval. What they do, even if everybody on earth believe the earth was flat, they would say: 'You're
wrong, this is the evidence we have to support the fact that the earth is round' but they don't say:
'it's a little round and a little flat' - that's politicians."
~

"Future Days"
"All of my stolen missing parts
I've no need for them anymore
I believe,
And I believe 'cause I can see,
Our future days,
Days of you and me
Back when I was feeling broken,
I focused on a prayer
You came deep as any ocean
Did something out there hear
All the complexities and games
No one wins, but somehow, they still play
All the missing crooked hearts
They may die, but in us they live on
I believe,
And I believe 'cause I can see,
Our future days,
Days of you and me
When hurricanes and cyclones rage,
When wind turned dirt to dust,
When floods they came or tides they raised ever,
Closer became us
All the promises at sundown,
I meant them like the rest,
All the demons used to come 'round,
I'm grateful now they've left.

Anarki er den eneste politiske plattform som prøver å kombinere sosialisme og frihet.
Alle andre baserer sine ideer på det samme systemet vi har i dag med en liten elite som skal få alle
fordeler mens folket er til for å tjene disse.
Derfor er det så viktig for disse etablerte partiene å svart-male Anarki og gjøre det til et skjellsord som
blir missforstått.
Som fex. å få folket til å tenke på vold og kaos hver gang de hører ordet "Anarki", selv om det i
virkeligheten er det motsatte.
Desverre så er folk flest så enkle at de foretrekker 2 partier uten forskjell, slik at det ikke blir så
vanskelig å velge når de hvert 4 år kan stemme på kongens menn og se om det blir Høyre eller
Arbeiderpartiet som tjener kongefamilien og deres utenlandske allierte de neste 4 år.

Flott de vil satse på Grundere. Hadde de bare forstått at det beste hadde vært at de holder
byråkratiet og de grådige fingrene sine langt unna....
Ingen regnskap og rapporteringsplikt
Ingen mva
Ingen arbeidsgiveravgift
Ingen skatt
Isteden skal de blant annet fordele ut penger via Innovasjon Norge og da helst til dem som ikke evner
å skape nok verdier til å stå på egne ben.
Hvor mange arbeidsplasser "skaper" man ved å straffe de som driver godt og subsidiere de som
driver dårlig?

Kjenner jeg gleder meg til det kommende valget, ikke fordi jeg har noe parti jeg sympatiserer med,
men fordi det de siste årene har vært en STOR økning med mennesker som har lært seg å tenke for
egen maskin. Dette valget kommer til å vise oss en gang for alltid hva politikk er for noe, nemlig makt
kåte mennesker som bruker billig propaganda for å komme i maktposisjoner, ikke for å tjene folket,
men seg selv, systemet og sine kamerater.

Norwegian news this days are mostly a message to the people that they shall hate and fear Muslims
in general.
It has been like that for many years now, so the simple minds have started to believe in it.
This have created a lot of racists and hate towards people with dark skin and Muslims in general in
Norway, just like our government wanted.
The best way to make the people not see the real criminals is to split them up in as many small
groups as possible that they can hate in turn as it fits the government.
We only have to watch the news to be able to follow the hate fashion and know what group of people
we shall hate this year. ;)

And it is never ever the government.. lol

I've never considered myself to be a "truth seeker" (more like a truth-dealer. haha.) When you can
stay honest and truthful with yourself and with others, and recognize in everyday life where you
might be allowing yourself to be decieved, and you can maintain integrity and not bow down, be it to
a boss- kissing ass for a promotion or raise, or be it staying in a relationship with a person for physical
or monetary benefits, or say bowing down to this beast system when they try and deal out their
bullshit that you see everyone else just blindly agreeing with, you come to embody truth and like
recognizes like. By following your intuition though it sometimes leads to very painful truths, you learn
to trust your intuition and you gradually will begin to be able to see to the "core" of matters. Truth is
one thing but it is many things. The truth about one situation may be different than the truth about
another situation, but *truth is still always truth*. It's at the core beneath the layers of whitewash
and BS. If god is anything , its truth.
It is somewhat like peeling layers of an onion that will cause tears to be able to reach the core
because until those layers are peeled off/burned away it's a painful process. You develop a sort of
spiritual sense of smell and if something stinks, you don't eat it.
If you look for the Truth outside yourself, it gets farther and farther away. Only if you understand it in
this way will you merge with the way things are.
"It takes courage...to endure the sharp pains of self discovery rather than choose to take the dull pain
of unconsciousness that would last the rest of our lives." -MW
It IS the pain of dying over and over again.
I just have never sought truth, I've lived it, I became it.and i died.

In Norway they give higher punishments to people smoking cannabis than to rapists actually!
Wow... Fucking amazing!
Please tell me again how intelligent and empathetic we are as human beings?!
Something is definitly fucked up in this world!
And people wonder why I don't trust the media and the government?!
HAHAHA!
Jajaja.. I hope your bubble pops! They never last for ever you know! :P

If the push to force Hillary into the White House isn't clear to you yet, then somebody needs to scrub
your eyeballs and detox your brain. The Rockefellers and Morgans stand "with her", the Obama and
Bush family stands "with her" and all the popular celebrities stand "with her", and Trump is standing
there to make you say "WHOOOOOAAA NO! Anyone but THAT guy!" ...smh welcome to American
"democracy" folks! It's always been like this since 1913, only this year it became the most obvious its
ever been in history.
http://endingthefed.com/jeb-bush-joins-hillary-clinton-and-betrays-republicans-with-shockingstatement.html

Constant wars, economic tension, reducing the number of stay at home mothers, raising kids at home
on trash tv while both parents are at work, highlighting all our differences and dividing us up, raising
divorce rates, training teens in pop culture to think more materialistically instead of emotionally and
spiritually, resulting in children growing up mimicking the same dysfunction they were raised in, ALL
of this effects us at home and makes it very difficult for families to function and NONE of it "just
happened", it was very deliberate.

will you accept what the black magician has in store you
will you do it without a fight
Our fellow men are black magicians.
And whoever is with them is a black magician on the spot.
Think for a moment. Can you deviate from the path
that your fellow men have lined up for you?
And if you remain with them, your thoughts and
your actions are fixed forever in their terms.
That is slavery.
The warrior, on the other hand, is free from all that.
Freedom is expensive, but the price is not impossible to pay.
So, fear your captors, your masters.
Don’t waste your time and your power fearing freedom.

a quote by Don Juan in:
Tales of Power
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There is no greater abusive relationship than the one that involves YOU and the STATE. This is a
relationship of one-sided dependency often although it can also be co-dependent. If you try to leave
this relationship, you end up meeting a brick wall. No legal proceedings seem to apply and the State
does not even follow its own rules, because it is legally possible to leave - only they hold on... and
they hold on very tightly to the point of even killing you if you make too much noise.
No one talks about this relationship even though everyone is in it.

There’s a reason I refer to the mentality of statist as 'battered citizenry syndrome' (similar to 'battered
spouse syndrome'). Even when they know that the politicians are all crooks, that 'government' is
inefficient, corrupt, destructive, and maybe even downright evil, they still have emotional tantrums at
the idea of life without it. 'I know it abuses us, but I think deep down it cares about us! Besides, how
would we survive without it? And it promised to be better from now on! And it protects us and
provides for us. And if it abuses us, maybe its our own fault.'"

If you believe in government, you have Stockholm Syndrome. Stop supporting and defending your
abusers. More importantly, stop supporting and defending those who are abusing ME. Because, in
reality, I don't give a fuck what you do as long as it doesn't affect me. You want to cut your own
throat? Fine. Don't bleed on my carpet. But to support folks who want to cut mine is unacceptable.

We live now in the era of zombie Nations, shoot them in the head to Kill it.
Those who still hope to achieve freedom via petitions, elections and legislation are not only doing
something that has no chance of success, they are essentially dooming themselves by letting tyrants
and crooks choose the field of battle, and letting them choose the rules of engagement.
The philosophical debate of stat... Se mer

The worst oppressions and injustices in history were funded and empowered mostly by good people
who meant well (along with a smaller number of power-happy sociopaths). This is why, if someone
has good intentions but doesn't understand what is going on or how the world works, it is doing them
and humanity a DISSERVICE if you let them continue to feel good about their bad ideas. As long as
people are comfortable and feel good about advocating irrational, immoral crap, they will keep doing
so.
That is why I intentionally try to make people feel bad about themselves if they are condoning
authoritarian collectivism. I don't care if they like me. I don't care if they feel good. I care if they are
adding to the suffering of mankind. If they are, even if they got there by way of good intentions, they
SHOULD be made to feel bad about it, until they CHANGE what they believe and what they advocate.
Putting a smiley face and a rainbow sticker on an inherently violent idea doesn't make it any less
destructive or any less evil. I think the world has had enough mass murder as the result of good but
ignorant people cheering for evil ideas. If the truth hurts your feelings, tough shit. Unless you value
your own comfort over the well-being of humanity, you should probably starting FEELING less and
THINKING more.

People say i don't wanna lose what i have. What do you think you have? The things you think you
have don't even belong to you. Your body is claimed by someone else, let alone your house or your
car. "I'm in a comfortable job/I'm in a comfortable house/ I'm in a comfortable relationship". These
are all false notions of comfort, anyway. If you're in a relationship where the other person doesn't
really care about freedom, you're not in any kind of real relationship.

.You're just attached, that's all. You just don't want to be by yourself, because you're trying to fulfill
some need, to be with somebody else, when that's not any kind of genuine situation. Or you're at a
job where you're happy, because you make a certain amount of money, where you can live a certain
lifestyle, & you're just prostituting yourself. How many people are actually doing something they
really want to be doing? Very, very few. Because all they want is the paycheck. Again it all comes
down to an absence of courage.
I'm too cowardly to stand up to my boss, to quit my job, & do something i really want to do. I'm too
cowardly to stand up to my so-called spouse, because they're saying what i'm doing doesn't have any
validity, or is "crazy". People allowing other people's perceptions to color what they're doing. Because
they don't have the courage to stand up for themselves, & do what they want to do. Or what they
know they should be doing.
And ultimately it comes down to, we love our comforts & our comfortable lives more than we love
freedom & truth. And that's a false form of Love. It has nothing to do with True Love. ~

The word system is always short for "violent system of enslavement." The dichotomy that matters is
whether you support the initiation of violence, coercion or whether you oppose initiating
authoritarian threats of violence.
You really are either on one side or the other on this issue, whether you support the freedom of
individuals to interact consensually---or whether you support forcing nonconsensual interactions

onto peaceful people. You really are on one side of the dichotomy or the other, whether you think
individuals have the highest say on over their body and stuff, or whether you think the 'community'
should own individuals through a 'system' of slavery of some kind.
------"The Market" is a term we use to mean 'HUMAN BEINGS INTERACTING VOLUNTARILY.' What it means
when somebody says "in this realm I don't trust the market" what they're saying is "in this case (for
protection or whatever it happens to be) I don't trust people interacting voluntarily to have a good
outcome." Well, there's only one alternative to voluntary, which is: involuntary. The other word for
involuntary is violence."

BREIVIK-ISME OG KULTUR-MARXISMEN to sider av samme mynt.
Med "Breivik-isme" mener jeg den kult-status ABB har fått etter 22/7/11. Vi ser spor av blomstring i
de nynazistiske miljø og høyreekstreme miljø over hele verden. Spesielt i Russland og i EU-land. Det
er miljø som på ulike vis fører "krig" mot hva de beskriver som: "Kultur-marxisme". Det er et langt
videre begrep enn at det kun retter seg mot ytre venstre (kommunister og marxister).
Det er ingen høyverdig intellektuell ideologi bak "Breivik-isme", og de miljø som gir bifall og støtte til
den ismen. Men det er utvilsomt knyttet til en politisk ekstremistisk ideologi, på det samme
intellektuelle nivå som jeg plasserer de fleste av våre politikere på. Det blir ikke et høyt nivå, når vi ser
at en person som Per Sandberg kan bli minister i både det ene og det andre departement.
Politikk føres, slik jeg ser det, ikke på høyt intellektuelt nivå. Derfor må ikke slike som Anders Behring
Breivik feies under teppet med argumenter om at han er en tulling, og ikke representerer høyt
intellektuelt nivå. Han var viste intellekt nok til å bli leder i et lokallag for Frp. Han ble medlem i
frimurer losjen, og steg i gradene der. Hadde han fortsatt sin politiske karriere, kunne han ha vært
minister for Frp idag.
Blant kultur-marxismens talsmenn er det imidlertid mange som selv gjør krav på å tilhøre en
intellektuell politisk elite. Jeg vil ikke bruke eksempler i den anledning, men antar at de fleste som
følger debatten i de kultur-marxistiske miljø vil kunne bekrefte det. At det intellektuelle nivå er høyt

på dem som snakker høyest på vegne av kulturmarxistene, er allikevel tvilsomt. Spesielt for dem som
havner i politiske maktposisjoner. Mange av dem har hatt sitt virke i Ap fra krigen og utover. Det er
grunnlaget for Breivik´s hat spesielt rettet mot Ap.
Det kultur-marxistiske meningsinnholdet til Breivik-ismen er rettet mot multikultur begrepet. Mot
politikken for et kulturelt og religiøst mangfold, som spesielt Ap har gått i spissen for. Ap´s motiv er
også uttrykt i at de et tilhengere av EU-doktrinen for fri flyt. Som inkluderer aksept for fri flyt av
kulturelle og religiøse forskjeller.
Ap må ta en god del av ansvaret for at slike som Breivik både kommer til, og får en tilhengerskare,
samt at høyreekstreme miljø er i full blomst å vekst over hele Europa, inkludert i Norge og Norden.
Det har direkte sammenheng med deres politikk for fri flyt. Ikke bare fri flyt av kapital, varer, tjenester
og personer. Men også ved at fri flyt av personer innebærer fri flyt av kulturelle og religiøse forskjeller.
Vi vet at en overveldende majoritet i det norske folket er misfornøyd med "fri flyt" politikken til Ap.
En politikk som forøvrig støttes av Høyre, Frp, Venstre og Krf - til tross for at en majoritet av deres
medlemmer og velgere er skeptiske til EU/EØS.

Western civilization to women : be naked in public or we will force u to get naked .
In France there's now a ban on burkini's (full swim body cover) on the beach. So French police were
captured enforcing it by marching up to this woman napping while dressed modestly and pointing a
pepper spray can in her face. They made her strip. People then started shouting insults, telling her

she was not welcome and that she should 'go home'. She was also fined nine pounds. Man made
Laws and human rights are not synonomous.

Yep, 'funny', huh mass-murdering, torturing, raping millions of people in the name of the 'Thou Shalt
Not Kill' Christian God. And no-one seems to take notice, Western mainstream media paying lipservice to it.
"Look at those silly Muslims, ritualistically bowing towards Mecca like they're part of some backwards
cult! It just makes me want to ... Oh, wait! It's time! Hand on your heart! All together now. I PLEDGE
ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG...."
Because heaven forbid some people play a game or something without first swearing undying
nationalistic loyalty to a goddamn ruling class.'

Your idiotic retardet world is falling apart. Ours is just being built.Their world is based on bankrupt
ideologies. Ours is rooted in the truth about freedom and reality. Their world can only look back to
the glory days. Ours looks forward to the future we are building for ourselves. Their world is rooted in
the corpse of the nation-state. Our world draws on the energies and creativity of all peoples in the
world, united in the great and noble project of creating a prospering civilization through peaceful
human cooperation. We possess the only weapon that is truly immortal: the right idea. It is this that
will lead to victory.

Your idiotic retardet world is falling apart. Ours is just being built.Their world is based on bankrupt
ideologies. Ours is rooted in the truth about freedom and reality. Their world can only look back to
the glory days. Ours looks forward to the future we are building for ourselves. Their world is rooted in
the corpse of the nation-state. Our world draws on the energies and creativity of all peoples in the
world, united in the great and noble project of creating a prospering civilization through peaceful
human cooperation. We possess the only weapon that is truly immortal: the right idea. It is this that
will lead to victory.

Jeg synes at de som har startet kriger og satt i gang flyktningestrømmen burde flytte dit de har skapt
helvete og så burde flyktningene overta hjemmene til disse krigshisserne. Det ville vært den beste
sjansen noen gang til å bli kvitt våre kjære folke valgte parasitter. Jeg vet ikke med dere, men jeg blir
veldig kvalm når jeg ser de samme jævlene som har ødelagt livet for millioner legge skylda på alle
andre enn seg selv, da det er de som er ansvarlige. Hva er det som feiler oss når vi til og med lar dem
stille til valg igjen ?

I would argue that today the type of people Galileo describes here are the overwhelming majority.
"In the long run my observations have convinced me that some men, reasoning preposterously, first

establish some conclusion in their minds which, either because of its being their own or because of
their having received it from some person who has their entire confidence, impresses them so deeply
that one finds it impossible ever to get it out of their heads. Such arguments in support of their fixed
idea ... gain their instant acceptance and applause. On the other hand whatever is brought forward
against it, however ingenious and conclusive, they receive with disdain or with hot rage - if indeed it
does not make them ill. Beside themselves with passion, some of them would not be backward even
about scheming to suppress and silence their adversaries. I have had some experience of this
myself. ... No good can come of dealing with such people, especially to the extent that their company
may be not only unpleasant but dangerous." - Galileo

De globale bankene, de globale korporasjonene og de globale politikerne tilhører alle sammen den
angloamerikanske skyggeregjeringen The Committee of 300, eller The Olympians som de liker å kalle
seg selv. Vil bare for ordens skyld ligge til at den til en hver regjerende konge er fast medlem av 300kommiteen. John Coleman har skrevet mye om dem og deres propagandaministerium The Tavistock
Institute of Social Relations.

"So you're having a War on Terror, eh??" "That's right" "What does war create?? " "Ummmmm.....
ummmm. Terror." "Exactly. So you're having a war, against a consequence, of the actions you're
involved in??? "Yeeeaaah, but this is good terror .... it's good, peace, freedom loving terror ....... sort
of a diet terror ...... like a terror lite...... or a ..... can't believe it's not terror"

please stop shooting the messenger, when any or some of your beliefs are shown to be selfcontradictory .... why not get mad at the ones who lied to ya .... instead of the one that merely
showed those beliefs to be self-contradictory and fallacious?? just saying!! It just doesn't make a
whole lot of sense, is all!!!

Still there is time ...
"The arch pragmatist Machiavelli once wrote that, “If you watch the ways of men, you will see that
those who obtain great wealth and power do so either by force or fraud, and having got them they
conceal under some honest name the foulness of their deeds.” You couldn’t pen a better description
of the relationship between the imperial corporate state and its supplicant media. Once the coffers of
vulnerable nations are ransacked by American wars of aggression, it is the media that sweeps the
crimes of state beneath a carpet of piety. The truth may come out in due time, although it is always
ex post facto."

Sosial dumping i Norge betyr at Nordmenn blir arbeidsledige og uføre, utkonkurrert av billigere
arbeidskraft fra lavprisland. Hele transport næringen, renovasjon, rengjøring, drosjenæringen, buss
førere, sykepleiere, håndtverkere, servatører, ..... blir alle gjenstand for denne tendensen og verre blir
det når kommunene, i følge EU direktiver skal konkurranseutsette alle sine tjenester. Det vil si at
tjenester som er tenkt å tjene deg og meg kommer istedenfor å skifte intensjon - til å tjene mer
penger nå og i fremtiden for kommunen.
Stat og kommune er korporasjoner som tjener penger på mennesker som er tvunget til å være kunder
i en butkkk de ikke kan rømme fra. Samtidig blir de gjenstand for å måtte leve under butikkens regler
som butikkens slaver.
Energi skulle egentlig være så å si uten kostnader for deg. Det var nemlig det som Nikola Tesla ønsket
å fremme, men så sa bankeierene - les Zionistene - at de ikke kunne leve med noe energisystem som
de ikke kunne sette en måler på - det vil si noe som gjorde folket avhengig av å alltid ha penger for å
måtte kjøpe. Det er hva som holder disse sosialeparasittene i sine kongestolene.

Det er nå 15 år siden verdens mest opplagt falsk flagg terror angrep i USA fant sted og dersom du
enda har til gode å forstå at det er den Amerikansk/Zionistisk regjeringen bak sceneteppe som har
gjort dette mulig for å fremme krig i lange baner for å tjene penger, har du forsømt din plikt til å gjøre
deg opplyst.
Om det er forbi din fantasi å tro at en statsmakt kan gjøre noe slik mot sine egne, har du forsømt din
plikt til å bruke din intelligens og leve i takt med virkeligheten.
Om du er skeptisk til slike formidlinger og har lyst til å bruke begrepet konspirasjonsteorier er det
sannsynligvis ikke håp for deg i denne runden av dine mange inkarnasjoner. Du blir resirkulert ned på
et lavere nivå for å gå hele trinnet i barneskolen for mennesker om igjen. Du får en ny sjanse om 13
tusen år.
Lykke til.

Når er nok nok?
Ap, H ,Frp og andre partimedlemmer må nå møte opp på nominasjonsmøtene og velge Eu og Eøs
motstandere inn på kandidatlistene listene til stortingsvalget. 70-80% av folket sier nå nei til Eu. Da
kan ikke flertallet av stortingsrepresentantene være for Eu og EØS avtalen, det er egentlig jævli

udemokratisk. Uten at noen bryr seg om det. Alle vet det norske politiske systemet er pill rottent,men
ingen kan gjøre noe med det?

Gjennom århundredene har det vært menn som tok de første skrittene langs nye veier utstyrt kun
med egen visjon. Målene deres var forskjellige, men noe hadde alle felles: at skrittet var det første,
veien var ny, visjonen ikke lånt, og reaksjonen de mottok -- hat. De store skaperne -- tenkerne,
kunstnerne, vitenskapsfolkene, oppfinnerne -- stod alene mot menn av sin egen tid. Hver eneste store
nye tanke ble motarbeidet. Hver eneste nye oppfinnelse ble fordømt. Den første motoren
latterliggjort. Flyet ble vurdert som umulig. Vevemaskinen ble sett som ond. Anestesi ble vurdert som
syndig. Men mennene med egne visjoner fortsatte. De kjempet, de led og de betalte. Men de vant

For a magician to fool his audience, his deceit must go unseen, and to this end, he crafts an illusion to
avert attention from reality. While the audience is entranced, the deceptive act is committed, and for
the fool, reality then becomes inexplicably built upon on a lie. That is, until the fool wakes up and
recognizes the truth in the fact that he has been duped. - Quoted from "The Grand Illusion"

It always grinds my gears when I see the government referring to the taxes it takes from people as
"revenue." Revenue means income, and usually people have to work for their income — not force
others into handing money over to fund programs and policies that don't serve them but, rather,
actually harm and exploit them and others around the world.
It's the same thing as calling the parking enforcement answering service the "customer service line."
BRO, I did not elect to be paying you $100 because I accidentally parked 1/4 of my rear tires next to a
curb painted a certain color.
The sooner people start pretending the government's semantics are legitimate and they are actually
being served, the sooner this broken system will take its last breath.
But...oh... yeah...the government's decisions are backed up by violence so even if people realize the
scam, they'll keep funding it out of fear, and honestly, I can't really be too mad at them about it.
“A state, is called the coldest of all cold monsters. Coldly lieth it also; and this lie creepeth from its
mouth: 'I, the state, am the people.'" —Nietzsche

En ting få dessverre ser ut til å skjønne når de ser, og kritiserer symptomene på sammenblanding av
stat og interessegrupper;

- Jo færre ting politikere kontrollerer, desto mindre betyr det hvem som kontrollerer politikerne.
I Norge er det totale skatte- og avgiftstrykket som del av inntekten rundt 70 %. Med andre ord Du
arbeider for staten fra og med januar til en gang i september hvis man ser året under ett. Bare en del
av september og oktober-desember jobber du for deg selv.
Stor stat. Mer skatt. Høyere og flere avgifter. Flere regler. Flere lover. Flere forbud. Mer kontroll.
Er det noen der ute som har blitt lurt til eller eventuelt har lurt seg selv til å tro at MDG er
"blokkuavhengige"? Da venstresidens fremste valgforsker plasserer MDG langt ut på venstresiden.
Alle partiene på Stortinget er kollektivistiske, enten de ikler seg grønne, røde eller blå drakter for
anledningen. Det gjelder også MDG, som i sitt grunnleggende vesen ikke er særlig forskjellig fra de
andre, bare mer fiendtlige til menneskelig trivsel og overlevelse.

Is philosophy dead?
What is 'philosophy'. Does it mean to ask for the purpose of life? Or does it mean to ponder the
nature of things? And what if only one of these things interests me and the other does not? Am I
then a philosopher or just someone who is asking a question? And what is the difference? And what
if I only ponder one question very deeply, but pretty much skim over all others? Does that make me a
'bad philosopher' for not wondering about everything? Or does it make me a good one because I

actually have answers to something specific? And if I pondered a lot and deeply about, say, how
things fall to the ground and then wrote a book about it, would I be a good philosopher? Or would I
then suddenly be a physicist? But before there was the label 'physics', would this not likewise have
been a philosopher? And before there was 'psychology', was a person pondering the psyche not also
a philosopher? Why does this one get his own label? And then, why does the one who ponders the
purpose of life not get the label 'purpose-ponderer' and the one who questions the nature of things
'nature-of-things-questioner'?
Of course, these labels would be a bit silly. Someone is not a purpose-ponderer just because one
ponders purpose, is one? There is more to a person than just what that person wonders about. But
then, is it even valid to say someone is a philosopher? Or would it be more valid to say 'this person
often philosophizes'? But what would such a proclamation even mean? That someone asks questions
or wonders about one thing or another? Who doesn't? Is the man who ponders how to make a lot of
money not also a philosopher? Why not? Maybe to be a philosopher, you need some mystique and
depressing aura? Or some belief about the working of everything, like Objectivism? Or you need to
be abstract? Or orient yourself on ancient 'philosophers'?
But what happened to the person who simply wonders about something? When did it stop being
about that and start being about 'being a philosopher', to carry it like a status symbol or medal of
honor? So when you ask a question, sometimes somebody will say 'leave this to the philosophers,
bro. They learned it'. Yeah? How do you learn wondering about things? By knowing how others did
it? Plato? Aristotle? And why are those so 'important'? Maybe their angles are not interesting to me
at all, so why should I read them? 'To be a good philosopher'?
Sometimes it seems to me that philosophy is not even about wondering about things. It seems to be
a big 'Plato said...' or 'Aristotle said ...' kind of thing. And you can score big if you name-drop some
obscure philosopher that has value only among the rare elite of the philosophy jerk-off club. Like
some Ming vase that nobody even knows about, but you own it. And then you classify all their
wondering into 'wondering systems', all those '-ism's.
And then you end up asking someone a simple question, and instead of answering it, they will tell you
what 20 ancient to modern 'philosophers' thought about this, along with the labels to their ways of
thinking. Like this: 'Ah. This thought reminds me of Pletorius from 1924 BC who introduced this in his
Suspicism, although your ideas also carry a note of Mendreck's Perfidism and, if I am not mistaken,
have you dabbled into Mercidism, too? Because Mercid had some ideas that you would probably
like!'
I mean, seriously, who the fuck cares what some people in the past thought? It basically just means
that once a human being existed that happened to have an electrical impulse in his brain that
translated to a few words in a book. Oh, it's important? Because they were 'great thinkers'? And what
exactly is 'a great thinker'? What indeed is 'a thinker'? Someone who thinks? Someone who is
intelligent? Someone who ponders questions? A philosopher???
What is 'philosophy' all about? Some kind of competition where everybody hopes to get on top and
'one day', be 'a great thinker', 'among the stars of philosophy'? To 'earn one's score'? An intellectual
vanity contest where everybody showcases his botox brain on ancient-philosopher-steroids?
Why do people post memes with quotes by ancient to modern 'philosophers' instead of simply
posting their own thoughts? To impress people through association with those people? How
'philosophical'!

Humanity saving ourselves from our current condition (progressively worsening enslavement of
humanity by both the ruling classes & ourselves, via ignorance & nescience) will ONLY come from
action, NOT from faith. Sorry to smash any egoic attachment that people have to religious notions,
but these religions are created by the control system. People don't understand that exoteric
christianity and islam is created by the ancient dark occult mystery schools, because they most likely
have not studied astrotheology. And i'm not telling you there's no good concepts in any religion. I say
take all the good concepts, & leave all the nonsense. Cause one specific nonsense is that you have to
believe in something, to be saved from the current human condition. You don't need to believe in a
thing. You need to know the truth.

Drit oppi om du mangler sosial intelligens eller empati, men matte, er du flink i mattematikk da vil vi
ha deg som lærer. Hvordan avsløre ett folk utsatt for hjernvask, hersketeknikk og propaganda, det er
burde innføres i skolen, men da vil jo folk begynne å gjennomskue hva slags samfunn vi lever i, så nei
selvstendig tenking kommer nok ikke til på komme på læreplanen med det første. Lenge leve hotel
cesar.

Society doesn't need a
commonwealth day,
where country
representatives meet,
showing their warlike
history, upholding outdated values, and presenting their elitist philosophies. If this day is really
intended to promote human collaboration, then what must be done is to declare the Earth resources
as the common heritage of all people and for us to pledge alliance to every being on it, not
pretending under a banner.

Øker eiendomsskatten med 50%
VG melder dette i dag [1], og det viser at Byrådet i Oslo ikke eier respekt for andres verdier og
eiendom. Dette er et tyveri på høylys dag, og ofrene har ingen mulighet til å beskytte seg mot tyvene.
50% økning er ifølge de rødgrønne greit fordi "Eiendomsskatten er et middel for å få fart på
barnehageutbyggingen, og for å styrke hjemmetjenestene slik at eldre kan bo hjemme så lenge som
mulig, sa finansbyråd Robert Steen (Ap)"
Aner vi et aldri så lite landerøveri forkledd i gode intensjoner igjen .

Do you think it is by
pure luck and
democracy that the
same families and
royals rule the planet
as it was 300 years ago?
At least when you know you are brainwashed you can try to do something about it.
Sadly most people are so brainwashed that even if they agree they are brainwashed they will think it
is ok as long as they have a home, Tv and a job to pay of this with..
For example:
I know a lot of inteligent people who love sport.
And because they are inteligent they also know that it is used to make the people occupied with non
important things and to brainwash them.
They even know the old Roman saying "Give the people bread and circus" and even know what it
means.
But as they say, "but i like it so much"
Believe me, there is no brainwashing you will not like to be treated with.
They will all try to send you in to a pleasant ball of lies..

PLEASE TELL ME IF ANYTHING HAS BEEN LEFT OUT.......
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton walk in to a bar.
Donald leans over, and with a smile on his face, says,
"The media is really tearing you apart for that Scandal."
Hillary: "You mean my lying about Benghazi?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean the massive voter fraud?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean the military not getting their votes counted?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Using my secret private server with classified material to Hide my Activities?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Using the Clinton Foundation as a cover for tax evasion, Hiring Cronies, And taking bribes
from foreign countries?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Giving 123 Technologies $300 Million, and right afterward it Declared Bankruptcy and was
sold to the Chinese?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean arming the Muslim Brotherhood and hiring them in the White House?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Whitewater, Watergate committee, Vince Foster, commodity Deals?"
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "Turning Libya into chaos?"
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "Being the mastermind of the so-called “Arab Spring” that only brought chaos, death and
destruction to the Middle East and North Africa?"
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "Leaving four Americans to die in Benghazi?"

Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "Trashing Mubarak, one of our few Muslim friends?"
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "The funding and arming of terrorists in Syria, the destruction and destabilization of that
nation, giving the order to our lapdogs in Turkey and Saudi Arabia to give sarin gas to the "moderate"
terrorists in Syria that they eventually used on civilians, and framed Assad, and had it not been for
the Russians and Putin, we would have used that as a pretext to invade Syria, put a puppet in power,
steal their natural resources, and leave that country in total chaos, just like we did with Libya?
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "The creation of the biggest refugees crisis since WWII?"
Trump: "No the other one:"
Hillary: "Leaving Iraq in chaos? "
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean HHS Secretary Sibelius shaking down health insurance Executives?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Giving our cronies in SOLYNDRA $500 MILLION DOLLARS and 3 Months Later they declared
bankruptcy and then the Chinese bought it?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "The State Department interfering with an Inspector General Investigation on departmental
sexual misconduct?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Me, The IRS, Clapper and Holder all lying to Congress?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Threats to all of Bill's former mistresses to keep them quiet?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean the INSIDER TRADING of the Tyson chicken deal I did where I invested $1,000 and
the next year I got $100,000?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean when Bill met with Attorney General, Loretta Lynch, just before my hearing with
the FBI to cut a deal?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: " You mean the one where my IT guy at Platte River Networks asked Reddit for help to alter
emails?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean where the former Haitian Senate President accused me and my foundation of
asking him for bribes?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean that old video of me laughing as I explain how I got the charges against that child
rapist dropped by blaming the young girl for liking older men and fantasizing about them. Even
though I knew the guy was guilty?
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean that video of me coughing up a giant green lunger into my drinking glass then
drinking it back down?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean that video of me passing out on the curb and losing my shoe?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "You mean when I robbed Bernie Sanders of the Democratic Party Nomination by having the
DNC rig the nomination process so that I would win?"

Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "Travel Gate? When seven employees of the White House Travel Office were fired so that
friends of Bill and mine could take over the travel business? And when I lied under oath during the
investigation by the FBI, the Department of Justice, the White House itself, the General Accounting
Office, the House Government Reform and Oversight Committee, and the Whitewater Independent
Counsel?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "The scandal where, (while I was Secretary if State), the State Department signed off on a deal
to sell 20% of the USA's uranium to a Canadian corporation that the Russians bought, netting a $145
million donation from Russia to the Clinton Foundation and a $500,000 speaking gig for Bill from the
Russian Investment Bank that set up the corporate buyout?. That scandal?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "That time I lied when I said I was under sniper fire when I got off the plane in Bosnia?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "That time when after I became the First Lady, I improperly requested a bunch of FBI files so I
could look for blackmail material on government insiders?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "That time when Bill nominated Zoe Baird as Attorney General, even though we knew she
hired illegal immigrants and didn't pay payroll taxes on them?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "When I got Nigeria exempted from foreign aid transparency guidelines despite evidence of
corruption because they gave Bill a $700,000 in speaking fees?"
Trump" "No, the other one."
Hillary: "That time in 2009 when Honduran military forces allied with rightist lawmakers ousted
democratically elected President Manuel Zelaya, and I as then-Secretary of State sided with the
armed forces and fought global pressure to reinstate him?"
Trump: "No, the other one."
Hillary: "I give up! ... Oh wait, I think I've got it! When I stole the White House furniture, silverware,
when Bill left Office?"
Trump: "THAT'S IT! I almost forgot about that one"
Be almost funny if it weren't true......

Knowing the names of the various megalomaniacs who head the "governments" of various
"countries" is like knowing the scientific names for various infectious diseases. Do I really need to be
able to specifically name them before I'm allowed to want to get rid of them? Do I need to know the
names of all of the car-jackers, purse-snatchers, rapists and murderers in my city before I can
condemn them?

Stemte du på høyre eller venstre armen til kongen sist du stemte?
Uansett hva du stemte så er rettningen vi går i fastsatt og bestemt av aristokratene for lenge siden.
Men som en kammerat av meg sier, "jeg har fortsatt troen på at vi kan forandre på noen av de små
tingene", så for dere som ikke synes det er så nøye om korrupte styrer oss, men er mer opptatt av om
momsen ligger på 25 eller 26%, så er det delvis et poeng i å fortsatt stemme.

For folket går det den gale vegen uansett med den samme eliten bak rattet som vi har hatt i over 600
år, men med innstillingen til kammeraten min, så kan dere i det minste stemme på om dere skal kjøre
dit i rask eller normal fart.
The small-minded som ikke bryr seg om å gjøre noe med faenskapet så lenge de får lov til å stemme
på mikro-saker kan med andre ord stemme på om vi skal ta det raske lyntoget eller et vanlig tog utfor
stupet.
Og det er helt ok at Hitler sitter ved styret så lenge han lar oss få lov til å bestemme om butikkene
skal stenge klokken 19.00 eller klokken 20.00
At folkeavstemninger ikke er gjeldende her i landet er jo ikke så viktig som når Kiwi stenger dørene
tross alt?
Om vi er medlemmer av EU selv om folkeavstemningen stemte nei, er heller ikke så viktig som det å
få lov til å diskutere om homofile skal få lov til å være sammen eller ei i en 5-6 år før vi kommer frem
til en konklusjon der..
NATO medlemskap og slike trivielle ting er selvsagt ikke så viktig, som det å stemme på et parti som
står for de rette smør-prisene og som garantere oss at vi aldri vil oppleve en smørkrise igjen..
FYTTI HELVETE!!!
Det er for jævlig å vokse opp blandt nisser!!!!!!!!!

Dette er en av grunnene til at det er både latterlig og direkte dumt å stemme på politiske partier:
Det er umulig for folket å bygge noe som helst nytt så lenge de samme familiene som styrte jorden

for 500 år siden fortsatt styrer jorden.
Jeg vet at mange tror det er ved ren flaks og ved rent demokrati at de samme familiene fortsatt styrer
verden.
Jeg tror det stort sett skyldes at de aldri har satt seg ned og tenkt over dette i 5 minutter.
Man så lenge folk tror at det hjelper å stemme, så finnes det på ingen måte noen mulighet for
forandring.
Det blir som å stemme på høyre eller venstre armen til kongen annenhver gang..
Jeg likte tog teorien din, så jeg skal prøve å bruke den til å forklare:
Forestill deg at vi alle sitter i samme tog.
Uansett hva du stemmer på, så har de med utøvende makt for lengst bestem destinasjonen til toget.
Men jeg har fex. en kammerat som innsisterer på at dersom han stemmer så vil han ihvertfall ha litt å
si på de små tingene.
Dette har han delvis rett i.
Det kan sammenlignes med(for folkets del) et tog som er på veg mot et stup.
Det kan selvsagt stoppes hvis vi tar livet av konduktøren og lederne som forteller han hvor toget skal
gå.
Men dette vil ikke skje, for akkurat som kammeraten min, så synes han det er greit så lenge folket for
lov til å bestemme hvordan de skal dekorere og om-møblere inne i tog-kupeene selv mens det er på
veg mot stupet.
Mitt hovedmål her i livet er å få flest mulig Nordmenn til å skjønne at dette kanskje ikke er den beste
tiden til å bry seg mest om de små tingene, så lenge vi har gigantiske store problemer.
Men å snakk høyt om sannheten gir alle plutselig hodepine, å dem må gå å legge seg. Sov godt da.

When you vote, you are granting your consent of the governed ...AND ... you are giving your consent
to be governed by one of the "lesser of two evils" puppets and government ....
"...Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed..." --Declaration of Independence
Oh, but The Trump Card isn't a politician, he's a businessman and not a part of the rigged system and
game being played out on humanity. Really? (go to www.redefininggod.com and read through the
blog)
Oh, but Hilary has had it so hard because she's a woman and the Right is trying with all its might to
get her caught up in some scandal. She's for the working class and not a slimy, rich businessman.
Really? (google: Clinton Body Count)
So keep doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results ...I believe that
might be the definition of insanity.

So in norway the insane statist collective have decided to do an onslaught massacre of wolfs. So that
the sheeps *their holy spirit animal can wander safe in the Norwegian wilderness. God forbid the
asshole sheep pesants actually took care of their stupid animals. I have been wandring allot in the
Norwegian wilderness , but never seen a wolf.
I feel this massacre is more the statists showing its power of death, than wolfs beeing a problem.

Its a complete war out there
and we are deeply in it, even if it is not us personally that are doing the killing and are not the victims,
it still is a very active and Dangerous war going on right now.
But most people are to blind to see what is going on.
They let the media decide what they shall see and not. 4 million people murdered with your vote and
your taxmoney the last 15years.
Therefor we end up talking about gay marriage for 5 years and the next 5 years we talk about how
terrible it is that the Muslims have a Burka.
But they never discover that someone else have taken control of the train they are on.
They keep on arguing about the tiny small things when other people that are organised and inteligent
take over their countries.
Its a sad thing to witness
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Giving some one the benefit of the doubt is necessarily given through...
Silence.

If they have done something intolerable then express your boundaries as what you will not tolerate
or allow in your life. There's no need to argue reasons or discern truth over lie. You don't need to
understand their reasons to tell them not to do it to you again.
However, if what they've done hasn't sufficiently impacted you to warrant the above and it's lack of
comprehension that disturbs you then by all means discuss the issue. If you suspect they're lying or
what they believe is factually untrue say so as part of trying to understand the issue, but not as
confronting their being untrue as immoral.
If they can't engage in such a discussion that's a separate, complex, problem altogether.
If there is nothing intolerable nor incomprehensible then...
Silence.
If some one lies, or so you suspect, and it's of no consequence to you personally why bother speaking
of it? They've already demonstrated a will for deception and you've no assurance they will confess
the truth or their reasons.
The mind of other people is a Mystery best left for them to solve.
Silence.
And taxation is theft.

"But doesn't Free Market Capitalism system depend on people being generous angels? Without the
State who will regulate the bad industries?" One of the main reasons why Free Market Capitalism
works is because most people do want to trade voluntarily and peacefully. This is the only way that
wealth is created and civilization develops. Wealth is not created by the wild adventurers of violent
conquerors. Indeed this is how the delicate latticework of wealth of isolated peoples is wantonly
destroyed.
There will always be the very small minority of psychopathic and sociopathic people who choose to
use violence and threats of violence to solve their daily problems. When there exists no institution
with the legitimate use of force AKA the State which would attract such vile people, they do not
become a threat to anyone. The mafia differs from the State in that nobody hallucinates their use of
force to be legitimate. Their commands and edicts are not viewed as laws and regulations.
TheiSmiery is not viewed as taxation. Their kidnappings and murder is not viewed as the War on
Drugs or the War on Terror. Their violent extortion racket is viewed as just that, a violent extortion
racket.
Wealth is created by the billions of voluntary consensual transactions made by peaceful individuals
that occur in the market economy every single day. These individuals likely know little to nothing
about the price mechanism, competition, supply and demand, inflation, law of diminishing marginal
utility, and Economics in general. Nevertheless unwittingly they are operating in accordance with
these natural phenomena. Free Market Capitalism is based on human action. The true hidden beauty
is that it is based on peace, love, and freedom.
"It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner,
but from their regard to their own interest."
70 fucking %each person pay in taxes norway think about that!
Take all the time you need.

Suppose that this election cycle, the ONLY difference between the candidates was that one was going
to "tax" (rob) you of 30% of what you earn, and the other was going to "tax" (rob) you of 31% of what
you earn. There would be some people (including me) who would refuse to vote, refuse to give
sanction to the circus, and refuse to legitimize a system of violent extortion. Meanwhile, other people
hoping for freedom would vote for the 30% thief, because in practical terms that would be slightly
less painful that 31%.
To almost everyone, it would appear as if those people had CONSENTED to being robbed of 30% of
what they produce. After all, they VOTED for it. They TRIED to put someone into power who they
KNEW would rob everyone at the rate of 30%. How is that NOT consenting and legitimizing the
thievery?
But that's not the worst of it.
At the next election, new candidates advocate 31% and 32% "taxation" (robbery), respectively. Now
the people who say they are voting "defensively" would vote FOR what they had voted AGAINST in
the prior election (e.g., 31% theft). And if in each election the candidates add another percentage
point to their preferred level of state extortion, the supposedly pro-freedom people would keep
voting for an EVER-INCREASING amount of authoritarian control.
But never fear! Along comes a THIRD candidate, who now advocates a level of extortion slightly
below the other two. Now let's say the choices are 30%, 34% and 35%. Clearly, on a practical level,
being robbed 30% is better than being robbed 35%. So a bunch of people vote for the 30%, as an act
of "defense" (according to them). And then all three gradually increase the amount of extortion they
advocate. Next time the choices will be 31%, 35% and 36%.
Well, you can figure out the rest from there. Guess whether this process ever achieves freedom. Hint:
it doesn't. Regardless of which candidate wins each time, it results in ever INCREASING theft, backed
by the apparent blessing of all who "participated in the process."

I certainly wasn't the only one, or the first one, to say it, but I've mentioned before how it seems like,
if the control freaks behind the scenes had decided to appoint Hillary as the new Puppet Tyrant, they
could only make it look legit if they got someone horrendously bad to run against her--someone most
Americans could hate even more than they hate her.
And Donald Trump fits the bill. I don't know if it was really a set-up, but if you look at how much of
Hillary's campaigning consists of pointing out what a jackass Trump is (rather than trying to think of
anything good to say about herself), it sure is convenient. After all, if Hillary had to sell herself to win,
what the hell would she even say?
Trump is the best thing that could have happened to Hillary, and Trump supporters did her a huge
favor by managing to make HIM the other choice. I really don't see any other way that Hillary would
have had any chance of becoming emperor. It may very well be that Trump supporters have been
played like a cheap fiddle.

Wisdom is the rarest quality of all. The ability to combine intellect, knowledge, experience, &
judgement, in a way to produce a coherent understanding. Wisdom is the fulfillment of the ancient
admonition "With all you are getting, get understanding".

Wisdom requires self-discipline, & an understanding of the realities of the world. Including the
limitations of one's own experience, & of reason itself. The opposite of intellect, is dullness, or
slowness, but the opposite of wisdom, is foolishness, which is far more dangerous. George Orwell
said that some ideas are so foolish, that only an intellectual could believe them. For no ordinary man
could be such a fool. ~

While I think it's absolutely vital for American voters to be exposed to third-party options, I doubt this
is the solution to the crumbling American empire.
There are countless countries around the world who have more than two political parties. Many of
these countries' governments remain completely corrupt. If having a wider variety of opinions on
display were the solution, we'd be seeing utopias across Europe and other parts of the world. That's
not happening.
This means it's time to start questioning whether there is something fundamentally wrong with
democracy. I don't discount short-term efforts to bring more choices to the electoral process, but
perhaps it's the electoral process, itself, that needs changing.
By that, I mean: stop participating in it, stop looking for leaders to save you, vote with your lifestyle,
and start taking your own initiatives to help yourselves and others. I know that sounds
insurmountable, but to me, it sounds a lot more doable than voting every four years and hoping
something will change.

“In Japan they have the phrase shoshin (初心), which means “beginner’s mind.” The goal of practice
is always to keep our beginner’s mind… This [means] an empty mind and a ready mind. If your mind is
empty, it is always ready for anything; it is open to everything. In the beginner’s mind there are many
possibilities; in the expert’s mind there are few.”

The Palestinians are poor. They are powerless. They have no voice or influence in the halls of power.
They are demonized. Tortured into desperation and Madness. They do not have well-heeled lobbyists
doling out campaign contributions and pushing through pro-Palestinian legislation. No presidential
candidate is appealing to their saftey. Palestinians, like poor people of the world are expendable.
Israels latest bombing wasnt even on the news. And its just a clusterfuck of conspiracy to keep the
massacre of blood sacrifice going.

PUTIN MED KLAR TALE:
VINNER HILLARY BLIR DET KRIG!
Putin svarer på USA´s og NATO´s militære aggresjon med rasjonelle og logiske argument, som enhver

militær strateg forstår og kan skrive under på.
Russland er nødt til å treffe mott-tiltak i forhold til de utplasseringer av missiler som USA og NATO
gjør i Europeiske land nært til russisk territorium. Disse missil-installasjonene blir primære mål som
Russland må kunne eliminere i fall det blir en direkte konflikt mellom Russland, USA og NATO.
Putin informerer både Polen og Romania om sine rasjonelle vurderinger. Han ønsker ikke å gjøre noe
europeiske land til fiende, men må på grunn av hva USA og NATO gjør like fullt rette sine våpen imot
slike installasjoner. Dette må de europeiske land og folk forstå, og motsette seg i bli gjort til målskiver
av USA og NATO.
Det vi behøver er en helt annen politikk i Europa enn den USA, EU og NATO er tilrettelegger for. EUlandene må bryte den politiske bindingen til nåværende USA styrte EU-despoti, som opptrer som en
forlenget arm av Israel å USA´s militære aggresjon i verden.
Nåværende EU må avvikles og erstattes av en helt annen europeisk organisasjon for samarbeid i
Europa. En organisasjon som samarbeider for fred og fri handel mellom alle nasjoner i Europa, og i
resten av verden. Vi kan ikke fortsette med den farlige imperialismen som USA har involvert EU og
NATO i.
Det er USA som utgjør trusselen imot verdensfreden. Ikke Russland, Kina eller noen annen part. Det
må nå alle europeiske statsledere snart begripe og ta konsekvensene av. Velgerne over hele Europa
må avvise krigs-haukene og "New World Order" despotiet.
Det er klart at Putin må ha en mening om skikketheten til den neste amerikanske presidenten. Hillary
Clinton ser han som en forlengelse av det amerikanske regime som har skapt nåværende situasjon og
militære spenning i verden. Derfor advarer han imot Hillary Clinton. Det har han all verdens gode
grunner til å gjøre.
Putin er heller lunken også til Donald Trump, på grunn av hans uberegnelige personlighet, som veldig
mange advarer imot. Også blant republikanere, som Donald Trump er ment å representere.
Det bør være en stor bekymring for alle nordmenn at Triumviratet: "Ap, Høyre og Frp", er politiske
lakeier for USA, EU og "New World Order" despotiet. De er på parti med de krigs-hissende haukene.

If you personally advocate that I be caged if I don't pay for whatever "government" things YOU want,
please don't pretend to be tolerant, or non-violent, or enlightened, or compassionate. Don't pretend
you believe in "live and let live," and don't pretend you want peace, freedom or harmony. It's a
simple truism that the only people in the world who are willing to "live and let live" are voluntaryists.
So you can either PRETEND to care about and respect your fellow man while continuing to advocate
widespread authoritarian violence, or you can embrace the concepts of self-ownership and peaceful
coexistence, and become an anarchist.
But who will build the roads?
You mean to tell me that 7 billion people on the planet would just sit around in their houses and think
“Gee, I’d like to go visit Fred, but I can't because there isn’t a flat thing outside for me to drive on, and
I don’t know how to build it and the other 7 billion people can’t possibly do it because there aren’t
any politicians and tax collectors. If they were here then we could do it. If they were here to boss us
around and steal our money and really inefficiently build the flat places, then we would be set. Then I
would be comfortable and confident that I could get places. But I can’t go to Fred’s house or the
market because we can’t possibly build a flat space from A to B. We can make these really small
devices that enable us to contact people from all over the word that fits in our pockets; we can make
machines that we drive around in, but no, we can’t possibly build a flat space.

Sug ballan mine statister!
Hvert år dør det et sted mellom 120-130 000 sau fordi dem slippes løs uten beskyttelse og
manglende tilsyn. ca 2% av disse blir tatt av ulv, og derfor skal vi utrydde 70% av Norges ulv. Samtidig
vil vi ha 5000 tonn med sau på fryselager ved årskiftet, og x antall tonn blir kastet fra butikken. Dette
er kjøtt som vi har sponset via skatten med omtrent 650 000 000 kroner. Hvor mye gjerder og gjetere
hadde vi fått for det beløpet? På lørdag kl 14:00 møter du opp ved Stortinget slik at vi får si fra hvor
landet ligger.

Are you fed up of benefit tossers taking your hard earned money?
Well I don’t blame you.
However, the only tossers taking your money is the government! Who then redistribute it to the top
1% in society who then benefit!
All of us are in the bottom and therefore we all need to get a fair deal. The main reason people get
pissed off is because the difference between their income (the benefits people) and them is
practically non existent.
It's embarrassing that you have to explain this to some people.
This is a "standard reaction to an irrational fear" of losing out!

But we're all in the same boat as the people claiming benefit. We're all fighting for the scraps off the
table of the rich and those born into power and position. Even the ones with 10M+ in the bank, lol it's
pocket change to the elite. Every pound that you earn they keep 50p! That's if you manage to avoid
all the hidden taxes! Like, parking fines, insurance, TV licence and about a billion others scams.
Who is the richest person on the planet, wrong. Think again! It’s a play on words! They're tricking us
constantly, are you thinking the richest man or richest family?
Wake up and see the desperation of your fellow countrymen who have done nothing to cause the
problem they are being blamed for.
It’s classic divide and conquer tactics playing out here.
Do not let them fool you!

When people are arguing without being clear about the meanings of the words they are using, the
conversation often turns into a pointless mess. And when people have different opinions about what
some word means, things often devolves into an argument about semantics, and they never get
around to actually debating ideas and concepts.
You are either a Statist...or a Voluntaryist / Anarchist....there is no middle ground....

I don't like to put my personal life out there but in fact I think this may help others!
Narcissistic personalities are just as dangerous as "statism" and the they destroy you until you are
feeling nothing but numbness and their sickness has become your problem,you are the targets and
everything winds up as your fault!
And their friends believe them.
Unfortunately I have been a victim of a narcissist and of the state. Its ways are simmilar. Relationships
that dont make sense.The worst kind! Lol and people ask why i drink � �
A relationship with a Narcissist has been compared to being on a roller coaster, with immense highs
and immense lows. They have been described as the proverbial Jekyll and Hyde, one way one minute,
another the next.
People usually get into relationships for love and the need to connect and bond with another.
Narcissists get into relationships for entirely different reasons. They do not feel love and they lack the
ability to connect and form normal attachment bonds with others.
Narcissists need people more than anyone. Because their entire sense of self-esteem and self-worth
is dependent the admiration of others, their emotions are a precarious balance of needing others and
needing to be left alone.
Narcissists feel an enormous void inside of them. This void is ever present and the only thing that fills
it, is the love and esteem of another. The fix is always temporary though. A Narcissist describes it this
way, “It’s like my brain is constantly seeking something. It’s like I’m always chasing a carrot at the end
of a stick. Nothing I do satisfies me, at least not for long. I feel like I only do things because I’m
supposed to, because society does it. I don’t feel like I belong anywhere or with anyone.”
Narcissists are completely self-absorbed and are oblivious to the wants and needs of others. They
enter into relationships in an attempt to fill this void and to make sure that they have someone who

is always available for sex, an ego stroke or whatever need they may have. A relationship with a
Narcissist always follows three phases, the over-evaluations phase, the devaluation phase and the
discard phase.
The Over-evaluation Phase
A Narcissist is very careful when choosing a target. Typically, they will choose a victim based on their
status. They must be attractive, popular, rich or extremely gifted in some area. The greater the status,
the higher the value the Narcissist places on the Supply derived.
Once a target has been chosen, it’s almost like the Narcissist gets tunnel vision. They are hypervigilant in their pursuit and will project the perfect image that their victim wants them to be. They are
excessively caring, loving and attentive at this stage. They shower their targets with attention,
compliments and literally sweep them off their feet.
They place their target on a pedestal, idolize and worship them. Their target is the greatest thing
since sliced bread. Here the Narcissist is ecstatic, full of hopes and dreams. They will talk and think
about them constantly, they are euphoric. This is as close as a Narcissist will ever get to feeling love.
This kind of idolization is what others would call infatuation.
The victim is likely so caught up in all the attention and is usually thinking at this point, that they have
found their soul-mate. Their pursuer is exactly what they want in a partner (because the Narcissist is
mirroring what they have learned appeals to their target) and they can’t believe how lucky they are
and that this catch is still single.
What they don’t know, or could ever be prepared for, is what comes next.
The Devaluation Stage
The Over-Evaluation phase, if you’re dealing with a Somatic Narcissist, usually lasts anywhere from a
few weeks to a couple of months, just long enough for the Narcissist to be confident that they have
secured their target’s love and devotion. Unbeknownst to the target, what they were witnessing in
the early phase was the Narcissist’s false self. In this second phase, the mask comes off and the
Narcissist starts to reveal their true colours.
The shift could be gradual or almost seemingly overnight. Suddenly the attention they so lavishly gave
you is gone and replace by indifference and silence. Days or weeks could go by and you won’t hear
from them. They don’t return your phone calls, they don’t keep a single promise and you’re starting
to suspect that they might be involved with someone else. The target is left baffled and confused and
wondering what they did wrong to cause such an abrupt turnaround.
Narcissists become bored easily and what usually starts happening in their heads at this stage, is that
the void begins to emerge again. The high they were feeding off of is waning and they begin to
question your worthiness, that perhaps you weren’t so special after all, because if you were then the
void wouldn’t still be there.
They become moody and agitated easily, blaming you for even the slightest transgression. They start
to disappear more frequently and they give you the silent treatment in an attempt to create distance.

As the Narcissist withdraws, the target starts to cling and your demands for his attention and your
need to understand what’s happening, grate on his nerves. The harder you cling the more the
Narcissist pulls away. They start to blame and criticize the target for everything, treating them like an
emotional punching bag.
At this point the target is an emotional wreck. The Narcissist has left without any explanation and
they can’t figure out how one minute they were put on a pedestal and now it’s like they doesn’t even
exist. The Narcissist is a projector and they are projecting their emotional turmoil onto you. They feed
off of other people’s misery (as long as it’s caused by them) just as much as they feeds off of your
admiration, either way it makes no difference to them.
It is this person, this cruel, indifferent, unfeeling, sadist that is the behind the mask. Most targets
desperately try to find the one they fell in love with. What they don’t realize is that that person never
existed. They were a facade an act put on by the Narcissist to secure their Supply.
The Narcissist will take no responsibility for their actions, because they simply don’t care how they’ve
treated you or how you are feeling.
Narcissists are not capable of forming normal healthy attachments to people. Those that aren’t
familiar with the disorder are completely at a loss to understand how unnecessarily cruel their
behavior can be. The target was never more than an object to the Narcissist, whose usefulness is on
the decline.
The Narcissist isn’t one to throw away a potential piece of supply though. They will keep up this I love
you, I love you not charade going for as long as it suits them or as long as you allow it. They will
breeze in and out of your life as if nothing ever happened, completely oblivious and indifferent to
your suffering.
This mind fuck is deliberate and they will keep feeding you crumbs of attention, just enough to keep
you emotionally invested and available to cater to their every need.
At some point one of two things will happen: either they will find a new target and begin phase one
with them, thus ignoring you completely, or you will have had enough of his psychotic abuse and you
will take control and put an end to it, thus ushering In phase three.
The Discard Phase
It is almost baffling to watch the ease at which a Narcissist can pull away from his partners. Many
targets are left asking themselves, “Did she/he love me? Did I mean anything ?” The simple answer is
no. No one means anything to them. Only a means to an end – to obtain the much needed
Narcissistic Supply. Once your usefulness has run its course, you will be discarded abruptly and
cruelly, without warning.
Trying to get over a relationship with a Narcissist is extremely difficult. Once it is over the target is
usually an emotional wreck, whose self-esteem has been annihilated by the persistent demeaning
behavior, insults and cruelty of the Narcissist. Depending on when they were able to break free, the
target maybe a shadow of their former self, with a lot of work ahead of them to rebuild their
shattered self-image.

As a victim tries to pick up the pieces, What must be remembered is that you were deliberately
targeted, lied to and manipulated by a skilled con-artist, for their own gain. There was nothing you
could have done differently and none of this was your fault. The Narcissist will repeat this pattern
with every person, every time, bar none.
All former targets must be vigilantly on guard, because a Narcissist always reserves the right to revisit
a former source of supply, no matter how much time has passed or how badly they’ve behaved.
Once you have broken free you must close the door on any and all contact, because if you don’t
you’re headed back to a watered down version of Phase One – over and over and over again.

Few groups are as nazi as the left wing groups. Only difference is they BElieVE they are the opposite
of the neofacsist. They are not. More like twins.
They are the one that talk most about freedom.
But they are also the first to make everything forbidden and want much more strict rules.
And there is not a problem in the world they cannot fix with taxes or fees..
Most of them are as far out as a mad hippie that have taken too much acid.. lol

En vanlig nordmann må betale alt han tjener hver 3 dag til staten i direkte skatt.
Slik at staten kan drepe fattige folk i utlandet med disse pengene.
Blir det noe til overs så skal det selvsagt betales avgifter til FN.
Og selvfølgelig til NATO.
Og selvfølgelig til EU
Og selvfølgelig til Israhell
Men vi beholder litt her i landet også.
Kongefamilien og alle deres eiendommer skal jo ha noe også.
(vi vet jo alle hvor stor sevfølge det er at våre arbeidsgivere først skal betale lønn til oss som personer,
og så skal de i tillegg måtte betale en lønn till alle eiendommene våre... ikke sant? )
Det er derfor vi har eiendoms skatt på det vi allerede har betalt skatt for.
mens andre mer priviligerte har jo det motsatt å får extra betalt jo mer eiendom de har...
Men hvis den koselige kongen å hans lakeier bare smiler til deg så har du nok forståelse for at han må
ha dette tenker jeg..

"Lots of people use misleading euphemisms to make their position sound more pleasant. Socialists
call themselves "democrats." Forced wealth redistribution is called "welfare." Politicians refer to their
extortion as "asking" for "contributions." And so on. In contrast, the terms "anarchist" and
"voluntaryist" are specific and precise: "anarchists" want "rule by no one" (what the word "anarchy"
literally means), and "voluntaryists" want all human interaction to be voluntary. And the "nonaggression principle" is self-explanatory.
What's funny is that those who argue AGAINST a stateless society are often accidentally honest. If, for
example, you are against anarchy, then you are a statist, and you advocate "rule by someone." If you

bash "voluntaryism," then by definition, you are an INvoluntaryist, meaning you want some degree of
violent coercion. If you disagree with the non-aggression principle, that means you are PROaggression, and you want violence initiated against people who didn't threaten or harm anyone.
It's no wonder statists love their euphemisms and vague obfuscations. If they are simply specific and
honest about what they believe, and what they advocate, they've already lost the debate."

It doesn't matter who "won" the debate, just like it doesn't matter who will "win" the popularity
contest called "the election", the prize of which is getting to rule your equals, to determine what they
may and may not do...
What matters is that you don't need a ruler, and yet no matter whom you select (or don't), you'll have
one. And what keeps you in this perpetual state of having masters who tell you how you may and may
not live your life is a combination of conditioning and fear.
I find it interesting that the proxy war between the US and Russia in Syria is about to blow up into a
real war... Deutsche Bank is on the verge of failure... Yet all anyone wants to talk about is grabbing
pussies ??, I guess the diversionary tactics are really working...

"Government is force, pure and simple. There's no way to sugar-coat that. And because government
is force, it will attract the worst elements of society.
"Ultimately, leadership is not about glorious crowning acts. It's about keeping your team focused on a
goal and motivated to do their best to achieve it, especially when the stakes are high and the
consequences really matter. It is about laying the groundwork for others' success, and then standing
back and letting them shine."

"Culture is not your friend.
Culture is for other people's convenience and the convenience of various institutions, churches,
companies, tax collection schemes, or what have you? It is not your friend. It insults you. It
disempowers you. It uses and abuses you. None of us are well treated by culture.
Yet we glorify the creative potential of the individual, the rights of the individual. We understand the
felt-presence of experience is what is most important. But this culture is a perversion. It fetishizes
objects, creates consumer mania, it preaches endless forms of false happiness, endless forms of false
understanding in the form of squirrelly religions and silly cults. It invites people to diminish
themselves and dehumanize themselves by behaving like machines and slaves."

The age of the Narcissists :
Cognitive Dissonance-The Pain of Psychopathic and Narcissistic Abuse ..... Cognitive dissonance
occurs when we hold two conflicting beliefs in our minds at the same time. This conflict causes
feelings of tension. If you have been the victim of a narcissist or a psychopath then you know the
sting of cognitive dissonance. It will also help you understand why others can't see or don't want to
know about what is really happening in the world.....
Narcissists, sociopaths and psychopaths have the ability to confuse those of us who have been so
wiling to trust them. Those of us with high empathy naturally trust others. This beautiful quality
makes us targets for predators like psychopaths, sociopaths and narcissists.

When we talk about being on the brink of WWIII, we are talking about a psychopathic and insane cult
that has hijacked U.S., Western and Middle East interests, thrown out all sanity and civility, and
provoked destruction repeatedly until all the stops have been pulled, and nothing remains but that
which is in the path of war, and the aftermath of remapping, rebuilding and a new world order.
When we talk about NATO we are talking about the epitome of 'State-Monopoly Capitalism' that is to
say the state is effectively being run on behalf of capitalists rather than in the interests of the people
as a whole - the 'trick' played by the capitalists is to claim that it is 'in the National interest' when in
fact their policy is all about favouring their personal profiteering as with invading the oil-rich MiddleEast for example on behalf of the profit hungry oil barons rather than for defending the people from
an invading force - this analysis was presented over 100 years.

"Joan of Arc was not stuck at the cross-roads, either by rejecting all the paths like Tolstoy, or by
accepting them all like Nietzsche. She chose a path, and went down it like a thunderbolt. Yet Joan,
when I came to think of her, had in her all that was true either in Tolstoy or Nietzsche, all that was
even tolerable in either of them. I thought of all that is noble in Tolstoy, the pleasure in plain things,
especially in plain pity, the actualities of the earth, the reverence for the poor, the dignity of the
bowed back. Joan of Arc had all that and with this great addition, that she endured poverty as well as
admiring it; whereas Tolstoy is only a typical aristocrat trying to find out its secret. And then I thought
of all that was brave and proud and pathetic in poor Nietzsche, and his mutiny against the emptiness
and timidity of our time. I thought of his cry for the ecstatic equilibrium of danger, his hunger for the
rush of great horses, his cry to arms. Well, Joan of Arc had all that, and again with this difference, that
she did not praise fighting, but fought. We know that she was not afraid of an army, while Nietzsche,
for all we know, was afraid of a cow. Tolstoy only praised the peasant; she was the peasant. Nietzsche
only praised the warrior; she was the warrior. She beat them both at their own antagonistic ideals;
she was more gentle than the one, more violent than the other. Yet she was a perfectly practical
person who did something, while they are wild speculators who do nothing. It was impossible that
the thought should not cross my mind that she and her faith had perhaps some secret of moral unity
and utility that has been lost. And with that thought came a larger one, and the colossal figure of her

Master had also crossed the theatre of my thoughts."
~

we need unity now more than ever. And, yet, today it seems that we are increasingly polarised and
on edge. This seems to stem from a clinging, desperately and often in the face of all due reason, to
hatred, to death as a solution, to the squandered means and ability of wealth.
our hopes are not compatible with our peace and unity. we need real hope, the sort that inspires all
of us. we instead fabricate and peddle our own small hopes, and as we cast around for anchors of
hope, we are increasingly left with the observation that our predicament is very fragile and
dangerous indeed. Mortal peril casts its shadow over all things. The dread of termination and the
tragic waste it represents tarnishes every earthly hope.
It seems the powers that be are dreaming of hegemonies and caste. The investure of leading minds in

the business of running global affairs becomes seemingly illiterate and capricious, as nepotism
schemes to own everything, even our freedoms and hopes, and yes, the elusive unity that we so
sorely lack.
If only we could give them real hope, so they know they are doomed to fail in owning every little
spark of our souls.
If only we were united, so that they would not dare to stand against us as we live our purposeful and
peaceful lives.
we stand at the cusp of judgement, at the doors of necessity. If we do not continue without some
measure of justice, some element of sanity well disposed, we risk proving a terrible thing, that we live
in an amoral and perhaps even insane universe. Our eternal legacy would become the toxicity of our
corruption. These are very grand strokes to make upon the detailed canvas of the cosmos. Yet we are
sleepwalking toward such a state of affairs. Daily the tragedy and farce of it increase.
But, I still have hope. Hope is a powerful utility;it supports and confirms sanity itself. It should never
be dispensed with.
I hope this missive, this admission, reaches the ears of those that consider themselves to rule over us,
and if it does, I would make this plea: Give us back our Hope. We need it. The squabbled folly of
unreasonable demands must be met with truth, and the truth has a sharper sword than any forged
by man. Let go, I urge, of all conciet and thoughts of unequal advantage, and unify over and around
the sanctity of life, and the honour of our own faculties.
Yours, faithfully,
Herald of Unity.

Every system developed by small founders always seeks to improve itself in the future,
technological,economical or political, so why is it so difficult for people to understand that an already
totalitarian government is only going to seek to grow improve the strength of their power and expand
bigger and wipe its ass with our individual rights and privacy ,when we continue to give those
immoral individuals the power to continue seeking those improvements?
“Imagine no possessions” means, “Imagine having no idea who has the right to use anything, ever.”
Imagine that no matter how hard you work to produce something, it can be taken away at any time
for any reason by anyone, because it’s not yours and you have no special claim to it. Imagine that you
dont even owe your name! Yes, I can imagine that. It’s not pretty.

People will say, "The State is not my master"
*(rolls eyes)* If you vote then they are! (not legitimately, mind you. But yes they will then
illegitimately be your master!).
By (voting), you give false legitimacy to the myth of authority, that any imperfect human, can
legitimately have any higher claim of ownership over another human, than they have over
themselves.
►What the hell else did you think voting accomplished? � � � � � �Other than the
implementation of a parasitic, sociopathic ruling class, living off the fruits of your labor, while
contributing literally NOTHING useful to society, and having exceptions from the morality (moral
agency) that every other sentient being is subject to. Enlighten me. What else did you think it
accomplished? � �

Tho shalt not steal:
This is a famous commandment from the bibel. Its also universal moral law. But what does it mean?
You are free to live your own life in any way you want so long as your actions do not take away from
another that which belongs to them and not you, be it labor, physical well being, property, rights,
freedoms etc.
You are also free to defend your own life using force against those who attempt to take away those
things from you. These are the 'Non Aggression' and 'Self Defense' principles.
If anyone, group, organisation seeks to take these away from others then that is immoral and support
of such people and organisations is just as immoral if not worse!

Men kristendommen i dag er jo ikke noe annet enn noe man smykker seg med for å fremstå som mer
moralsk enn andre. Hvis vi ser på hva de kristne sier og hva de gjør så vil vi jo se at de ikke lever jo
opp til Jesus moral. De fleste kristne jeg har vært borti ser ofte splinten i andres øyne, men bjelken i

sitt eget, den affiserer dem knapt. Krf folka sitter jo også på sin høye hest, der de støtter om NATOs
kriger verden over, og det er da vel ikke mye kristent ?
Hvis man vil se hvordan ekte kristne lever, så kan jeg anbefale tv serien Det lille huset på prærien, der
de har et sunt forhold til kristendommen og det ble slått ned på religiøs ekstremisme der også.
Dagens kristne er kristne på utsiden ikke inni, og jeg kan vel ikke si meg helt uenig når Mark Passio
kaller flertallet av de kristne for satanister, han burde vite hva han snakker om siden han selv var en
satanisk prest i årevis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWXGo7Qkr2w

►It's one thing to say and accept the reality that there will always be those who attempt to force
things on others, against their will
►But it's quite another, & a self-contradiction to say that if the society is bad, then we can make it
good with force. Human nature proves this to be a self-contradiction.
►You can only ever make it good, genuinely, with accountability, freedom, & responsibility, NOT
artificially, with force, & paternal oversight, of the privileged few, acting on behalf of the many,
pretending to have rights that everyone else does not have.
►The wisdom of experience, & the opportunity to learn not just from one's success, but one's
failures & fukkups, goes a LONG way, to self-governance, & self-realization, in terms of potential &
prosperity, in all aspects of life.
►Freedom & morality are directly proportional. Always has been, always will be. The more laws a
society has, the more crime & immorality it will have.

But without the faith based belief in illegitimate authority, who would be extorted to fund the
criminally sociopathic, parasitic gang called government? But who would then attempt to take on
some amount of everyone's personal responsibility FOR them, and redistribute healthy portions of
the fruits of their labor, to random people? But what would happen to our current collectivist,
fabianistic, incrementalism loving commune of cronyism & corporatism, that's merely disguised as &
labeled capitalism? It may not survive such a hit??? *(gives worried look)*

Free thinkers understand that all man-made oral traditions are only subtle clues to the truth but not
the entire truth. When you are an atheist your perspective of the truth is based solely on the material
and void of any Godly purpose, and life is something that just happened to you, and everything else
around you, without a direct intention from anything divine. When you are a Christian your
perspective of the truth is through Christ's word and teachings and you may take every word of the
Bible literally in that perspective, when you are a Muslim your perspective of the truth is through the
Quran, and too will take every word of it literally, and your window of truth is only limited to the
range of those sources of information you remain locked on, no matter what belief you've subscribed
to; but when you are a free thinker all of these things are only perspectives and you view them all
from a distance where you can see them all in view, and the walls around those windows are glass
and you perceive the entire big picture without biases to try to assemble an accurate meaning and
description of the unfiltered truth of this natural order of which could not logically exist without an
original cause...and you seek that cause...

Is the entire universe an illusion?
That's the dilemma that they face in" Inception"as well.How do you know when something is an
illusion? What is real? As long as something is real to your mind, it is real to you. If your brain gives
itself the signals of an illusion, it's going to be easy to make it feel real. This is what happens when
you are asleep dreaming. Your mind is playing images to itself through the neuron network. No
matter how bizarre the dream, there is no telling that it is not a dream when you are dreaming. It
appears so real till you wake up. What if a person in a coma is dreaming. He may keep eternally
dreaming. For him, he thinks he's awake and living a life. But in reality he may be connected to a life
support system. The deeper he goes into the dream the more he may fade from reality.Bottom line:
Until you awaken, there is no proof that your life is a dream. While the Matrix told us that dying in a
dream will also kill the real self or the ego,because the mind makes it real, Inception made it clear

that death in a dream simply wakes you up by one level.
The big dilemma is.. which one is it?? We will never know...but we know this soo called modern
society,with its primitive realityunderstanding is not the truth.
How is it possible for a man to reach enlightenment?
How is it possible for a catterpillar to become a butterfly?
The catterpillar must die in order for the butterfly to have life, in the same way a man must die to
himself in order to be enlightened.

I do think that people DO have the brain but they prefer not to use it. That is the saddest thing about
it.
"It always strikes me as ironic when statists--people who want a big, strong nanny state to hold their
hands, wipe their butts, and protect them from the uncertainty of the big, bad world--characterize it
as childish when others advocate non-aggression and self-ownership. Apparently they think that
being mature and enlightened would make one want to grovel to some parasitical ruling class to save
their sorry asses, and want to beg a bunch of political crooks to come up with a forcibly-imposed
master plan to make society work. The reason statists want an all-powerful "rule-maker" and "final
decider" is precisely because they DON'T have the brain, principles, or balls to make their own
decisions, run their own lives, and deal with their own problems. They are like scared little children in
a classroom who want a teacher there to tell them what to do, make everything predictable, tell
them that everything will be okay, and insulate them from the trouble of having to decide, figure out,
or actually do anything important themselves. (End of rant.)"

Let’s see how many so-called “friends” I can clean out with this post…
It’s sickening to me to see and hear the scumbag trash Nazi-lovers who support this Mafia criminal
government and its murdering henchmen in regards to the recent events unfolding. It's also revolting
(no pun intended) to see the completely PUSSIFIED "men" (and "women" for that matter) who
waddle out from under their troll bridges to denounce the facts. They are "New"-Age Bullshit
BRAINWASHED CHICKEN-SHIT COWARDS with Stockholm Syndrome who would NEVER fight for
ANYTHING.
A government by the people, for the people; Must not misinform the people, lest they become
misinformed themselves. This became a grim reality in the 21st century as a million of us could
protest for peace, ten assholes in some secret evil council could drag entire countries into war.
The Art of Peace is a community for people to dream; Its crazy but I think, if we all keep talking about
our dreams... maybe there is a way to make the world a better place.
“When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace.”
That is the one and only rule of this community.
My Art of War is stronger, than yours.

Politikere burde ikke være ufrivillig lønnet av folket, de burde heller ikke ha makt til å bestemme hva
du kan og ikke kan gjøre av fredelige handlinger. Deres oppgave burde enkelt og greit være en tjener vi trenger ingen ny adel.

Robin Hood tok tilbake skattepengene staten stjal fra folket, og gav pengene tilbake. At partier som
Rødt, Ap og SV bruker Robin Hood som eksempel på at staten bør stjele mer fra innbyggerne, viser at
de har totalt misforstått historien.

Slik de har misforstått veldig mye annet.
På Skavlan Talkshow så kom det frem at Arbeiderpartiets leder Jonas Gahr Støre liker å lade elbilen på
jobben, for da er det "gratis".
Mulig AP lederen prøver å fremstå som jovial, folkelig og sparsom - men det er han ikke. Han er leder
av et parti som mener skattene burde vært enda høyere, og dermed er forkjemper for innskrenking
av menneskers frihet.
Hvis en vanlig arbeidstager hadde fylt drivstoff på egen bil med arbeidsgivers penger, vil
konsekvensene bli underslag og oppsigelse - samt sikkert en saftig straffeskatt fra staten.
Og Jonas - siden absolutt ingenting her i verden er gratis: Hvem tror du betaler strømmen på
stortinget som du så gledelig forsyner deg av?
Er det en frivillig donasjon fra e-verket eller betales den av skattebetalerne?
Dobbeltmoral og prinsippløshet fra lederen i landets største parti, det er ikke noe vi bør ta lett på

"The statist paradigm is both predictable and depressing to observe. Statists are so accustomed to
hearing about top-down, forcibly-imposed authoritarian master plans, that it’s all they can even
comprehend. So if someone advocates a FREE SOCIETY, in which people can come up with any
number of voluntary, cooperative ideas and solutions, statists call that “having no solutions.” To them,
if you’re not going to FORCE everyone to do things a certain way, thereby giving the statists their
beloved feeling of certainty and predictability, they imagine chaos and mayhem. “But if people are
free, and I don’t have any way to control them all, how can I be sure my life will work?!?!” Training so
many people to have THAT mindset is the most impressive (and evil) accomplishment tyrants have
ever achieved."

"It also seems to me that the rudest word, the rudest letter are still more benign, more decent than
silence. Those who remain silent are almost always lacking in delicacy and courtesy of the heart.
Silence is an objection; swallowing things leads of necessity to a bad character---it even upset the
stomach. All who remain silent are dyspeptic." [F. Nietzsche]
.....
Silent is "political" and rude. But one is "free" not to give any opinion over a matter. My question is
what is the "disadvantages and risks" involved in remaining silent? Are they guilty? And what is the
suffering (or cost) for the silent person?

Why I Support Open Borders
When men became enlightened and discovered they were no longer truly subjects of the crown or in
subjugation to a Church, we realized that our birthright was to be free men; free in all of aspects of
our lives; freedom to redress government for grievances, freedom of speech and religion, liberty to
trade with whomever, whatever.
The right to move, as silly as that might sound on first hearing, is a direct derivative of the singular
right to live one’s life for his own sake. The ability to live, work and travel is ROOTED in individualism.
We have, despite what governments may say from time to time, have a right to exist where we
choose, as long as we do not infringe on that same right of others. We can live and work anywhere
we want, but not on someone’s private property without his permission. The government is not a
landlord.
For example the whole concept of passports is hostile to liberty. Before I can return to the Norway, I
need to getpassport to leave the country. Fuck you, Norway! I am a grown man and I come and go
wherever I choose to, as I please. At least that’s the way it should be. No government has a right to
keep tabs on me with my “official papers”.
And so we talk about immigration. As a philosophical construct it is totally inimical to the idea of me
as a free agent that I am prevented from leaving and entering nations without the correct paperwork.
I am not a child who asks Daddy how late I can stay out tonight. And Daddy should be restrained by
our birthright of liberty to limit my authority to go and BE where I please (summum jus private
property).
I understand…I get it folks, that this is a non-starter among statist voters. We, a nation of immigrants
from time to time become an extremely xenophobic culture. We are afraid of émigrés. Our Erna
Solberg and Donald Trump is just as chauvinistic as Franklin Roosevelt, who knew the holocaust was
occurring in Europe and said that winning the war was more important than saving the Jews. Trump

would have stood on the pier with Jewish refugees and said, “back where you came from”…To the gas
chamber go”! They are that callous in their hearts.
We should have a fast track for those who wish to work here. We should be inviting MORE. Their
example of taking the risks involved to get here makes them a better example of liberty lovers than
those of us who take it for granted.
Freedom of movement and too seek happiness is a fundamental right.

Say in the middle of the night you awakened by a genie you told you he was going to wisk you away
to one of two kingdoms ruled by two kings that have two differing approaches to making you do what
they want you to do. After he explains what these kingdoms are like your memory will be wiped clean
and simply dropped off to live your new life oblivious to your past. Both kings are rather power-mad
and have lots of capricious rules they want those in their inescapable kingdoms to follow. One has
many mindless robots that monitor you and punish those that defy his rule by violent measures. The
other king has this powerful machine that hypnotically culls you to do his will, but you never will
know when you are really doing your will or his, and you always assume it is you.
Which kingdom do you pick?

I don’t surround myself with people who are constantly positive, always smiling to mask the bullshit
life they actually have. I prefer people who are real, honest and raw. I don’t want anyone to walk on
eggshells around me. If your day sucks, I want to hear about why it sucks, so I can help make it better.
If you’re not really happy, don’t fake a smile on my behalf. I’d rather you spill your guts with tears
every day until your smile is real. Because I don’t care about the show, the disguise, the politically
correctness. If you’re in my life, I want you to be in your own skin.

The concept is simple. The organizing principle of any state is for war. The authority of the state over
its people resides in its war powers.
If you use the state to get what you want, sue people, file liens, purchase property, attack other
countries, punish, fine, tax, legislate, regulate, register, etc; you are engage in war against your fellow
man as you leverage the coercive power of the state against him / her.
Voting for who steers the war ship does not change this fact or the nature of these principles.
If you really want peace, then declare peace. End the war and resign your commission. Stop using the
state as your own personal army. Forgive others. Forgive. Forgive. Forgive. End the war.

Ok. Let's see if I can get this straight.
If a machine is invented that can replace five workers, then the machine is taxed at the same rate the
five workers were taxed? The tax money then goes to making the lives of the five ex workers better.
Right now that money goes to the owner of the machine. The owner of the machine has proven that
they are good at evading paying taxes. The net result is less employment and less income for the
country. Both are detrimental to us as individuals.
The most visable of these machines are ATM , automatic check outs, self serve gas stations and the
like. The lesser visable are fabrication machines , grapple yarders automation etc.
Machines are supposed to make our lives easier and better but do not do that if there is no reward
for having them. When we talk about the idea of tecnology and the good,its about freeing men and
woman/humans from dull labor slavery druggeri and boring jobs.
Computers don't need jobs. People do. Why? To eat,shelter etc. You are not even worth shit if you
dont have money in this system.If you have been replaced by a computer then at least part of the
reward should be yours and not just the business it belongs to.
If you find that such systems make your life "easier" , ask your self " what am I doing with the time

saved". Usually the answer is that you and your wife get to work longer and more to make enough
money to pay for your home and life. You are not coming out ahead.
Your expectations should be that your life is better through technology, not because you have a
dishwasher but because you have more income because of technology regardless of where you fit
into society.
This reality can be ignored, but as we have leaped into the third industrial revolution, im not so sure
that's wise.

Much of what you consider mainstream culture today is the result of the original hippies. As an
example, this place! Yes, internet forums and social media were developed by hippies. Same goes for
Apple Computer and large parts of the Linux and Unix operating system.
Healthy and Organic foods? Check.
No wars for oil? Check
Medical and Legal Pot? Check
Most popular and revered music (doors, hendrix, beatles, etc)? Check
"Do your own thing"? Check
Gay rights and civil rights? Check
Universal health care? Check
Women's rights? Check
Cleaner air and water? Check
In fact, it would be easier to say what hippies were NOT involved in - that being wars for oils,
unlimited spending for security and defense, torture, income inequality, Wall Street ripoffs, etc.
Their only threat was always the conservative *the earth is 10 000years old KING Jesus Lord
Muhammed,old israel movement! To be hipi is nativeindian and means free.

There is nothing in the old paradigmes worth keeping..Nothing!
*If man is born out of the ashes of his ancestors,i dont wanna know about it!

Velferdsstaten er et avansert pyramidespill
Slike spill er ulovlige i Norge, for alle andre enn offentlig sektor. Nå begynner selv den å merke at det
blir stadig vanskeligere å utbetale premien til spillerne. Da forsøker man å endre reglene, slik at spillet

kan fortsette noen år til. Jo lenger det får gå videre, jo større blir sjokket og konsekvensene da det
stopper opp.
Det urimelige ved det er at offentlig sektor også har voldsmonopol som benyttes til å tvinge alle
borgere med i spillet. Alle skal med. Selv om man ser og mener at systemet er galt så har man ikke
noe valg, man får ikke lov til å velge andre løsninger. Alle skal være med og betale ut premier
fortløpende, mens de spillerne som har vært med lengst allerede har brukt opp midlene som de selv
betalte inn på andre ting.
Hvem er det som taper i pyramidespill? Alltid de som kommer sist inn, de som blir deltagere senest. I
et samfunn er dette naturligvis barn og barnebarn. Uansett når systemet stopper opp så er det de
kommende generasjoner som blir ranet, de har betalt innsatsen, men får ikke ut premien.
Voksne og ansvarlige mennesker som ser slike utfordringer tar tak i dem med en gang, og løser dem
slik at de ikke blir en arvesynd som man sender inn i kommende generasjoner.

The simple term GOVERN is something that should upset the masses, instead we are all brainwashed
by the current system into thinking mankind needs a government, a certain group of rich crooks, to
govern us all. To be governed is to be watched, inspected, spied upon, directed, law-driven,
numbered, regulated, enrolled, indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, checked, estimated, censored,
commanded, by creatures who have neither the right nor the wisdom nor the virtue to do so. Wake

up. It´s time to throw away the superstition in rulers, since it has proven to be the most destructive,
most painful, most murderous belief in history of mankind.

Whoever wins the upcoming United States election (or selection, as the case may be) is going to do
evil crap. That's a given. Yeah, you can theorize about what the OTHER psycho WOULD have done, but
when actual "government" violence is being inflicted on actual human beings, do YOU want to be one
of the people who helped put that regime into power? Do you want to be in the position of telling
the real-life victims of authoritarian injustice, "Hey, I helped make that happen, but trust me, it would
have been even worse if I hadn't!"? Because chances are that a lot of the victims--including me, if I
am one--aren't going to accept such a weak-ass, bullshit excuse. If you try to appoint a ruler over ME,
then it's YOUR damn fault what happens if "your" parasitic megalomaniac wins.

In Europe when Kings placed orders to spy on their citizen's conversations it was called tyranny, now
it's called "safety".
"There exists in society a very special class of persons that I have always referred to as the Believers.
These are folks who have chosen to accept a certain religion, philosophy, theory, idea or notion and
cling to that belief regardless of any evidence that might, for anyone else, bring it into doubt. They
are the ones who encourage and support the fanatics and the frauds of any given age. No amount of
evidence, no matter how strong, will bring them any enlightenment. They are the sheep who beg to
be fleeced and butchered, and who will battle fiercely to preserve their right to be victimized.

"The pen and the voice are at least as mighty as the sword; for the sword is wielded in obedience to
the spoken or the written word. Progressive technology has strengthened the powers that be by
providing them not only with bigger and better instruments of coercion, but also with instruments of
persuasion incomparably superior to those at the disposal of earlier rulers.
The rotary press and, more recently, the radio have contributed greatly to the concentration of
political and economic power. James Mill believed that, when everybody had learned to read, the
reign of reason and democracy would be assured for ever. But in actual historical fact the spread of
free compulsory education, and, along with it, the cheapening and acceleration of the older methods
of printing, have almost everywhere been followed by an increase in the power of ruling oligarchies

at the expense of the masses.
The reasons for this are obvious. A newspaper combining attractiveness with cheapness cannot be
produced unless it is subsidized either by advertisers (that is to say, the people who control
centralized finance and large-scale, mass-producing and mass-distributing industry), or by some
organization desirous, for its own purposes, of influencing public opinion, or by the central
government. In countries where the press is said to be free, newspapers are subsidized primarily by
advertisers, and to a lesser extent by political parties, financial or professional groups. In countries
where the press is not free, newspapers are subsidized by the central government. The man who pays
the piper always calls the tune.

Don't mistake us here, statists. When we anti-authoritarians say things like the "myth of authority",
or call it fictional, delusional, and call your belief in it the same, we are not saying that it does not
exist. We are simply saying that there is literally no actual legitimacy to it, & would appreciate any
that pretend such things are in any way, legitimate, would stop pretending to be moral and/or good
people. You are the opposite of a good and moral person, if you believe in these things. And not per
say, intentionally. We're not saying that about you. Just that you have not yet faced the contradictions
inside of your own heads, & within your own beliefs, to yet know otherwise to be true. We've been
statists before. Have you been an Anti-Authoritarian yet? And I am referring to being able to relate to
the other's perspective, as obviously we can to yours. Can you say the same?

Well, the pressure is certainly on for Killary Rotten Clinton. It's starting to look like Humpty Dumpty
might have her Great Fall after all, and if she does, she's going to take down all the King's Horses and
all the King's Men with her. This Great White Shark of a Psychotic Beast might get swallowed by the
thus far unseen Megalodon, that is the Will of the People when they stand together. No decent man
or woman on this entire planet needs this Wicked Witch of the West Wing in Waiting sitting in the Big
Chair, with her greedy little finger on the switch that will turn off all our lights.
Ofc Trumph you are next after that!
But If Hillary Clinton wins the election, who will then become the first lady?
� �� �� �� �

"A million zeros joined together do not, unfortunately, add up to one. Ultimately everything depends
on the quality of the individual, but our fatally shortsighted age thinks only in terms of large numbers
and mass organizations, though one would think that the world had seen more than enough of what
a well-disciplined mob can do in the hands of a single madman. Unfortunately, this realization does
not seem to have penetrated very far - and our blindness is extremely dangerous."

"To be a philosopher, that is to say, a lover of wisdom (for wisdom is nothing but truth), it is not
enough for a man to love truth, in so far as it is compatible with his own interest, with the will of his

superiors, with the dogmas of the church, or with the prejudices and tastes of his contemporaries; so
long as he rests content with this position, he is only a philautos, not a philosophos [a lover of ego,
not a lover of wisdom]. For this title of honor is well and wisely conceived precisely by its stating that
one should love the truth earnestly and with one’s whole heart, and thus unconditionally and
unreservedly, above all else, and, if need be, in defiance of all else. Now the reason for this is the one
previously stated that the intellect has become free, and in this state it does not even know or
understand any other interest than that of truth.

Gi meg et jævlig eksempel på noe som har stått i nyhetene de siste halve året som du/dere ikke tror
på.
ET JÆVLA EKSEMPEL, BARE ET...
Men siden du/dere er så ekstremt hjernevasket som dere er, så kan jeg akkurat som alle andre ganger
garantere at det ikke kommer ett eneste eksempel.
Av den enkle grunn at dere nesten har blitt tilbakestående av hjernevaskingen og at dere av den
grunn sluker alt de skriver med hud & hår.
Men dere kan selvsagt motbevise det med å gi meg et eneste eksempel på noe som ikke ikke har
stemt det siste halve året.
Kanskje det hjelper hvis dere kan gi bare et eneste eksempel fra de 2 siste årene?
eller fra de siste 5 årene?
Det burde være enkelt hvis man virkelig ikke er hjernevasket, for jeg kan love deg at dersom du gir
meg dagens avis, som jeg ikke en gang har lest, så kan jeg garantert gi deg 10 raske eksempler,du
behøver som sagt bare å se om du klarer å finne et eneste et fra det siste halve året,

Tror du at du er i stand til det?
Tvilsomt!!!
#RødblågrønnhøyrevenstreBSsirkus

...The hallucination of separateness prevents one from seeing that to cherish the ego is to cherish
misery. We do not realize that our so called love and concern for the individual is simply the other
face of our own fear of death or rejection... The personal ego is sawing off the branch on which he is
sitting, & then getting more anxious about the coming crash!" ~

"The cheapest form of pride however is national pride. For it reveals in the one thus afflicted the lack
of individual qualities of which he could be proud, while he would not otherwise reach for what he
shares with so many millions. He who possesses significant personal merits will rather recognise the
defects of his own nation, as he has them constantly before his eyes, most clearly. But that poor
blighter who has nothing in the world of which he can be proud, latches onto the last means of being
proud, the nation to which he belongs to. Thus he recovers and is now in gratitude ready to defend
with hands and feet all errors and follies which are its own."

Most aspirants starting out on a spiritual path think it would be great - thinking that this process
simply involves 'knowing cool stuff' to be enlightned or whatever,like in ecstacy being high and happy.
But the sad fact is that the Truth hurts, and the 'average' seeker quickly discovers that they don't
want the Truth and the "responsibility" that comes with it. It wont get you laid!
Knowing the truth means acting in accordance with it or suffering the dreadful consequences. Until
you understand how far away the average persons behaviours are from being productive and sane in line with the Truth - it is almost impossible to understand what I am suggesting here.

GOVERNMENT" thugs enforcing "GOVERNMENT" laws related to "GOVERNMENT" borders (while
claiming to not be statists). What exactly is wrong with you peopke? initiating violence against entire
categories of people, based on what some of those people might do in the future, is madness
neuvrotic and immoral. This isn't a disagreement about facts, and I'm not going to "debate" them into
being moral or having principles. They are mad! I wouldn't "debate" a serial killer on whether it's
okay to murder and eat his neighbors. He thinks it is; I think it's not. That's called an "irreconcilable
difference." It's just a little discouraging to see some people who used to believe in non-aggression
and freedom (or at least seemed to) being scared into being unprincipled, immoral, pro-aggression
brainwashed statists.

A "moral" question. (Whatever that means)
Let me present three fictional situations.
1. A woman is terrified of the idea of going to work. She does not want to go to work. Everything in
her rebels against that idea. A psychaitrist comes along and thinks: Aye, those are emotions of XYZ.
They are in correlation with hormones ZYV. We can see how these emotions work and can create a
pill that erases these emotions. The woman is forced against her will to take those pills (they justify it
with her being psychotic and irrational). After a few days, the woman calms down and no longer feels
the fear. She now says: Well! I was pretty irrational! I no longer feel fear of going to work. She then
goes to work and doesn't mind, but she has to stay on the pill or else she falls back.
2. A woman is unwilling to have sex with a guy who meets her in the bar. Everything in her rebels
against that idea. The guy happens to be a psychiatrist and thinks: Aye those are emotions of VXS.

They are in correlation with hormones YUV. We can see how these emotions work and create a pill
that erases these emotions. He slips that pill into the woman's drink every day for a week. After a
week, the woman suddenly no longer feels a repulsion towards this guy and starts to find him
attractive (let's say he created the pill with such deep precision that she specifically finds HIM
attractive). She sleeps with him and stays with him. He keeps giving her that pill and they're both
happy together.
3.someone hates their corrupt goverment! Only the sight of these parasites makes him sick. He
knows they are evil murderers! He gets a pill and he now he loves his slavemasters. How could he live
without them? He wants to give them 70% of his earnings, They are beautiful!
Hahahaha � �

"Volumes might be written upon the follies and imbecilities of great men. A full rounded man — a
man of sterling sense and natural logic — is just as rare as a great painter, poet, or sculptor. If you tell
your friend that he is not a painter, that he has no genius for poetry, he will probably admit the truth
of what you say, without feeling that he has been insulted in the least. But if you tell him that he is
not a logician, that he has but little idea of the value of a fact, that he has no real conception of what
evidence is, and that he never had an original thought in his life, he will cut your acquaintance."

Vi lever i en verden styrt av kriminelle. Og da snakker ikke jeg bare om de som sitter på Stortinget. De
er bare tjenere for våre kriminelle herskere. Jeg snakker om hele vårt system under de privateide
kriminelle sentralbankene. Dette systemet eller samfunnet er organisert på en måte som er kjent som
firmamodellen. Vi er alle aksjer i dette firmaet. Gjennom våre fødselattester. Som er blitt gjort om til
verdipapir. Som igjen er pantsatt i de privateide kriminelle sentralbankene. Der de, eller rettere sagt vi
er sikkerhet for statens lån. Hva skjer da med et samfunn som er styrt av ett kriminelt syndikat? Jo i
denne kriminelle firmamodellen som er en oppned trakt der penger og verdier ruller opp, så er det
noe som siver ned. Hva er dette noe? Jo det er aksept for kriminalitet. Noe som igjen betyr at de
slipper unna med det vi blir straffet for. Er dette ett samfunn for levende frie mennesker eller for
slaver? Hvordan er det da mulig at samfunnet eller rettere sagt firmaet kan behandle oss slik? Jo det
skyldes ene og alene navnebedraget. Der de har gjort oss om til en død juridisk enhet. FNs
menneskerettigheter sier at ingen kan tvinges til å være med i en organisasjon. Vi er alle tvunget til å
være med i den kriminelle organisasjonen som hersker over oss, gjennom verdipapiret
fødselsattesten. Der vi blir tvunget til å være juridiske personer istedenfor levende mennesker.
Fødselsattesten gjør oss om til juridiske personer. Hva en juridisk person er, er akkurat som verdipapir
definert i lov. Juridisk person er en juridisk betegnelse på et rettssubjekt som ikke er en fysisk person.
Eksempler på juridiske personer er
Stater, kommuner, aksjeselakap osv. Jeg føler meg ikke som ett aksjeselskap gjør du? Staten har altså
gjort oss om til selskap som de tjener penger på. Det er egentlig våre penger. Våre kriminelle herskere
driver en farm en menneskefarm. Akkurat som en bonde oppdretter kyr for kjøtt, blir vi oppdrettet
som kveg i denne farmen så de kan tjene penger på våre fødselsattester. Å oppdage
menneskebondegården,er å forlate den.

Once upon a time, I was scared of "the Russians." The fear-mongering propaganda from the U.S.
parasite class benefit greatly from their boogeymen. and I admit, as a duped statist child, I was
scared.
Keep in mind, there was no internet then. The only thing I knew about Russia, or Russians, was
whatever the TV networks said about them. "Scary communists! Aaah!" (I'm still anti-communism,
but now it's because I know what it is, and why it's a stupid, immoral, destructive idea.)
My point is this: While I wouldn't be too surprised if the ruling classes of the U.S. and Russia are able
to temporarily dupe their respective gangs of mindless order-followers to shoot at each other, there
isn't going to be any prolonged war with Russia. The demonization needed just isn't possible
anymore, now that we have the INTERNET! We can just strike up a conversation with someone in
Russia.
A: "So yeah, I hear you're all scary and evil and stuff. Is that true?"
B: "Um, no. I heard that about you."
A: "No, I'm just some guy trying to live a good and happy life."
B: "Me too. So should we try to kill each other for a few years?"
A: "Nah."
B: "Yeah, let's not."

The great sound is inaudible;
The great form is shapeless.
Tao is hidden and nameless.
Truly, Tao alone supports all things and brings them to completion.
Loud is its sound, but never word it said;
A semblance great, the shadow of a shade.'
The Tao is hidden, and has no name;
but it is the Tao which is skilful at imparting (to all things what they need) and making them
complete.
The highest notes are hard to hear;
The greatest form has no shape.
The Tao is hidden and without name.
The Tao alone nourishes and brings everything to fulfillment. But does not lordet over it.

Statistically speaking, what are the odds that in a country of 300,000,000+ people, there would be a
divide among the public between loyalty to two political parties, that always remains close enough
that power shifts back and forth between the two (but never a third)? And what are the odds that
that would continue for decades?

For example, if 60% of the country was consistently in favor of one party, that party would always be
in power, thus removing any illusion of "choice." So the control freaks NEED to keep the balance close
enough that power shifts back and forth, which means that neither party can get too popular, or too
unpopular. Because even a small percentage from equilibrium would end the show, and end the
illusion that "democracy" matters.
The odds of things continuing this way by accident are slim to none. The "powers that be" need every
"race" to be viewed like a professional wrestling match, people on the edge of their seats wondering
what the outcome will be. Otherwise, no one pays attention to the show, and the whole charade of
"representative government" falls apart.
You are watching a puppet show.

I've said this before, but right now it bears saying again. When it comes to people who want to rule
the world, and who think it is perfectly fine for them to do so, there is no reason to expect that there
will be any limitation to their evil, malice, sadism and depravity. After all, these people make it a habit
to intentionally start wars, knowing the hell on Earth that creates. They are sociopaths, who have no
compassion and no humanity. At all. I mean ... at all. So if there is anything so evil that you think
they're not capable of it, then you still don't really understand who and what they are.
"In your quest for a savior, this is the kind of person you put into power, over and over again. These

are the people you ask to rule you, to protect you. ... And you put them here. You made them gods,
foolishly hoping that the power you gave them would be used for good. Well, let this reality sink in
today. Don’t hide behind your delusions. Open your eyes. This is the protector and savior you wanted
so badly. This is the monster you worshiped. Take a good, long look, and decide if you want more of
the same, or if you’re ready to be free."

Soo then "Don't legitimize your own enslavement by agreeing that ANYONE should rule you. Second,
completely ignore the all elections. Turn off the TV and the radio. The election means NOTHING. It is
a show, designed entirely to keep you distracted, and to keep you thinking and doing things (like
voting) which will NEVER achieve freedom for you or anyone else.
Trouble is, people are so indoctrinated into democracy-worship that if I tell them not to vote, they
respond with, "So I should just do nothing?" That implies that voting is the ONLY thing us peasants
could ever do about the situation -- an idea which is, of course, trained into the peasants by the
tyrants' propaganda.
Now for the punch-line. For 99% of people, the political problem is not an external one. The
politicians are not the problem. YOUR belief in the system, and in their "laws," and your belief that
"government" has the RIGHT to impose upon you any arbitrary command it wishes, is the problem.
You view yourself as a slave, beholden to your masters, and believe that your overriding obligation is
to obey politician scribbles ("laws"). As long as you believe that, why shouldn't the megalomaniacs
fight over who gets to enslave you? If the only question is WHICH master you should have, then
you're doomed either way. If, on the other hand, you start to entertain the radical and extreme idea
that you aren't the property of the Republican crooks OR the Democrat crooks, you might start to see
new possibilities for freedom."

The land of cognitive dissonance; lying to yourself. Enshrined in moral relativism. A society that
embraces moral relativism WILL NEVER BE FREE.
Veganism = Morality, and respect for our fellow earthlings. Its acknowledgement of our interconnectivity.
As above so below, and I'll add ENSLAVED to this to: All the whilst there are slaughter houses there
will be battlefields - Lee Tolstoy
When we start existing alongside our environment we will change the course from collective ecoside.
There are only two mistakes you can make on the path of Truth; not starting and not going all the way
- Buddha
It is wrong to cause harm to other living beings. Animals lives are also not ours to take so will always
be Wrong under Natural Law.
If you had to take another animals life to save your own or someone else that is obviously OK.
Understanding of the non aggression (Sacred Feminine) and self defense (Sacred Masculine)
principles.

Politikerne innfører stadig mer detaljregulering av samfunnet. I dag er det tilnærmet umulig å leve et
normalt liv, uten å bryte noen av de mange lovene, forbudene og detaljreguleringene som politikerne
har innført. Regningen for byråkratiet og overvåkningen tar vi over skatteseddelen og via de mange
avgiftene som politikerne har innført.
I sin iherdige kamp mot CO2-utslipp besluttet politikerne og byråkratene i EU i 2014 å forby
tradisjonelle glødepærer - lyspærer som gir lys ved at strøm sendes gjennom en tynn leder. Dette
medfører at nordmenn og andre europeere tvinges til å bruke lyspærer med LED-lys eller sparepærer
som blant annet inneholder det svært giftige tungmetallet kvikksølv. Selv om det frie markedet gjort
at de forbudte glødepærene har blitt mer energieffektive enn LED-lys og sparepærer, slik at forbudet
som EU-byråkratene og -politikerne innførte medfører at de mest energieffektive lyspærene nå er
forbudt!
Sosialistiske politikere har besluttet at staten skal ha ansvaret for nordmenns helse. Det medfører at
politikerne mener at stadig mer skal forbys, fordi det potensielt er helseskadelig og gir økte
helsekostnader. Dette er altså en konsekvens av at staten tar ansvaret for alles helse, og at
skattebetalerne tar regningen for sykdom i stedet for enkeltindividet.
Husker du at skateboard var forbudt i Norge i 12 år, frem til 1989? Visste du at Venstre, Senterpartiet
og enkelte stortingsrepresentanter fra Kristelig Folkeparti og Arbeiderpartiet ville ha forbud mot
farge-TV?
Så sent som i 2010 innførte den rødgrønne regjeringen som besto av Arbeiderpartiet, Senterpartiet
og Sosialistisk Venstreparti et forbud mot lakrispiper og sjokoladesigaretter. I følge deres logikk kan
tobakkslignende produkter gjøre barn mer innstilt på å prøve tobakksprodukter i voksen alder.
Vi har allerede mange tullete forbud som fratar nordmenn mye valgfrihet i hverdagen. Det er forbudt
å ha reptiler som kjæledyr, selv om det er tillatt i friere land som det er naturlig å sammenligne seg

med. Salg av ubehandlet melk er strengt regulert. E-sigaretter er ulovlige å selge i norske butikker.
Norske kosttilskudd har en svært lav maksgrense for hvor mye det kan inneholde, og politikerne og
byråkratene innførte i oktober 2015 et svært strengt importforbud som heldigvis ble fjernet etter få
uker, på grunn av massive protester. Videre er det forbudt å kjøpe sex, selv om det hovedsakelig
rammer sexarbeiderne, ved å gjøre arbeidsdagen deres farligere. Politikerne har til og med innført en
maksgrense for hvor mye kanel bakevarer kan ha, og vi antar at Mattilsynet snart kommer med
kanelrazziaer hos bakere – slik det danske mattilsynet har varslet.
Blant andre nye forbud som vi kan forvente her i Norge, inkluderer forbud mot solarier, og forbud
mot tobakksprodukter. WHO arbeider for et internasjonalt tobakksforbud innen 2040, og mange
norske politikere og helsebyråkrater støtter dette.
Synes du det er bra med stadige frihetsinnskrenkninger, og at politiet må etterforske stadig flere
forbrytelser uten offer i stedet for ekte kriminalitet? I så fall kan du trygt fortsette å stemme på
stortingspartiene.

“Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring peace, but a
sword. For I have come to turn ” ‘a man against his father, a daughter against her mother, a daughterin-law against her mother-in-law– a man’s enemies will be the members of his own household.’
Anyone who loves his father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; anyone who loves his son
or daughter more than me is not worthy of me; and anyone who does not take his cross and follow
me is not worthy of me.”
– (Mat 10:34-38)
This describes the great work, it is about Truth. Jesus is representative of the truth in this allegory.

The way to be in the world, of knowledge, understanding, wisdom. He is explaining that his Christ
form of consciousness is not here on earth to make everyone pacified, to calm everyone down. It is
here to shake things up. It’s here to drive a wedge and create conflict between those who are doing
evil and those who are trying to explain that it is unacceptable for them to continue to do evil and we
are not going to tolerate this anymore. We are not going to take this bullshit anymore.
[*You will ONLY accept the truth of this Great Work if you have Care for Truth developed to that
degree where you can recognize this truth about truth itself and the importance of truth being
spoken.*]
This form of consciousness is coming to turn family members against each other, literally. You have to
keep bringing the truth up in the face of other people, persistently, with will and force, into their
attention, without allowing them to escape from it. Not by tying them down or locking them in a
room, but by forcefully speaking the truth out into the world, every single day of your existence, to
anyone, whether you think they are ready to hear it or not, because they need to hear it, because
they are actively involved in supporting and condoning false religions that cause harm to other
individuals. As long as that continues the overall consciousness on this planet will continue to
degrade into slavery and bondage. The universe is spoken into existence. This is an alchemical truth, a
concept that we deeply need to understand and integrate into our lives. The people who are putting
out information with the loudest and most forceful voice winds. That is unpopular, but that is how it
works. Why is evil winning? Because evil is continually speaking its lies and deceptions into the world
through the media. That is why evil is winning, that is why the worldview of evil is dominating, that is
why people are engaging more and more evil be. Goodness is losing because we are not acting in our
proper role as the vehicle for its propagation, vehicles for the propagation of truth. Truth does not
have a voice on its own, we need to be that voice. When we speak the universe is change, when we
speak consciousness is changed, and therefore action is changed for the better and the manifested
result we get in the aggregate society is changed for the better, [i.e. universe changes].
…
This takes enormous knowledge about how these dynamics work. Courage is required to step out of
your shell of what other people think about you because it will make many people feel
uncomfortable. Persistence is required. It will not happen overnight. We have to work at this
constantly. Labore et constantia. Work and constancy. Willpower is required in addition to courage.
True care is required. We have to care enough about making this change happen to motivate
ourselves to go out and actually do it, instead of sitting on our asses and not speaking this truth to
other people. Knowledge, care, courage and ultimately persistence.
…
It is our responsibility at this time to help awaken others by continuously speaking the truth, even if
we feel burdened by this task, even if it makes everyone involved feel uncomfortable. We are all
burdened by this task, we know it makes people feel uncomfortable but we will speak it anyways
because it is the right thing to do. The truth is not relative,its singular.It is the only thing that can
change this reality, the deep understanding of natural law and how we have been living in complete
opposition to it up to this point. Yes it’s a burden, no it should not be necessary.

Gee, which jackboot--right or left--should be on my throat for the next four years?"
So two plus two still equals four, gravity still exists, and an authoritarian megalomaniac will still be
President. Same old, same old. People seeing this as salvation are massively misguided. But people
expecting armageddon and the apocalypse are also mistaken. The distraction circus happened, and
now the peasants can go back to being treated like livestock for another four years.
It is silly to rejoice, or to despair, as a result of this puppet show--or any election. The future of
humanity depends upon what people think, not on who sits on a throne. Focus on changing hearts
and minds. That is what matters.
Soo then 70% of americans refused to vote! In norway 56% of the population are done playing the
king and his gaydogs henchmens game.
Luckely this parasite rulingclass have their head soo fare up eachothers ass, that they have no idea
whats coming.
A

When a presidential candidate pretends to be anti-war and pro-freedom, and you believe him, you're
probably being ridiculously gullible and naive.
But when a presidential candidate openly talks about instituting socialist programs (like nationalized
healthcare), passing more "gun control" (like barring anyone on the "no fly list" from being armed),
condones "bombing the shit out of" foreign countries, bringing back torture (even worse than
before), murdering families of "terrorists," and giving domestic police more power and resources
than they have now ... and yet you still just IMAGINE him to be anti-war and pro-freedom, then
you're just a moron.
Trump isn't the lesser of two evils. He's just the NEWER of two evils. He hasn't abused political power
yet because he hasn't HAD it yet. But the same was true of all the other evils that people are now
scared of. Handing the axe to a different psycho who hasn't tried to murder you yet--with "yet" being
the operative word--is still a profoundly stupid thing to do.

Incidentally, while I'm rebuking statists for their stupidity, I might as well kick the lefties while they're
down. If you're peeing yourselves over the prospect of a Trump presidency (which, in and of itself, I
can sympathize with), and you're a Democrat (which I can't sympathize with), then look in the damn
mirror. Your party, run by establishment control freak crony narcissists ran HILLARY GODDAMN
CLINTON. Damn near anyone else would have beat Trump, but your sell-out, war-mongering,
authoritarian party arrogantly ran just about the only person capable of LOSING to him. Way to go.
Of course, if the Democrats ran anyone else, and beat Trump, they would still have done evil,
tyrannical crap. It wouldn't have been an improvement to have a BETTER liar on the ballot. But the
point here is that you Democrats created the opportunity for Hitler to win by running Stalin against
him.
Soo ALL you Clinton fanatics are idiots! And dont say i have to respect you for that.

I have to admit, I'm surprised. I, like many people who pay attention, figured the establishment had
dotted their i's and crossed their t's on a Clinton victory. Guess she's just THAT hated.
I never supported Trump, and I'm curious to see how much of his authoritarian rhetoric he follows up
on. I'm also curious to see how he explains his victory when he kept claiming the system was rigged.
For now, though, Clinton supporters, I invite you to feel the sting of knowing a slim majority ruled
over you. Is that fair? Oh, it's not? Then maybe you shouldn't have tried to do exactly the same to
people who had entirely vaild reasons for loathing your chosen candidate.
Either way, this is gonna be a great four years for anarchy.

Har man en fornuftig jobb tjener man penger på noe man ville ha gjort gratis - hvorfor da ikke bryte
forbindelsen mellom jobb og lønn og ikke bare innføre borgerlønn til alle - som et bonus kan det være
at vi blir kvitt de meningsløse jobbene ingen egentlig vil ha men som man allikevel gjør fordi man blir
betalt for å gjøre dem? Fordi i dette systemet er du ingenting verdt uten penger. Å alle er gjeldsslaver!
Å hvem skal betale? Maskinene må på ett punkt begynne å betale skatt. Fordi hele verden
automatiseres! Å det er bra! Å finne opp nye meningsløse jobber fordi ingen må kjede seg,å alle MÅ
AKTIVISERES så dem ikke tenker for mye,eller tilbringer tiden med de menneskene man elsker.Ingen
tid å tenke før dem handler har ledet oss til dette absurde sirkus samfunnet vi lever i idag.

Will you accept what the black magician has in store you
will you do it without a fight
Our fellow men are black magicians.
And whoever is with them is a black magician on the spot.
Think for a moment. Can you deviate from the path
that your fellow men have lined up for you?
And if you remain with them, your thoughts and
your actions are fixed forever in their terms.
That is slavery.
The warrior, on the other hand, is free from all that.
Freedom is expensive, but the price is not impossible to pay.
So, fear your captors, your masters.
Don’t waste your time and your power fearing freedom."

Staten garanterer nordmenn mange tjenester mot at vi betaler skatter og avgifter. Eksempler er
helsevesenet, veinett og mye annet.
En privat selger av varer eller tjenester er avhengig av å levere gode produkter og betingelser/priser,
for å kunne konkurrere i lengden. Hvis ikke vil noen andre komme og utkonkurrere dem, fordi andre
tilbyr bedre og / eller billigere varer.
Staten er imidlertid en monopolist og har ikke noe incentiv til å gjøre en god jobb. Hvis kundene (som
er nordmenn) nekter å betale skatter og avgifter, kommer de med trusler om voldsbruk, og til slutt vil
staten bruke vold for å få inn pengene staten mener den har krav på. Dette ser vi eksempelvis på
vedlikeholdsetterslepet på norske veier, jernbanelinjer og offentlige bygg. I følge en rapport fra 2015,
så har Norge et vedlikeholdsetterslep på 2600 millioner kroner [1].
Synes du staten og kommunene gir gode tilbud innen eksempelvis veibygging, togtilbud, eldreomsorg
eller helsevesenet?

Staten å deres eksperter har også monopol på sannhet! Å hvilken virkelighetsforståelse som er
korrekt i krig å fred.
En mann kan tro på frihet fra tyranni uten å være kriminell,eller en forræder.
Disse politikerne våre er her for å kue oss. Å deres lakeier er her for straffe ulydighet,å meidaklovnene
deres forkynner dem med oppsnakk,slik prester spirituelt beskyttet monarkiet imot dårlige rebelske
farlige tanker.
Å dem er en fornærmelse imot all form for inteligent liv i universet.

Norsk presse har den siste uken virket noe desperate. Etter Trumps valgseier har mange "merkelige"
oppslag preget førstesider og nyhetssendinger.
Pressens viktigste oppgave, nemlig å kristisere makteliten og dens lakeier har mistet fokus. Vi er på
vei mot farlige tider hvis makteliten her i landet har fritt spillerom, det siste året har media faktisk
heiet på eliten.
Hvorfor skulle noen være redde for Donald Trump som president? Makteliten og dens "etterdiltere"
(media og de fleste politikere) har brukt enormt med penger og tid det siste året på en svartmaling av
Trump. Disse grupperinger er nok redde for Trump som president, de taper nå både prestisje og
penger.
For vesten generelt og folk flest er Trump meget bra. Hvis vanlige folk blir redde så er det på grunn av
medias hatkampanje mot Trump. Nå spiser media kameler 3 ganger om dagen. Vel bekomme.
At en uavhengig person som Trump blir president i USA tror jeg er meget bra. Å jeg har en følelse av
håp egentlig. For smitte effekten dette kan gi på fks Norge.
Da vi alltid dilter etter amerikansk mote uansett. Politikerne våre vet dem sliter,da deres tid er over.

Eliten i USA har de siste 30-40 år, ved hjelp av demokrater og republikanere, ført en politikk som har
resultert i en meget stor skjevfordeling av rikdom. Å det samme har Norsk politikk.
På verdensbasis eier i dag cirka 235 000 personer cirka 50 % av verdens rikdom, de resterende 50 %
eies av 7,4 milliarder personer.
Skjevfordelingen er nå så stor at de rikes kunder er i ferd med å gå tom for penger. Det store flertall
har økt sin gjeld kontinuerlig siden 1950 tallet, nå nærmer vi oss gjeldstaket med renter ned mot null.
Det finnes ikke en person her i landet som ikke har gjeld. Å de nye bolig eierene kan aldri betale ned
hva dem skylder på ett kort liv.
I USA var den gjennomsnittlige opplåning i boligmassen cirka 15 % av markedsverdien i 1950, gjelden
passerte 50 % i år 2000.
Hvem tror du eier denne gjelden? Jo det er de rike 235 000. Det store flertall er nå så forgjeldet at
hele vårt finanssystem er på vei mot en stor korreksjon.
Denne ubalansen er hva Trump ønsker å endre. Synes du dette er ufornuftig? Media virker å fokusere
på mindre viktige saker, og glemme det viktige.
Burde vi gjøre som i Syria sende våpen forsyninger å kanskje pengestøtte til opptøyene iUSA?

Det mangler ikke på kreative tiltak som norske skattebetalere støtter, via bistanden som
stortingspolitikerne tvinger oss til å gi. Dagens Næringsliv har funnet ut at skattebetalerne blant
annet støtter det serbiske yogaforbundet, det kinesiske handelsdepartementet, Rogaland Kurs og
kompetansesenter og Det kongelige Selskap for Norges vel.
Det mangler ikke på andre sløseprosjekter. Som jeg har omtalt tidligere, har Børge Brende, Erna

Solberg og andre i den blåblå regjeringen har gitt hundrevis av millioner kroner av nordmenns
skattepenger til Clinton-stiftelsen [1]. Siste oppdatering tyder på at nesten 700 millioner kroner av
våre skattepenger har blitt gitt, eller vil bli gitt, til Clinton-Stiftelsen.
Det er naturlig å tro at norske politikere gir bistandsmidler til Clinton-stiftelsen for å øke
sannsynligheten for å få internasjonale toppjobber, slik Arbeiderpartiets tidligere statsministre Jens
Stoltenberg, Thorbjørn Jagland og Gro Harlem Brundtland har fått. Nå som Hillary Clinton tapte
valget, så kan man anse de mange hundre millionene av skattekroner som de har brukt, som tapt.
440 millioner kroner av våre skattepenger har blitt brukt av et klimafond som skal bevare regnskog. Til
tross for at Norge og andre land har bidratt med enorme summer, har ikke en eneste hektar med
regnskog blitt bevart [2]. Det er kanskje tanken som teller?
Til tross for at mye av bistandsmidlene forsvinner i korrupsjon eller til idiotiske prosjekter, vil
stortingspartiene stadig øke bistanden skattebetalerne gir. I 2015 gikk 34,5 milliarder skattekroner til
bistand, som tilsvarte nesten 13 000 kroner per yrkesaktive nordmann. @Høyre- og
Fremskrittspartiet FrP-regjeringen har foreslått å øke dette til 40 milliarder kroner i 2016, men
samarbeidspartner Kristelig Folkeparti KrF synes ikke det er nok. De vil gi bort enda mer av
skattebetalernes penger [3].
- År etter år blir midler fordelt til obskure prosjekter med samme effekt som å skylle dem ned i do,
sier Ingeborg Grässle, leder av budsjettkontrollkomiteen i EU-parlamentet.
Bistandsekspert Brian Cooksey sa følgende om u-hjelpen til Tanzania:
- Skattepengene som Norge og andre land gir i bistand blir stjålet og misbrukt. I stedet for å bidra til
at tanzanianere får det bedre, går de rett i private lommer, til større biler, feil utstyr og til
møtegodtgjørelse for sjefer. Pengene går ned i et digert, svart hull av korrupsjon.
Hva synes du om at staten tvinger deg til å gi stadig mer av din inntek i bistandspenger, som stort sett
forsvinner til kontrollkonsulenter, og korrupte byråkrater og politikere?

I wanna give a big thanks and shout out to everyone who wants too continue mine and others
oppression today by voting for new slave masters!
When your consciousness level rises and you finally get the insanity of what you're doing ,hopefully it
won't be too late, because you are our oppressors as well!
Now we must fight harder to free ourselves from the collective and the chains that are now even
more evident
I had someone ask me today "what is suffering?"
I said "you should know,you're the cause of it,look no farther then your own actions to your fellow
man"
The news wants to report "Anarchists" are out protesting and destroying private property!
Let's get this clear, they are not Anarchists,they're Marxist communists!
Marx was a "statist" not an anarchist.
Real Anarchists want nothing to do with statism!

Can someone explain to me why being the forcibly controlled subject of a bunch of sociopathic
crooks who claim the right to rule a small country("nationalism") is so vastly preferable to being the
forcibly controlled subject of a bunch of sociopathic crooks who claim the right to rule the whole
world ("globalism")? Why exactly does the size of the slave plantation matter so much to some

people? Or is it just that you're happier being oppressed and abused by someone who looks and
sounds more like you?

Jødenes konge befaler:
Gjem deg, lille menneskebarn,
ulvene leter om natten
De gliser til pressen når de finner deg
og jubler på Dagsnytt atten
Skam deg, lille menneskebarn
du skremmer alle oss gode
Du skremmer lovlydige, voksne menn
når du bærer ditt tørkle på hodet
Vær stille, lille menneskebarn
Vi har verdens strengeste lover
Vær stille som dagen da bombene falt
De henter deg når du sover
Pakk sammen, lille menneskebarn
hent bamsen din ut av skyggen
Du skal ut av hjemmet og landet vårt nå
med håndjern av stål på ryggen
Ikke gråt da, lille menneskebarn
Det er vår rett å ta håpet fra deg
ikke ta det veldig personlig nå
at ingen av oss ville ha deg
Farvel da, lille menneskebarn

og lykke til på ferden
Håper du lever når morgenen gryr
over vår iskalde, glemsomme verden

Elitism in 3 ages
Age of Kings
In the first age power is controlled by a series of royal families, barons, and nobles. The people unite
under fundamental human rights, and demand freedom.
Rothschild-WW2
In the second age power is predominately controlled by bankers, which can influence the course of
entire nations. The people unite under the banner of freedom from tyranny.
Cold War Consumerism.
In the third age power is completely numbed down to human greed, not even the leader of the free
world has any power to correct the course of capitalism.
Than the world erupts into a series of revolutions which draw a fine line around American capitalism
and Soviet socialism. American revolutions do not exist, because every revolution is treated as a
socialist conflict that often erupts in European powers playing both sides. The Westerners bring guns,
fuel the war effort, fund both factions; And treat every dictator, and every revolutionary movement
primarily as a means to derive wealth. Despite the attempts of a few truth seeking journalists, the
idea of a peaceful Democracy fails and the people of impoverished countries trade one dictator for
another.
I have never heard of a successful attempt to clone the American revolution, can anyone name a

country that came close?
You know “Voldemort himself created his worst enemy, just as tyrants everywhere do! Have you any
idea how much tyrants=politicial class fear the people they oppress? All of them realize that, one day,
amongst their many victims, there is sure to be one who rises against them and strikes back!”
If the people awaken to their Sovereignty, the government in place will begin to act as the employee
instead of the master. There is remedy in the law, seek and ye shall find.

Someone who is not a rebel in the face of tyranny, someone who bows to authority, who has no issue
with authoritarianism, someone who conforms and obeys out of brainwashing or cowardice, won't
make a good partner for what appears to be coming. And worst of all, while you are trying to handle
the situation, they will try to persuade you that you are wasting your time, that resistance is futile,
that you are hurting/endangering your family and friends. If the closest people to you are conformist
cowards and sheep, you will spend a lot of time hearing reasons why you should be a coward and a
sheep as well. "Just get on the train, baby."
I don't have a hatred toward the brainwashed zombies who don't know any other way to think than
in the statist (slavery) paradigm. I view them kind of like how in that Hollywood Divergent film series
their good friends are placed into a trance and are hunting them. They are put into the horrific
position of having to defend their lives against an entranced army of people dear to them. It's like a
zombie apocalypse, Night of the Living Dead.

"The Market" is a term we use to mean 'HUMAN BEINGS INTERACTING VOLUNTARILY.' What it means
when somebody says "in this realm I don't trust the market" what they're saying is "in this case (for
protection or whatever it happens to be) I don't trust people interacting voluntarily to have a good
outcome." Well, there's only one alternative to voluntary, which is: involuntary. The other word for
involuntary is violence.
Governments is just a gang using euphemisms to kick in doors to the homes of peaceful people,
harass and rob peaceful people at work and on the road---it's the use of rituals and euphemisms to
intrude, to dominate, threaten and control people. I want nothing to do with politics. Politics is the
support of that, and a struggle over who will get to control all that.
What I'm going on about all the time has nothing to do with which policies will be supported by the
psychotic euphemism spewing, voting, meddling control freaks who support government. I'm not
talking about politics damnit. I don't make political posts! I make anti-politics posts!

1) "I'm scared of people who have [GUNS], and some of them do violent things! For the common
good, the government needs to limit and control those people! Like, make them register, keep
records on them and stuff. Sure, lots of them haven't done anything--not YET, anyway--but they all
have the potential, and we can't risk what would happen to our society if we just look the other way!
This is an emergency! Lives are at stake! The ends justify the means! The government needs to act
now!"
2) "I'm scared of people who have [MUSLIM BELIEFS], and some of them do violent things! For the
common good, the government needs to limit and control those people! Like, make them register,
keep records on them and stuff. Sure, lots of them haven't done anything--not YET, anyway--but they

all have the potential, and we can't risk what would happen to our society if we just look the other
way! This is an emergency! Lives are at stake! The ends justify the means! The government needs to
act now!"
If you think one of these arguments is horrible, and the other is perfectly valid, you might be a
hypocritical statist twit.

It always seems to amaze me that "statists" Love their cats and dogs.
They sit and watch them and laugh and admire them.
They admire what they wish and want to be internally,"the Anarchist"...
but are quick to condemn you and attack the very existence of actions that makes them love their
animals.
The spirit of the "anarchist"
They need to act and fit into society because they fear ridicule,but in fact a "statist" admires you
because you're everything they wish they could be!

But sadly they are cowards and don't have the courage to set themselves free...
The anarchist is rare and the anarchist is free.... they will hate you for it!

Those that choose the ignorance is bliss route, after being "unplugged from the matrix", so to speak,
who give in, mistaking their own apathy, complacency, and resignation to the lesser evil return to free
range livestock, as something other than the weak-minded, weak-willed subservience it is, are worse
than even the ignorant masses blindly conforming.
Because if those masses have no excuse for their cowardice, as is provable by the ignorance vs.
nescience logic, then how much bigger of a selfish, spineless piece of sh!t do you have to be to go
from awake to being willingly "reinserted back into the matrix", so to speak?

PARTIPOLITISK SPILL ØDELEGGER NORSK POLITIKK
Det har blitt viktigere for norske politikere og politiske parti å slåss for sine posisjoner og
særinteresser, enn å bry seg om folkets interesser. Det tror jeg alle kan observere, uansett hvilken side
de tilhører i politikken.
Det er ødeleggende for det norske demokratiet, fordi det medfører at Stortinget ikke er
representativt for folket. Det Stortinget representerer er partiledernes politiske spill og hestehandel.
Det har blitt slik som en konsekvens av at de politiske partiene ikke lenger respekterer Grunnlovens
intensjon, og de uskrevne lover som eksisterte på Stortinget og for regjeringer. Nå har det blitt
"normalt" å selge seg selv, drive PR for seg selv, fra både regjeringskontorer og fra Stortinget. Tidligere
ble slikt sett på som en uting som medførte tap av respekt og omdømme. Slik er det ikke lenger. Vi
har utviklet en politisk u-kultur i både regjering og på Stortinget.
Det spillet som i disse dager pågår om statsbudsjettet er et slikt politisk spill. Et spill for at partene
skal kunne gjøre politisk gevinst for seg selv. Det overskygger alle hensyn til at folk og land behøver en
fungerende regjering, hvor politikere bruker tiden på å tjene folket istedet for seg selv.
Frp har valgt en strategi som de mener er vinn-vinn for seg selv, uansett utfall. Det overskygger alt
annet for dem. Venstre har en lignende strategi, mens Krf er fanget av spillet og manøvrerer så best
de kan for ikke å komme ut med Svarteper. Høyre er rammet av en illojal regjeringspartner, som er
mer opptatt av seg selv enn regjeringens politikk. Det må Erna og Høyre selv ta ansvar for, fordi de
valgte å gjøre populistene i Frp "legitime" som regjeringsparti, for selv å komme i regjering.
Vi behøver en reform for å redde norsk demokrati fra denne ukulturen, som så tydelig viser svakheten
ved et representativt demokrati, hvor partiene og deres ledelse får makt til å manipulere både
Storting og regjering.
Det som er nøkkelen er å gjøre Stortinget til et Folketing, hvor representantene ikke representerer
partier, men er direkte valgt av folket. Da får begrepet: "Folkevalgt", sin egentlige betydning. Idag er
representantene valgt av ledelsen i de ulike partier gjennom deres interne nominasjonsprosess.
Partiledelsen vil helst ha sine egne lojale broilere, som er parti-indoktrinert i ungdoms-partiene fra
tidlig alder.
Det politiske broiler systemet utvikler parti politikere, og ikke politiske idealister med motiv for å
forbedre samfunnet, fundert i egen erfaring med samfunnet, hvor de har identifisert ved egen
erfaring at forbedringer er ønsket.
Dette problemet er godt kjent også i våre naboland. I Sverige kalt: "Generasjon Ego i riksdagen".
Hvor er Restart skjiten knappen?

DIKTATUR, ETT-PARTI STYRE ELLER DEMOKRATI?
Det underlige - når man reflekterer over mange debattanters tro på parti og politiske partier, er at de
tror så sterkt på ett-parti, eller én politiker.
De tror at om bare personen, eller partiet får nok oppslutning, så vil alt bli bra for folk og land.
Disse velgerne bør reflektere over at dersom bare ett parti får styre, får vi parti-oligarki, hvor et fåtall
styrer i henhold til partiets særinteresser. Det er hva kommunister gjerne drømmer om. Hvorfor Frp
velgere ønsker seg det samme som kommunister, er fordi de hører til de politiske fløyenes politiske
ekstremister. Dem som tror på ekstremistiske autoritære og totalitære løsninger. De har overhodet
ikke forståelse for hva demokrati og folkestyre innebærer.
Det er gjerne de samme velgerne som har klokke-tro på én bestemt person, på én bestemt politiker.
De har i realiteten tro på at én: "Sterk Fører", best kan styre folk og land, hvilket er det samme som å
tro på diktatur som beste styringsform.
Er man demokrat, og har tro på folkestyrt demokrati, så vet man at både diktatur, og ett parti-styre,
er ødeleggende for et folkestyrt demokrati. Historien har vist igjen og igjen, at diktatur, eller ett-parti
styre - fører til fascisme, når kapitalismens politiske ideologi er styrende.
Den beste ideologien historisk er sosialdemokratiet, hvor folkestyre og demokrati resulterer i
blandingsøkonomi. En økonomisk modell hvor planøkonomi anvendes som rammevilkår for den
kapitalistiske økonomien. Dette forklarer hvorfor de nordiske sosialdemokratiene alle rangerer som
de beste land i verden å leve og bo i.

Dessverre har vi lenge hatt en utvikling i de nordiske landene som beveger dem bort fra
planøkonomiens rammeverk, og nå domineres av crony kapitalismens økonomi. Det skyldes
påvirkningen fra EU-medlemskap, og tilhørighet til en markeds imperialistisk økonomi.
Det er behov for norske velgere å reflektere dypere over hva deres politiske overbevisning virkelig står
for. Mange sier at de ønsker demokrati og folkestyre, men de argumentere og stemme stikk i strid
med deres eget uttrykt ønske. Denne politiske logiske kortslutningen, og selvmotsigelsen, er sterkere
jo lenger ut på de politiske fløyer man har sitt politiske ståsted.
Det er åpenbart at mange tror at demokrati er friheten til å velge sine egne diktatorer. De behøver en
realitetsorientering.

What State has ever successfully operated without extorting, forcibly caging and murdering its
inhabitants? and waging war for resources and power? This has never occurred. If statists try to use
the lesser-of-two-evils fallacy, point out the false dialectic. The ends can never justify the means; this
system is immoral and unintelligent. If you can’t think of a better way to live without harming people
or threatening people in order to enforce “charity”, then stand aside and let peaceful people do it for
you, but don’t you dare tell me I should be put in a cage for noncompliance with a system that thrives
off of death, extortion,scarcity deceit & manipulation... scumbags! �

There is no magical effect in a system set up by people to control people — these are all people, and
anyone who claims that the system is necessary for order is illogical by the simplest of reasoning. The
whole is not greater than the sum of the parts — all of the parts of government are people, and there
is no metaphysical leverage that modifies the output of these interconnected men and women in
government. Government is too many cooks in the kitchen. There is no magic in a construct of man
that protects man from man; it is simply false, and this has been proven in every government time
and again throughout history.

I said it before & i'll say it again:
►Human nature -- inherent fallibility.-- the very proof & justification that makes it a complete selfcontradiction for any fellow human to have rights that the rest of us do not .... and thus completely

negate any false legitimacy attempted to be assigned to any that allegedly do, that is justified with
literally nothing more than the fear of the possibility of chaos, & is merely disguised as other things,
such as roads, services provided, etc.
►Attempting to justify ruling classes with such complete BS indoctrination & subjective conditioning,
that relies on cognitive dissonance, confirmation bias, & stockholm syndrome of what is gotten used
to, and is the "norm", is NOT justification to somehow confuse such nonsense with sound logic &/or
reasoning)

Another particularly evil effect of authoritarianism is that when GOOD people, while growing up, feel
the natural urge to resist control and domination, and start to psychologically pull away from others'
attempt to rule them--i.e., to be an "authority" over them--those people often feel GUILTY about it,
and start imagining themselves to be bad. All too often, they then just start doing whatever they're
not "supposed to," just to feel freedom. But that is not freedom either. If one just lives in a
reactionary way, going AGAINST anything and everything that society and "authority" says, just for
the sake of disobedience, that is still just another way of allowing "authority" to control them.
Those who grow up feeling a natural--and RIGHTEOUS--disdain for "authority" have to be told that
they are NOT bad for feeling that; they are HUMAN for feeling that. If society bombards them with
the idea that to disobey is to be bad and wrong, how would you expect them to turn out? Those of us
who understand self-ownership and non-aggression need to keep sending the message out there that
blind obedience is the worst sin, and disobedience to coercive controllers is the highest virtue. To
guilt-trip human beings who are merely trying to OWN THEMSELVES is a heinous injustice.
And a disgrace to humanity.

To anyone not familiar with Norway the american zionist colony in the north, let me fill you in on
reality here. I've been here, and all over this tax slavefarm country, for the better part of my 35 years,
and i'm telling you, it's NOT what they've made it out to be. It's a fukking disgrace. It's cowardly,
apathetic, lazy, weak-willed, spineless,dumbed-down superficial, pieces of dirt human beings, with
little to no morality or sense of personal responsibility, or character. They want to see people forcibly
caged for not behaving how they want you to, whether you actually harm or defraud another person
or not. They're garbage human beings, for the most part. And completely delusional. Do NOT model
anything in this fukking sh!thole of a lie they've portrayed.

The Power of Doing Nothing:
People tend to think that to end authoritarian regimes, there has to be violent rebellion. They usually
think this because they don't really grasp the situation, or the numbers involved. Allow me to
demonstrate why THE thing that matters is what people BELIEVE. If the people as a whole give up the
belief in statism, tyranny is absolutely doomed, even if no one fires a shot.
1) If everyone charged with a victimless "crime" in the refused to take a plea deal, and made the
parasites take them to trial, the entire court system would be quickly overloaded and crushed. (The
vast majority of criminal cases are settled by forced confession, under the euphemism "plea bargain,"

making it so the parasites never have to present any evidence or prove anything in the vast majority
of cases.)
2) If no one filed tax returns, even if they did nothing to protect or hide their assets, the state
extortion rackets would grind to a halt. Do you really think the state has victimization to fill out
returns, and go through the collection process, a couple HUNDRED MILLION times every year? Every
single state employee would have to personally rob about 2,000 people a year, on his own. The racket
continues because the majority of its victims COOPERATE in their own extortion.
As a really depressing example, if all those people murdered by their own "governments" in China,
Russia, Germany, and so on, had simply refused to HELP their attackers--even if they didn't resist at
all--it would have saved MILLIONS of lives. "Sure, you can haul me off to some gulag or camp to kill
me, but I ain't walking there under my own power. You can damn well carry me." THAT ALONE would
have saved millions of lives. And I can think of no better example of how it is mostly the VICTIMS of
tyranny who make it happen, because they feel an obligation to obey.

Many times we think someone is ranting, but they’re actually speaking with conviction: and everyone
has just forgotten the sound of real passion. We’re so afraid of absolutes and a strong gut and digging
in your heels, that we dismiss the powerful voice of a lonely fighter. Listen for quiet strength, for
humble confidence. It’s not often someone will stand for what is right, what is true, what is pure.
More often we’re afraid to admit we’re afraid, because the truth is so blinding in a dark world.

What if something happened that made everyone know beyond any doubt--forced them to accept-that 9/11 was an intentional false-flag mass murder stunt, planned and carried out by a group of
people inside the U.S. "government"?
For starters, I think tens of millions of people would literally be in shock for a while. But then what?
"The government needs to investigate!"? Pointless, and ridiculous. "We demand justice!"? What
justice? Administered by whom? Are the murdering tyrants going to punish themselves?
When the mentally dependent little children figure out that their supposed provider and protector is
a homicidal psycho, then what? I can even picture some statists (though a minority) making excuses
for it, in order to avoid accepting reality. "Well, sure, that was bad, but they protect us from even

worse things, so maybe it was necessary!"
What may very well happen is that most of the country just kind of sits there, numb, passive and
stunned, while some actual adults decide to hunt down and kill those involved. At the very least,
obedience to the leviathan, and funding the monstrosity via "taxes," would stop being automatically
seen as a virtue.

“Very few beings really seek knowledge in this world. Mortal or immortal, few really ask. On the
contrary, they try to wring from the unknown the answers they have already shaped in their own
minds -- justifications, confirmations, forms of consolation without which they can't go on. To really
ask is to open the door to the whirlwind. The answer may annihilate the question and the questioner.

I STILL see people saying things like, "What, you think 9/11 was some big conspiracy?! That's
ridiculous!"
People who say that are fucking morons. Of COURSE it was a conspiracy. It wasn't an accident. Duh.
SOMEONE planned it and carried it out. Which means it was, by definition, a CONSPIRACY. The only
question is WHOSE conspiracy it was.
And if you think in terms of means, motive and opportunity, the prime suspect should be pretty
damn obvious. The fact that it might poop on your pathetic Stockholm Syndrome view of the world,
where Big Daddy Government is your noble protector, just makes you a gullible twit.

►Statist: "We just need a leader who will for ONCE, keep their promises, & finally hold government
accountable for the law they are in place to uphold, instead of always telling us one thing, & doing
another!"
►Minarchist: "We understand the real problem is too much govt. We will attack the root of this
problem, & get the govt out of your affairs, so much, & only into the affairs it SHOULD be meddling
in: military, roads, police, security, etc"
►Anarchist: "I really have no idea who either of them are. I didn't come with them. And i want
absolutely nothing to do with whatever the hell they're talking about" *(covers face in shame, from
being associated with them)

The ego has a hard time with absolutes. One of the scariest things to it, is that the truth is absolute.
The human being doesn't want to deal with absolutes. It LOVES relativism. It likes saying everything is
just hazy, & fuzzy, & shades of gray. It doesn't like saying that there ARE absolutes, such as objective
morality, that has nothing to do with yours and my subjective & relative personal values, but is based
on moral agency, our ability to make moral judgements based on some notion of right & wrong, & to
be held accountable for these actions ;) the truth is singular not relative.

So many people, especially including minarchists and constitutionalists, seem to have a fetish for the
concept of "the rule of law." Trouble is, that term is 100% statist mythology and means exactly
nothing.
"We need rule of law, not rule by men!" Really? And what writes those "laws"? Oh yeah. Men (and
women). The distinction is as meaningless as saying that car-jacking is bad UNLESS the car-jacker first
writes down stuff on a piece of paper, giving himself permission to car-jack you, and calling that
"law."
The reason people want to IMAGINE that it means something is that they want to think there should
be a set of objective "rules" that determine how decent people should behave. But as long as mere
mortals are deciding what those "rules" are, it's all just opinions of mortals anyway, which is exactly
what advocates of "slavery lite" say they want to protect AGAINST: untrustworthy people just doing
whatever they want to.
The insanity of the whole "rule of law" fetish can be exposed and illustrated quite easily by asking an
advocate of the concept, "So as long as legislation says it's okay, you're good with the outcome?" In
one way or another, he will immediately demonstrate that he is NOT okay with that, and that what he
ACTUALLY means is that everyone should be governed by whatever "laws" HE thinks should exist.
Every statist--including every single person who praises the concept of "the rule of law"--just wants
his OWN opinions and values FORCED on everyone else via "government." But most don't want to
admit it, so they speak as if some magical, mystical, abstract thing called "the rules" or "the law" is
going to be in control.
It's just people, folks. Rituals and mythology and euphemisms and twisted terminology won't ever
change that. It's still ... just ... people.

Anklager om falske nyheter og sensur det var sånn det begynte i nazi Tyskland, i Stalins Russland og
Maos Kina, og når det ikke var effektivt nok, så hentet man de man mistenkte for ikke å være politisk

korrekte, fengslet dem og torturerte dem og knakk de ikke sammen av det, så fikk de ei kule i nakken.
Går vi enda lengre tilbake så hadde vi inkvisisjonen der tortur og drap ble begått i Guds navn. Hvis
man bytter ut Gud med staten og prestene med politikere, så behøver man neppe å være den som
fant opp kruttet for å se skrifta på veggen.

This is a time of rebellion.
This is a time of changing how you want things to be. This is a time of reshaping the model that we
wish to live by and reclaiming the rules over our own existence.
This is a time of tapping into you intuition, your knowing and above all your heart.
This is a time of claiming with both hands the life we are meant to live.
Fear shaped the paradigms of the past and look how its all worked out. Things are in chaos.
This time is telling us that we have the power to shape exactly what we want and we can do so from a
place of love, hope and being centered in our dreams.
This is a time of reclaiming sovereignty of our own lives.
~

"Every facet of Statism is psychologically problematic. Flag worship, patriotic obedience to authority,
politicking, and love of land masses all verge on insanity. People living in this matrix of delusion do
not recognize it as such. For them, it is a fixture of their lives. It is a silent cult. This manifestation of
ritual-Statism is so deeply embedded in people's minds that they do not suspect anything is wrong.
They are "clinically ill" but do not recognize it because they have adopted the shared madness of
patriotic fervor.
People who are violent or who do not experience empathy and concern for their fellow humans are
usually labeled as psychopaths by psychiatry. In his fascinating book, The Science of Evil, psychologist
Simon Baron-Cohen lists the traits that psychopaths possess. They include an inability to experience
emotions of others, purposeful manipulation of people, and the desire to hurt or harm others.
Interestingly, Statists often fit the criteria for mental illness, but the psychiatrists are too blinded by
culture to see the bias in their diagnostic procedures. The Diagnostic Statistic Manual for Mental
disorders says this:
"There is a pervasive pattern of disregard for and violation of the rights of others occurring since age
15 years, as indicated by three (or more) of the following: having hurt, mistreated, or stolen from
another."
The characteristics listed above classify the perfect diagnosis for people suffering from Statism
(especially politicians), which could be called a personality disorder. The DSM goes on to explain that
hostility, callousness, and manipulativeness are primary qualities of personality disorder.
If psychiatrists were honest about the logical application of mental illness, people who worship the
State would be the first people they diagnosed with antisocial personality disorder, and perhaps
schizophrenia. These are the kinds of people who want to harm or hurt those who do not follow their
ideology. They believe flags talk to them, who see the nation as a real object, who will trick children
into joining their cult, and who will arbitrarily kill for government.
https://steemit.com/anarchy/@sterlinluxan/the-psychopathology-of-statism

"Well of course it's not advocating theft. That's ridiculous and completely unfounded! Not only is it to
help the less fortunate, but it's to keep the bourgeoisie from enslaving us all with their precious 'free
markets', and the monopolies & warlords that would seize power!! After all .... it's not coercion and
theft if it's in your best interests!! ;) gives us yor money now or we will hurt you! What do you say
we get ahold of the means of production here, set up a humanfarm and have us a real society, and
distribute some wealth we have no claim to!?? =D Let's do this, comrade!" ~~some boneheaded
socialist somewhere.

"Is any of it real?
I mean, look at this. Look at it! A world built on fantasy. Synthetic emotions in the form of pills.
Psychological warfare in the form of advertising. Mind-altering chemicals in the form of... food!
Brainwashing seminars in the form of media. Controlled isolated bubbles in the form of social
networks. Real? You want to talk about reality?
We haven't lived in anything remotely close to it since the turn of the century. We turned it off, took
out the batteries, snacked on a bag of GMOs while we tossed the remnants in the ever-expanding
Dumpster of the human condition. We live in branded houses trademarked by corporations built on
bipolar numbers jumping up and down on digital displays, hypnotizing us into the biggest slumber
mankind has ever seen. You have to dig pretty deep, kiddo, before you can find anything real. We live
in a kingdom of bullshit. A kingdom you've lived in for far too long. So don't tell me about not being
real. I'm no less real than the fucking beef patty in your Big Mac."

It amuses me how often statists extol the virtues of the concept of "separation of church and state"
and "freedom of religion." The only ways in which there is ever such a thing is in ways that totally
don't matter. The ruling class won't tell you what building you can go to on Sunday, or what name you
have to call your god. And they won't tell you that you have to believe in or worship any god (well,
except for the state).
However, every state absolutely WILL tell you that you have to obey whatever arbitrary commands
they decide to call "law," and that you have to fund (by way of "taxes") whatever evil and insane crap
they want to do, regardless of whatever religious or moral beliefs you have. In other words, the statist
version of "freedom of religion" amounts to the ruling class saying, "Sure, you can BELIEVE whatever
you want, but you will DO whatever we say!" In light of that, it's pathetic how many proudly proclaim
that they have "freedom of religion."

We, the People of the World are tired of endless wars being fought to enrich the few in a ruling class
that run a ponzi scheme they call "banks". We are fed up with a lying propaganda apparatus called
"free media", wich is not free at all but controlled by the same ruling class. We don´t want to be killed
and starved to death only to feed a few families.
We don´t need to be ruled by force and violence and half our life income to be stolen by a few
parasites that call themselves "Government" or "State".'
Instead we will now build a society founded on voluntary agreements, freedom and helping each
other.
We don´t need 100 of thosands of pages of "law", which mostly have benefited the few in the ruling
class.
We can live after "Do no harm to others" and the only violence necessary is for self-defence. We also
respect personal privat property but not "owning" big land areas by "states" or "corporations".
Sören Backman Karlstad Sweden 12 of December Anno Domini 2016

Collectively, all of the other people in world have many millions--if not billions--times as much power
as you do. You can't control them. You can't stop them all from doing nasty and/or stupid things. You
can be a decent human being, and have your tiny, miniscule little influence on what happens be
something positive.
It is understandable if you find all of that somewhat disconcerting. When it comes to power and
control, on a global scale you all by yourself have pretty much none. And that is why, if you don't hang
onto your ability to REASON, and if you don't adhere to any philosophical and moral PRINCIPLES, it
might be very tempting for you to fall for it when some power-happy, opportunistic parasite comes
along and offers to protect you from the whole world if only you will give him POWER--power over
you, and over everyone else.
Only when you can come to grips with the fact that you do not have, and SHOULD not have, control
over the whole world, that you can ever be okay with living in an uncertain, sometimes dangerous
reality, WITHOUT being duped into empowering authoritarian violence in the name of safety and
security. Otherwise, you will forever be one of those scared, pathetic little subjects cheering for Big
Daddy Trump, or some other megalomaniac, in a feeble attempt to feel some power and control,
while only enslaving and DISempowering yourself more and more in the process.
Don't be a fearful little politician's bitch. Choose freedom.

Jeg lurer på hvor mange av kvinnfolka inne på Stortinget som er av den typen at de hadde pult
Kissinger for å komme i en maktposisjon hvis de ikke allerede var det ? Normale, empatiske og gode
mennesker gjør jo ikke noe slikt, men jeg tror ikke det er mange av dem blant våre kjære folkevalgte.
Og husk dette er ikke noe jeg vet, det er noe jeg tror, men skulle det vise seg å være feil så vil jeg bli
mye mer overrasket enn hvis det viste seg å være korrekt. Det er ikke makt som korrumperer, men de
gjennområtne og korrupte parasitter som blir trukket mot makten som møll mot lyset.

Jeg lurer på hvor mange av kvinnfolka inne på Stortinget som er av den typen at de hadde pult
Kissinger for å komme i en maktposisjon hvis de ikke allerede var det ? Normale, empatiske og gode
mennesker gjør jo ikke noe slikt, men jeg tror ikke det er mange av dem blant våre kjære folkevalgte.
Og husk dette er ikke noe jeg vet, det er noe jeg tror, men skulle det vise seg å være feil så vil jeg bli
mye mer overrasket enn hvis det viste seg å være korrekt. Det er ikke makt som korrumperer, men de
gjennområtne og korrupte parasitter som blir trukket mot makten som møll mot lyset.

What makes anyone think that government officials are even trying to protect us? A government is
not analogous to a hired security guard. Governments do not come into existence as social service
organizations or as private firms seeking to please consumers in a competitive market. Instead, they
are born in conquest and nourished by plunder. They are, in short, well-armed gangs intent on
organized crime. Yes, rulers have sometimes come to recognize the prudence of protecting the herd
they are milking and even of improving its ‘infrastructure’ until the day they decide to slaughter the
young bulls, but the idea that government officials seek to promote my interests or yours is little
more than propaganda—unless, of course, you happen to belong to the class of privileged tax eaters
who give significant support to the government and therefore receive in return a share of the loot.

I will tell you why!
Once you see truth for the reality of what it is, and the veils before your eyes crumble,you see evil in
all its forms manifesting all around you that others are oblivious to ,or actually condone ,because they
can't see it. Once you stare into the abyss the abyss stares back at you and you realize the wizard
behind the curtain is no G-D but a tyrant...
Because you see it,you are the threat to the lie..
Because you are a threat,people automatically "reject" and label you as the problem...
It's quiet a battle living in a world built on lies, enslavement ,theft,force and aggression.
You come to the understanding that because of all these immoral things you were not the ill one.
You come to understanding of higher consciousness,you understand the prison you're in and others

who can't see it are your enemy ,because they're ignorant and bred to be nothing more then
counterparts to the oppressors.(indoctrination) has stolen their souls and the last bit of
humanity,that may have existed in them.
They just want to work,consume and pretend reality is great. They have their family their children
and their loved ones.
That's what they'll tell you!
In fact they're claiming that in actuality they can "love".
In fact they can't ,because while they live in this selfish delusion mankind is in bondage and their
children will be shackled soon enough.
But that's o.k for them because
"that's just life" they'd tell you. The soulless human beings are proud to send their children off to
wars for empires to ensure their enslavement and way of life remains intact.
They convince themselves it's for the greater good and they're serving their country.
They have no clue the reality in the concept they actually believe.
I'd fight till my death before an empire takes my children! (That's love)
What's more disgusting and narcissistic than that?
Because you don't share in that concept or that reality, "You" are the radical and the Problem.."You"
should suck it up,because that's life..
Don't question the masters of hell,become one with them and obey is what they're saying to you!
They'd actually would find enjoyment of having you removed from the herd instead of using logic and
common sense,compassion and understanding to see the hypocrisy they live.
Once you see into "reality"for what it is There's no going back
You realize the world you have known is backwards.
You are Alice in wonderland at this point ...
You can't go back,your only option is to teach and fight at the same time without losing yourself.
I have found myself on a whole new level of suffering because I can't escape the hell people have
created just to Comfort their sick ego and distortions from reality..
They're weak in spirit but they outnumber and that is why humanity suffers.
Once you come to understanding and you see reality for what it is you have become the great
alchemist and because of this fact,you no longer belong to this reality,you become the warrior in
many aspects and the enemy to the machine.
Which makes you dangerous to the wicked that rule and condone this world.
The righteous at heart don't do very well in this reality and become the sacrificial lambs in most
instances.
The question is how far are you willing to go without "fear" crippling you to free mankind of the
chains they can't even see?
That (choice) does have catastrophic consequences in the world we live in.
For me,it's not worth living in bondage and I stand in battle till the end!
That is the love ,I have to give for you all!
You must wake up now and it will hurt you .

"The Statist"
I found most of my friends quite content to be used as tax-material, even though the sums of money
taken from them were employed against their own beliefs and interests. They had lived so long under
the system of using others, and then in their turn being used by them, that they were like hypnotized
subjects, and looked on this subjecting and using of each other as a part of the necessary and even
Providential order of things. The great machine had taken possession of their souls.

To make a contented slave, you must make a thoughtless one. It is necessary to darken his moral and
mental vision, and, as far as possible, to annihilate his power of reason. He must be able to detect no

inconsistencies in slavery. The man that takes his earnings, must be able to convince him that he has
a perfect right to do so. It must not depend upon mere force; the slave must know no Higher Law
than his master's will. The whole relationship must not only demonstrate, to his mind, its necessity,
but its absolute rightfulness.

Without self knowledge, without understanding the working and functions of this machine, man
cannot be free, he cannot govern himself and will always remain a slave.
Government is a gang, but not merely as meritorious as a private gang because it claims legal
legitimacy. It pillages and uses violence but under the cover of law, and seeks legitimacy not through
competition but through the myth of the social contract.

The law has placed the collective force at the disposal of the unscrupulous who wish, without risk, to
exploit the person, liberty, and property of others. It has converted plunder into a right, in order to
protect plunder. And it has converted lawful defense into a crime, in order to punish lawful
defense...When, then, does plunder stop? It stops when it becomes more painful and more
dangerous than labor.

I am thankful to all those who risked, and lost--sometimes lost all--because they put truth and justice
ahead of their own short-term well-being. Had those people chosen not to "make waves," they would
have had easier lives--temporarily, at least--and the world would be in far worse shape.
“The real damage is done by those millions who want to 'survive.' The honest men who just want to
be left in peace. Those who don’t want their little lives disturbed by anything bigger than themselves.
Those with no sides and no causes. Those who won’t take measure of their own strength, for fear of
antagonizing their own weakness. Those who don’t like to make waves—or enemies. Those for whom
freedom, honour, truth, and principles are only literature. Those who live small, mate small, die small.
It’s the reductionist approach to life: if you keep it small, you’ll keep it under control. If you don’t
make any noise, the bogeyman won’t find you. But it’s all an illusion, because they die too, those
people who roll up their spirits into tiny little balls so as to be safe. Safe?! From what? Life is always
on the edge of death; narrow streets lead to the same place as wide avenues, and a little candle
burns itself out just like a flaming torch does. I choose my own way to burn.”

Romans 13:8 Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loveth another hath fulfilled
the law. 13:9 For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt not steal, Thou
shalt not bear false witness, Thou shalt not covet; and if there be any other commandment, it is
briefly comprehended in this saying, namely, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. 13:10 Love
worketh no ill to his neighbour: therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.

How would anyone feel when the Nazi Democratic Party pulls off the electoral college vote and puts
them self into power!
Would you consider this a threat against you?
Would this be the last straw to the people's oppression?
Will you fight back?
Is this an act of force and violence on the rest of us!

Because,guess what, they plan on it!
See y'all in camps for the unfit!
The fight will be with the order followers after they censor all alternative media and sites and brings
forth the Chinese censorship fully!
The way I look at it is, anarchy will be a threat to them... more so than this keft right Statism we're in
now!
So I ask you,what will you do?
As for me,come hell and high water. I will stand my ground.

The importance of teaching one’s children the truth about the world, or at least one’s understanding
of the truth, let alone not lying to them with a mythical quasi NSA figure such as Santa Claus that
“sees us when we’re sleeping, knows when we’re awake, and knows if we’ve been bad or good”
cannot be overstated.
Others argue “Believing in Santa Claus gives kids a sense of wonder about the world.” Is it necessary
to lie to our children in order to provide them with a sense of wonder? I do believe that there is
enough uncertainty and mystique we can glean from attempting to teach our children about the real
world, let alone deceiving them with a tale that abandons all reason for the sake of one day cultural
lie.

Our children were born as foreigners in a strange land. They know nothing about prison, pain,
flowers, toys, crime etc. They trust us, as the default authority figures, to provide them with the truth
about the world. If we deceive them with falsehoods, what does that speak about our credibility?
Trust is the curency of family and friends. Be truthful with your children. They deserve nothing less.
They expect nothing less. The truth does not hurt. ..well maybe a little! But Tell your children
santaclaus is a fucking lie! The real truth is beautiful, wondrous, and inherently magical.

One of the creepiest things about statism is that it seems to actually convince a bunch of otherwise
good, rational people that if there were not a political ruling class telling them how to behave, that
they THEMSELVES wouldn't behave as they should.
Consider how schizophrenic and weird that is. "I know that people should behave THIS way (e.g., not
defrauding, assaulting, murdering, etc.), but I'm not sure that ME believing that would make ME not
do it, unless I have politicians and their hired enforcers MAKING me not do that." If that is true of
you, that's both creepy and sad.
And if it's just OTHER people that you think need controlling, because they're devious, nasty, selfish
and malicious, I have some bad news for you: THOSE are the people who will end up running
whatever "government" you hoped was going to make people behave.

I remember the commotion when i told my son that Santaclaus was bullshit. At first he didnt believe
me...but who was the old dude with the beard? It was me! But one time you where here,and santa
came? That was your uncle, that was a mask. Ofc he didnt believe me. Soo he went too his mother.
Her reaction was becoming mad at me for breaking his illusion. All the other kids believe in
Santaclaus! You dont want him to be normal? When i tell this story the reaction is often the same;
that was an awful thing you did! To tell the truth? But I think there is serious mental illness hidden
behind the belief in lies. Aah the Christamas magic=illusion=lies,a scam=hoax! There are soo much
crazy old weird symbols and facts surronding xmas that the truth cant stand in sunlight at all! And the
pride of bringing this bullshit lie too the next genetation is some kind of duty? But now i understand
why its so important to belive the lie. Everyone must belive the lie...what are you some kind of
weirdo?Skeleton at the party a nihilist misantrophy? No this is about learning to lie, live a lie,and to
teach lies and to feel good about teaching your children lies. And everyone knows the STATE AND THE
STATISTS are a fucking lie...but its ok if everyone believe the lie...then its almost true! Sorry its not,it
never will be.

I've said this before, but it's worth repeating, loudly and often: Most of the world's problems would
disappear overnight if people lived by the following principle:
1) If you don't think YOU personally have the moral right to do something..."as an easy example: to
kill to steal to force someone against their will", then don't advocate that anyone else do it.
All by itself, that rules out "government" entirely, and would eliminate the vast majority of violence
and injustice in the world. And if we want to get extra thorough, we could add a second, somewhat
overlapping principle:
2) If you wouldn't feel okay doing a certain thing of your own accord, then you shouldn't feel okay
about doing it when someone else tells you to.
The amount of complicated and convoluted political mythology and philosophical rationalization it
takes to make most people NOT grasp these simple principles is truly amazing.

I can't count how many times, or in how many ways, statists have tried to justify the violent
authoritarian domination they advocate by saying that they're only being "practical" and "realistic."
And that's it. That's their entire argument. They don't even try to attempt to describe any principle by

which being a parasitic aggressor could be a good thing. No, they just assert that that's just how
things need to be, because "real world," and "grow up," and "how things are," and because peaceful
coexistence and NOT being a violent, control freak bastard is (for some reason) unrealistic and
extreme and utopian.
Hmmm, it makes me wonder how they would respond when their own "argument" (or lack thereof)
is used against them.
Statist: "Hey, that's my car! Why are you stealing my car? Stop!"
Thief: "Well sure, IDEALLY I wouldn't be stealing your car, but we have to be realistic. This is necessary.
It's inevitable. If you don't like it, don't live here! If you want to change things, become a car-jacker.
Don't just bitch and complain about me stealing your car, without offering any solutions or
alternatives! What would you replace grand theft auto with? If I stopped, it would create a 'thief
vacuum,' and someone else would just do it--probably someone even worse than me, so you should
consider yourself lucky! Beside, how would I get a free car if I don't steal them? Quit spouting your
silly utopian idealism! Grow up! This is the real world!"
Yeah, and like all children MUST BELIEVE in Santaclaus, I'm sure the statist would just happily accept
that and go on his merry way (without a car).

Many gullible children believe the story of Santa Claus simply because they don't know any better,
and because grown-ups told them Santa was real. It's a ridiculous fable, which anyone with the ability
to observe and reason should be able to figure out is a lie.

Similarly, a lot of people believe the ridiculous lie about how "the troops" "protect our freedoms."
They believe this only because they've heard "authority" figures saying it. Any rational examination of
the claim shows it to be absurd. Are we to believe that, if not for U.S. soldiers mindless terrorizing
people on the other side of the world, some band of militants from some third world dictatorship
would have conquered, enslaved and oppressed 300,000,000 Americans, 100,000,000 of whom are
armed? The implication is idiotic, yet countless "patriotic" Americans and their statist kind othproudly
repeat the fairy tale on a regular basis.
There is one significant threat, and only one significant threat, to the freedom of the American
people and their vassal states and the world! That threat is their own "government"--the very gang
that the military works for. The last thing in the world the military would ever be ordered to do is
defend the freedom of its own people.

"Slavery"
To be GOVERNED is to be watched, inspected, spied upon, directed, law-driven, numbered, regulated,
enrolled, indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, checked, estimated, valued, censured, commanded,
by creatures who have neither the right nor the wisdom nor the virtue to do so. To be GOVERNED is
to be at every operation, at every transaction noted, registered, counted, taxed, stamped, measured,
numbered, assessed, licensed, authorized, admonished, prevented, forbidden, reformed, corrected,

punished. It is, under pretext of public utility, and in the name of the general interest, to be place
under contribution, drilled, fleeced, exploited, monopolized, extorted from, squeezed, hoaxed,
robbed; then, at the slightest resistance, the first word of complaint, to be repressed, fined, vilified,
harassed, hunted down, abused, clubbed, disarmed, bound, choked, imprisoned, judged,
condemned, shot, deported, sacrificed, sold, betrayed; and to crown all, mocked, ridiculed, derided,
outraged, dishonored. That is government; that is its justice; that is its morality."

Man blir ikke politiker fordi man har stor kunnskap om noe, man blir politiker fordi man er god til å
manipulere og får folk til å tro at man er full av kunnskap og vet noe, samtidig som de innbiller oss at
det er folkets beste de tenker på, mens det i realiteten kun er sin egen kake de er interesserte i å
mele.

"Since ancient times philosophy has striven to separate the good from the evil, and the pure from the
impure; this is the same as saying that all things die and that only the soul [of them] lives eternal. The
soul endures while the body decays, and you may recall that correspondingly a seed must rot away if
it is to bear fruit. But what does it mean, to rot? It means only this--that the body decays while its
essence, the good, the soul, subsists. This should be known about decaying. And once we have
understood this, we possess the pearl which contains all the virtues.
Decay is the beginning of all birth. . . . It transforms shape and essence, the forces and virtues of
nature. Just as the decay of all foods in the stomach transforms them and makes them into a pulp, so
it happens outside the stomach. . . . Decay is the midwife of very great things! It causes many things
to rot, that a noble fruit may be born; for it is the reversal, the death and destruction of the original
essence of all natural things. It brings about the birth and rebirth of forms a thousand times
improved. . . . And this is the highest and greatest mysterium of God, the deepest mystery and
miracle that he has revealed to mortal man."
~

"What civilization is, is 6 billion people trying to make themselves happy by standing on each other's
shoulders and kicking each other's teeth in. It's not a pleasant situation.
And yet, you can stand back and look at this planet and see that we have the money, the power, the
medical understanding, the scientific know-how, the love and the community to produce a kind of
human paradise. But we are led by the least among us - the least intelligent, the least noble, the least
visionary. We are led by the least among us and we do not fight back against the dehumanizing values
that are handed down as control icons.
This is something, culture is not your friend. Culture is for other people's convenience and the
convenience of various institutions, churches, companies, tax collection schemes, what have you. It is
not your friend. It insults you. It disempowers you. It uses and abuses you. None of us are well
treated by culture.
Yet we glorify the creative potential of the individual, the rights of the individual. We understand the
felt-presence of experience is what is most important. But the culture is a perversion. It fetishizes
objects, creates consumer mania, it preaches endless forms of false happiness, endless forms of false
understanding in the form of squirrelly religions and silly cults. It invites people to diminish
themselves and dehumanize themselves by behaving like machines - meme processors of memes

passed down from Madison Avenue and Hollywood..."

Fear the walking dead!
I'll never have neither the right, nor the competence to decide better FOR you, than you can for
yourself, & vice versa. Same goes for every other human.
Pretending that some do, is why the world has the amount of self-inflicted chaos, suffering & injustice
it has, now. By pretending that some should have extra rights to exploit, that the rest of us do not.
Their good intentions are completely irrelevant to the fact that they have no business having any
extra rights to exploit, than you or i do, as long as their reality is governed by the same exploiting, yet
good intentioned human nature that ours' is.
There are no exceptions. And if such exceptions were even possible, they would not be human ones.
Give up this illusion that has held humanity back from it's beginnings, already, & let's move forward,
please.

"Evil wears costumes of goodness so evil can get closer to its' victims. It doesn't matter what is worn,
the behavior always gives evil away. People who can't see evil regardless of costume are going to
have one hell of a time here on the planet, literally."

Last year the world has seen proof of fake mainstream news lying and using more crisis actors, rigged
primary elections, leaked DNC emails showing how the Clintons dealt with and took money from
Saudi Arabia, as well as hinting to pedophile language used among these elite members, and the
desperate attempts and narratives the news resorts to to cover these leaks up. This year as more
people wake up and catch up on all the research they missed it is highly likely they will suppress
freedom of speech to further cover their asses as they know they have been caught, and force society
to choose sides between the hand that feeds them (poisons them) or go alone without the system in
place for them and trigger some event to take us there. We are currently facing the biggest revolution
humanity has ever seen in all of human history. Past revolutions had always been on national scales,
this one is global.

To clarify: when I say the State is rooted in evil and violence, I mean the government is inherently
defined by its ability to use violence against others. Individuals are not allowed to steal and kill, but
when they work for the State, it's called taxation and "fighting for your country" (or "fearing for your
life").
I do not abide by the "social contract" because I never agreed to be a part of this system. Being born
within arbitrary borders is not consent. I would much rather CHOOSE to pay for roads or other
services for people in need. I spend every coin i make in that. I would rather CHOOSE to NOT fund
wars for profit and power. But I am not granted that luxury in this "democracy" or any other form of
government. My consent is coerced.
I don't claim to have all the answers, but I don't think it's very extreme to say there has to be a better
way to organize society than structuring it around an institution that uses force to achieve "progress."
The vast majority of human interaction is already voluntary, and it's really quite pleasant.

Unclear thinking creates unclear communication. The majority of "debates" I see consist of one
person saying something (whether true or false, smart or stupid), followed by someone else
misunderstanding and/or misrepresenting what the first one said, and then flinging back something
logically irrelevant. I see TWO main causes of this. The first is just crappy reading comprehension skills
and muddle-headed thinking, causing the person to not be clear in his own head about what he is
responding to. But I think the latter may be almost as common, but a lot more creepy: I think a lot of
people's minds DO understand a conflicting viewpoint, but in order to avoid having to actually think
about it--in order to avoid cognitive dissonance--their subconscious mangles and twists it, and then
they respond to something else that they are more comfortable talking about.
A: "I don't think any ruling class is legitimate."
B: "So you think whatever anyone wants to do--including theft and murder--is perfectly fine and
good??!"
Logically speaking, the latter is a stupid, irrelevant response to the former. But I think that can often
be the result of SUBCONSCIOUS activity in the statist's mind. It might go something like this: "He
wants no government. But government protects me! And there are scary people who would hurt me
if no one protects me! This guy must WANT scary people to hurt me! He must LIKE murder and
mayhem!" The statist can THINK something like that--often not even all the way consciously--and
then out comes the stupid response. Then the voluntaryist has to back up and respond to all the silly
things the statist THOUGHT, but didn't say.
The funny part is when statists complain at me for telling them what they think ... and then ten
minutes later, when I ask them to be specific, they express exactly what I said they think. This isn't
because I'm magic, or use ESP. It's because I was a devout statist myself for many years, and dissected
my OWN crappy former belief system. And the delusion that is statism tends to be fairly predictable.

The Matrix is everywhere. It is all around us. Even now, in this very room. You can see it when you
look out your window or when you turn on your television. You can feel it when you go to work...
when you go to church... when you pay your taxes. It is the world that has been pulled over your eyes
to blind you from the truth.
Neo: What truth?
Morpheus: That you are a slave, Neo. Like everyone else you were born into bondage. Into a prison
that you cannot taste or see or touch. A prison for your mind.
--Morpheus The Matrix

We are currently taking Trump down on his Twitter. We strongly believe that Trump uses Twitter as a
weapon. By commenting on his behavior in his Twitter, we are teaching him that Twitter will no
longer work for him. Then he will no longer have that asset and he will be forced to address the
media. Please come and help by joining in and standing up against him ans shove the truth up his pie
hole. Thank you. -Anon-

"The universe doesn't speak English, it speaks frequency."
Thought is considered the highest form of vibration therefore it has the highest frequency. Being the
highest frequency, it is considered as a powerful force in the universe.
All matter, thoughts and feelings has its own vibrational frequency.
"There is nothing concealed that will not be disclosed, or hidden that will not be made known. What
you have said in the dark will be heard in the daylight, and what you have whispered in the ear in the
inner rooms will be proclaimed from the roofs."
-Luke 12
Science reveals that everything in the manifest universe is ultimately composed of packets of energy;
quantized units vibrating at specific frequencies. Quantum physicists has shown that, although matter
may appear to be solid, when you look at it through a high-powered microscope so that it is broken
down into its smallest components: molecules, atoms, neutrons, electrons and quanta (the smallest
particles measurable), it is ultimately mostly empty space interspersed with energy. So, in essence
everything is comprised of energy and empty space. Everything that appears solid is the frequency of
the vibration of the energy that makes it up.
For us, thought is where it all begins. As your conscious mind dwells habitually on thoughts of a
certain quality, these become firmly imbedded within the subconscious mind. They become the
dominant vibration. This dominant vibration sets up a resonance with other similar vibrations and
draws them into your life. This is easier to understand if you consider that from the metaphysical
view, the whole universe IS MIND. In turn, your vibrations affect everything around you – your
environment, the people and animals around you, the inanimate objects, even the seemingly ‘empty’
space and they, in turn, affect you.

I really don't want to have to keep repeating all of the violent, brutal, exploitative crimes of the
Obama administration, but apparently millions of have decided the last eight years were utopiacome-to-life and are now casting the Drone King's presidential history as a time of great progress as
they mourn incoming President Trump.
I mean, you tell me. Is widespread surveillance progress? Is prosecuting whistleblowers and stifling
freedom of the press? Is asserting the president's right to assassinate an innocent 16-year-old
American boy without charge or trial part of the liberal vision for America? Is Goldman Sachs? What
about Monsanto and a government-sanctioned Ministry of Truth? Are all the Obama believers cool
with those 26,000 bombs dropped by the US military last year? I assume they don't mind the secret
kill list either, then.
These are all things I expect Trump detractors to criticize should Trump follow Obama's path (I'm
betting on it), so I'm really looking forward to seeing a wave of fresh opposition in the coming months
and years. But it'd still be SUPER COOL if people who've recently discovered the joys of activism could
crack open their brains and take a broader view of the problems in this rather than blaming a single
individual while glorifying the one who committed blatantly authoritarian crimes. There us a name
for that kinda realityunderstanding.

Few will have the greatness to bend history itself; but each of us can work to change a small portion
of events, and in the total of all those acts will be written the history of this generation. Every time
humans stand up in their energy truth liberty and freedoom.
It is from numberless diverse acts of courage and belief that human history dont plunge into darkness
and oblivion. And moves into the idea of good. But the circus of sadness marches on.
~

We are living in a world where people cannot even solve personal and family problems and they are
trying to solve national and international problems........We are living in a world where people cannot
even control their body weight and need drugs to control their minds and they are trying to solve
global problems........We live in a world where even marriage agreements are not working and people
are trying to make international agreements work.
All problems of industrial society are unsolvable because industrialization itself is the cause of
problems.......All problems of industrial society have either been created by industrialization or
worsened by industrialization.........Problems of industrial society can go away only when industrial
society goes away.
Solution does not come from solving the problem.
Solution comes from not creating the problem.
When you don't create the problem the solution happens automatically.
smaller the system the more stable it is.
larger the system the more unstable Environment.
Industrial society is ungovernable, unmanageable, unsustainable.
Industrial society is committing mass suicide after mass murder on earth.......Industrial man is

decimating himself after decimating millions of land and marine species........Millions of other species
destroyed environment only for food.......Industrial man has destroyed environment for food,
clothing, shelter PLUS thousands of consumer goods and services.......Industrial man has destroyed
Exponential Extra Environment.......Industrial society has barely existed for hundred years during
which it has destroyed forests, rivers, oceans, atmosphere and decimated millions of species.
Everything that is happening in industrial society is wrong.......Every single thing.......Industrial society
is ungovernable, unmanageable, unsustainable......Industrial society must be eradicated, abolished,
dismantled immediately.
Discussion and debate is the final madness of industrial society........All discussion and debate is
futile........Millions of pages of debate on thousands of issues is a disease and insanity of industrial
society that invented the print industry, radio, television and internet.........Millions of pages of debate
is another toxic waste of industrial society which has also produced millions of tonnes of plastic
waste, chemical waste, gaseous waste and e-waste.
There is no point in taking up one problem at a time and then engaging in endless debate on it when
there are thousands of problems in industrial society.
Topic after topic.......Citizens of industrial society will discuss one topic for a few minutes, then they
will take up another topic, then a third one, and so it goes on forever 24x7, 365 days of the
year........When people discuss one problem they behave as if it is the only problem in the world.
Industrial society will debate itself to destruction.
Industrial society will debate itself to extinction.
Debate cannot solve problems.......Debate itself is one of the biggest problems of industrial
society........Debate is endless.......Debate goes on forever.
There was very little discussion in pre-industrial society.......It was primarily limited to face-to-face
interaction on local issues.
Man was not created to read, hear or watch national and international news.......Man was not
created to debate national and international news.......For 10,000 years before industrialization, man
lived in small villages in agrarian society where he would only hear news of events that happened
within a radius of a few kilometers from the village.......It would take months and years for news from
far away places to reach the village if it reached at all.
Industrialization came with hundreds of destructive industries........News industry is one of them.
.
.
Living in industrial society is not even an option.......For 10,000 years before industrialization man
lived in villages in agrarian society........That was the limit for man on earth.
The entire industrial system is criminal.........Industrial governments are criminal.........Industrial
citizens are criminal........Urban population of industrial society is criminal........Urban jobs, professions
and activities are criminal.

.
.
Millions of other species destroyed environment only for food.
Forest man destroyed environment only for food.
Agrarian man destroyed environment for food, clothing and shelter.
Industrial man has destroyed environment for food, clothing, shelter PLUS thousands of consumer
goods and services.
Industrial man has destroyed Exponential Extra Environment.
EXPONENTIAL EXTRA ENVIRONMENT.
(It is the urban population of industrial society that has destroyed exponential extra environment)
The collective work of human society must be limited to food, clothing and shelter.........Millions of
other species only get food from earth.
Millions of other species have already been decimated by industrial activity.........Man is next on the
list........Human collapse will come with lightning speed now.
.
.
The problem is not Capitalism, Communism or Socialism........The problem is
Industrialism........Industry has destroyed environment.......When there was still time to save
environment, a whole century was wasted in the futile debate on Capitalism, Communism and
Socialism.........The problem is not Capitalism, Communism or Socialism........The problem is
Industrialism.......Where there is industry there is environmental destruction.
Hundred years of industrial activity has destroyed what was created by nature in millions of
years........Forests, rivers, oceans and atmosphere have been destroyed.......Millions of land and
marine species have been tortured, slaughtered and decimated........Who will debate Capitalism,
Communism and Socialism on a dead planet???
American industry has destroyed environment.
Russian industry has destroyed environment.
Chinese industry has destroyed environment.
British, French and German industries have destroyed environment.
Japanese, Indian and Korean industries have destroyed environment.
Mining industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under Capitalism,
Communism or Socialism.
Manufacturing industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under
Capitalism, Communism or Socialism.

Construction industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under Capitalism,
Communism or Socialism.
Electricity industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under Capitalism,
Communism or Socialism.
Oil industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under Capitalism,
Communism or Socialism.
Road and Rail industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under
Capitalism, Communism or Socialism.
Airline and Shipping industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under
Capitalism, Communism or Socialism.
Meat and Fishing industry destroys environment........It doesn't matter whether it is run under
Capitalism, Communism or Socialism.
.
.
It is the urban population of the world that is running industrial activity.......Industrial activity is
directly proportional to percentage of urban population.......Consumerism is directly proportional to
percentage of urban population.........Destruction of environment is directly proportional to
percentage of urban population.
A communist industrial society with 80% urban population or a socialist industrial society with 80%
urban population will be as destructive as a capitalist industrial society with 80% urban population .
It is the percentage of urban population that determines how destructive industrial society is, not
capitalism, communism or socialism.
.
.
Industrialization is the biggest cause of oppression........There is millions of times more oppression,
suppression and exploitation in industrial society compared to pre-industrial society.........Yes, millions
of times more........In pre-industrial society humans exploited humans.........In industrial society
humans have exploited millions of other species in addition to exploiting fellow
humans........Industrial society has exploited forests, rivers, oceans and atmosphere.......Industrial
society has exploited all living and non-living things on earth.
In industrial society the urban population has oppressed, suppressed and exploited the rural
population.......Industrial activity promoted by the urban population has destroyed billions of acres of
farmland and tribal land........Urban jobs, professions and activities have destroyed millions of
villages.......The food of millions of other species does not come from money.......Industrial society has
created a criminal system where food comes from money.......This has led to a tragic situation where
the farmer who is producing food is starving to death because he doesn't have money to buy food
whereas the parasitic urban population which is not even producing food has grown obese from

overeating because it has got tonnes of money to buy food.
.
.
Who is running the Evil Governments of industrial society........Who is running the Evil Corporations of
industrial society???.........Are people from Mars running them.........Are the farmers running
them???........Evil Governments and Evil Corporations are being run by the urban population of
industrial society.
People say 1% is controlling the world.........This 1% doesn't come from Mars..........It doesn't come
from the farming community.........It comes from the urban population........Billions of urban people
are running all the Mega Corporations of the world.........Billions of urban people are employed in
Mega Corporations.........Billions of urban people are getting salaries and packages from Mega
Corporations........The 1% ultimately comes from this urban population.
The entire urban population of industrial society is criminal........The 1% that comes from this urban
population is even more criminal.
.
.
People are engaging in endless discussion on how big industries and corporations are destroying
everything........There is endless discussion on Monsanto, Nuclear Industry, Coal Industry, Oil Industry,
Banking Industry, Weapon Industry, Pharmaceutical Industry.
What is the point???...........If your house is on fire you rush to douse the fire.......You don't engage in
endless discussion on the hazards and dangers of fire.
All industries and corporations are destroying the planet.......This is a fact........There is no point in
taking up one industry at a time and then discussing how harmful it is........These industries and
corporations need to be stopped immediately.
All destructive industries and corporations are being run by the urban population of industrial
society.........Urban population is the root of all problems.......It is the urban population that has
destroyed the planet.
You can never escape from chaos, madness and destruction once you have created extra jobs,
professions and activities..........Industrial society has done just that........All urban jobs, professions
and activities of industrial society are extra, unnecessary, destructive and worthless.
.
.
For hundred years the urban population of industrial society has been fooling the non-urban
population with figures and terminologies.......Progress, Development, Growth Rate, Economy Rate,
GDP.
If Urban Society stops its supplies to Rural Society it will live forever.
If Rural Society stops its supplies to Urban Society it will die within a month.
That is the worth of Urban Jobs, Consumer Goods, Growth Rate, Economy Rate and GDP.

Urban jobs and professions have destroyed the planet.
The entire urban population of industrial society is criminal.
The crime goes unchecked because 50% of population is now urban.
The crime goes unchecked because urban population is running the system.
The food of millions of other species does not come from money.........Only the food of human
species comes from money.........Industrial society has created a criminal system where food comes
from money........This has led to a tragic situation where the farmer who is producing food is starving
to death because he doesn't have money to buy food whereas the parasitic urban population which is
not even producing food has grown obese from overeating because it has got tonnes of money to buy
food.
.
.
For millions of years there was just one main activity / occupation on earth - "Searching for Food" /
"Producing Food"..........Urban population of industrial society is the anomaly that is producing
consumer goods and services.
For millions of years, both adults and the offspring of millions of animal species "searched for food".
For 1 million years in hunter_gatherer society both adults and children "searched for food".
For 10,000 years in agrarian society, both adults and children "produced food"
In industrial society which has only existed for 100 years, urban adults are producing consumer goods
and services in industries and corporations..........Their children go to schools and universities where
they learn how to produce and sell consumer goods in future.
.
.
Today the entire world is collectively responsible for destroying the planet but the biggest role in this
process of destruction was played by western civilization.
It was the west that started industrial revolution..........It was the west that forced industrial lifestyle
on Asia, Africa and America whose cultures it had destroyed during the era of colonization.
We can use our time and energy for three kinds of activities........Physical Work, Subjective Work
(Experience) and Mental Work.
For millions of years on earth environment did not get destroyed because activity was limited to
physical work or subjective experience.........Millions of animal species did physical work........Man did
physical work in hunter_gatherer stage and agrarian stage.......A very small percentage of population
that did not do physical work spent its time and energy on subjective experience - religion,
spirituality, yoga, meditation, pranayama and the arts.
Largescale destruction of environment began when man started using his time and energy for mental
work - science, technology, engineering, physics, chemistry, mathematics, business, finance,

economics.........This led to industrialization and production (and selling) of thousands of consumer
goods and services.
As long as we limited our activity to physical work or subjective experience we destroyed very little
environment.
When we switched over to mental work / desk jobs, we started producing (and selling) consumer
goods and ended up destroying the planet in just about 100 years.
.
.
Environment has been destroyed by Mining Industry, Manufacturing Industry, Logging Industry,
Construction Industry, Electricity Industry, Oil Industry, Automobile and Rail Industry, Airline and
Shipping Industry, Meat and Fishing Industry.
All industrial activity is interlinked and interdependent.........Every industry promotes other
industries.........All industrial activity has collectively destroyed the planet.
Hundred years of industrial activity has destroyed what was created by nature in millions of years.
Industrialization = Destruction of forests, rivers, oceans and atmosphere.
Industrialization = Torture, slaughter and decimation of millions of species.
Industrialization = Billions of tonnes of plastic waste and chemical waste.
Industrialization = Billions of tonnes of gaseous waste and ewaste.
Industrialization = Killing of billions of acres of fertile soil with cement & concrete.
Industrialization = Butchering of trillions of animals in slaughter houses.
Industrialization = Poisoning of planet with nuclear waste for 50,000 years.
Industrialization = Decimation of fish in the oceans by industrial fishing.
Industrialization = Acidification and warming of the oceans.
Industrialization = Oxygen deprived dead zones in the oceans.
.
.
Industrial society has destroyed necessary things for making unnecessary things.
Industrial society has destroyed Forests, Rivers, Oceans and Atmosphere for making consumer goods.
If you don't get consumer goods you will not die.
If you don't get food to eat you will die in a month.
If you don't get water to drink you will die in a week.
If you don't get air to breathe you will die in a few minutes.
.
.
Fertile soil is the source of life......It was fertile soil that created and sustained millions of plant and
animal species on earth.......Fertile soil created plants and trees.......Plants and trees made it possible
for animals and birds to exist on earth.......Industrial society has killed the very source of life by

covering fertile soil with cement, concrete and asphalt.
uproot all the cement,
dig out the asphalt in the street,
demolish the skyscrapers,
bring down the mountains of concrete.
uncover the earth,
let the earth live again,
let the earth breathe again,
let the earth grow again.
.
.
Millions of other species don't need money to live on earth.......Millions of other species don't need
salary or pension........Human species is the only lunatic species that invented money.......The food of
millions of other species does not come from money..........Human species is the only lunatic one
whose food comes from money.
Industrial society has created a criminal system where food comes from money........This has led to a
tragic situation where the farmer who is producing food is starving to death because he doesn't have
money to buy food whereas the parasitic urban population which is not even producing food has
grown obese from overeating because it has got tonnes of money to buy food.
Scams, frauds, black money, corruption........All this nonsense came with industrialization.........Money
is being exchanged millions of times every second in industrial society.........There is a possibility of
corruption, scam and fraud every time money is given or taken.........There was very little financial
crime before industrialization because there was very little exchange of money before
industrialization.
All money of industrial society is blood money.........All money of industrial society comes from
industrial activity that has destroyed Forests, Rivers, Oceans and Atmosphere..........All money of
industrial society comes from industrial activity that has tortured, slaughtered and decimated millions
of species.
The more money you accumulate the bigger the criminal you are.
.
.
The entire monetary system of industrial society is criminal........Industrial society created the
monetary system to sell and purchase consumer goods and services..........Industrial activity for
production of thousands of consumer goods and services has destroyed the planet.
Banking industry has destroyed environment by funding and promoting Mining Industry,
Manufacturing Industry, Construction Industry, Oil Industry, Electricity Industry, Automobile and Rail
Industry, Airline and Shipping Industry, Meat and Fishing Industry.........All these industries have
collectively destroyed the planet.

There was very little exchange of money in pre-industrial / agrarian society...........There were very few
consumer goods in existence in pre-industrial society and they were mostly exchanged through the
barter system.
The debt system of industrial society is an even bigger lunacy.........Everyone is living on borrowed
money...........People are living on borrowed money.........Countries are living on borrowed
money..........Excessive consumerism was promoted by the debt system.........There is 230 trillion
dollars of collective debt in this world which will never be paid back.........Millions of other species
have already been decimated by industrial activity...........Man is next on the list.........Humans will
either get decimated or wiped out within the next few years........All the debt in this world will remain
unpaid........Man will make an exit from this world without clearing the debt.
.
.
Out of thousands of our ancestors that have lived on earth only the last three or four attended
modern schools and universities.......The nonsense of schools and universities came with
industrialization and urabanization......... Some students attended spiritual schools before
industrialization but they were altogether different kinds of institutions.......They did not prepare
students for manufacturing and selling consumer goods and services after passing out.
For hundreds of thousands of years most of the people did physical work.......Mental work / desk jobs
came into existence only after industrialization and urbanization.
Physical work is normal.......Mental work / Desk job is the anomaly.
Degrees = Destruction.
Education has destroyed the planet.
Universities have destroyed the planet.
The most destructive person in this world is the University Graduate........Millions of industries and
corporations that are destroying environment are being run by university graduates.
University Graduates are responsible for all Industrial Activity in this world that has decimated
millions of species and destroyed Forests, Rivers, Oceans and Atmosphere.
Scientists, Engineers, Economists, MBA's, Business and Finance Graduates have destroyed the planet.
The most dangerous and destructive industry in this world is Education Industry.
All Industrial Activity that is destroying environment is being run by Scientific, Technological,
Industrial, Business and Financial Education.
Universities and Colleges are producing millions of Scientists, Engineers, Economists, MBA's, Business
and Finance Graduates who are running and promoting all Industrial Activity in this world.
Education Industry is the source of all Industrial Activity.....All other Industries are by products of
Education Industry.

Education Industry is the Mother of all Industries.
Education Industry is the Mother of all Environmental Destruction in this world.
Destruction of environment can never be stopped until Universities are closed down.
Decimation of millions of species cannot be stopped until Universities are closed down.
Destruction of Forests, Rivers and Oceans cannot be stopped until Universities are closed down.
.
.
Industrialization = Decadence, depravity and unrestrained pleasure chasing.
Industrialization = Millions of pubs, bars, restaurants and parties.
Industrialization = Millions of tonnes of alcohol and designer drugs.
Industrialization = Pornography Industry, Film Industry, Fashion Industry, Sports Industry, Music and
Entertainment Industry.
Industrialization = Hedonism raised to the power of infinity.
Industrial society is engaged in two main activities.........Destruction and Entertainment.
Work Hard.........Play Hard.
Destroy Hard......Enjoy Hard.
.
.
Man has spent more than 99.9% of his time on earth in non-industrial societies.
Man lived in forests for hundreds of thousands of years........Man lived in villages in agrarian society
for 10,000 years........Man has lived in industrial society for just about 100 years during which he has
destroyed the entire planet.
If Urban Society stops its supplies to Rural Society it will live forever.
If Rural Society stops its supplies to Urban Society it will die within a month.
That is the worth of Urban Jobs, Consumer Goods, Growth Rate, Economy Rate and GDP.
Industrialization was the biggest crime on earth.
Agrarian society was the limit for man on earth.
Stop Education.........Close down Universities.
Stop Urban Work..........Close down the Cities.
.
.
Millions of other species are not even getting food because their habitats have been destroyed by
industry.........Industrial man wants food, clothing, shelter, thousands of consumer goods and services,
salary, pension, insurance, healthcare, welfare.........And people thought this decadent and
destructive lifestyle is going to continue forever........Height of Insanity.

.
.
Agrarian society was the limit for man on earth.......Agrarian society did not destroy
oceans.........Oceans were almost 100% safe in agrarian stage.........Agrarian society did not destroy
the atmosphere with millions of tonnes of industrial gases and automobile exhaust.........Agrarian
society destroyed only a fraction of forests destroyed by industrial society.........Industrial society has
destroyed forests for agriculture PLUS industry..........Agrarian society destroyed forests only for
agriculture.
Environmental collapse happens when you destroy all three ecosystems - Forests, Oceans and
Atmosphere.........Only industrial society has destroyed all three.......Only industrial society could have
destroyed all three.
Hundred years of industrial activity has destroyed what was created by nature in millions of years.
.
.
Industrial society is destroying agriculture by destroying fertile soil and by changing global weather
with industrial activity.......Billions of acres of agricultural soil has been destroyed by
industry........Industrial activity is destroying food and water..........There will be severe shortage of
food and water in the coming years.
Food is going to vanish from earth in the coming years.........Agriculture requires regularity of
weather........It requires heat, cold and rain at the right time and in the right measure..
Global weather is regulated by Forest Cover, Ice Cover, Ocean Temperature and Atmospheric
Temperature........Industrial activity has decimated Forest Cover.........Industrial activity has decimated
Ice Cover / Glaciers........Oceans and the Atmosphere have been made warmer.........These changes
have made the weather extreme, irregular and unpredictable........This has led to drastic increase in
the intensity and frequency of Droughts, Floods, Storms, Cyclones, hurricanes and
Tornadoes........Agricultural production has already been affected by these changes........Agriculture is
going to collapse completely in the near future.
There will be no food for man to eat........Man has already decimated fish in the oceans with industrial
fishing.
The land and the sea are the only two sources of food on earth.........Industrial man has destroyed
both.
Industrial activity is melting glaciers that give birth to rivers in this world........Most rivers will cease to
exist very soon.......Industrial society has already destroyed millions of ponds and lakes with
construction industry and many other industries........Groundwater reserves have already been
depleted by diesel and electric pumps.
No Food.........No Water.
End of man on earth.

.....
http://www.envirolink.org/forum/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=2915
Industrial Society Destroys Mind and Environment

"In order to awaken, first of all one must realize that one is in a state of sleep. And in order to realize
that one is indeed in a state of sleep, one must recognize and fully understand the nature of the
forces which operate to keep one in the state of sleep, or hypnosis. It is absurd to think that this can
be done by seeking information from the very source which induces the hypnosis.
....One thing alone is certain, that man's slavery grows and increases. Man is becoming a willing slave.
He no longer needs chains. He begins to grow fond of his slavery, to be proud of it. And this is the
most terrible thing that can happen to a man."
~

There have been over 50 presidential elections in U.S. history, not to mention many more
congressional, state, and local elections.
In 2017, we're watching a Nobel peace prize-winning war criminal exit office as he hands
unprecedented powers to an unabashed authoritarian (research Trump's stance on police funding
and militarization) in a system structured to favor oligarchs.
If voting, democracy, and letting the majority impose a ruler actually ensured freedom and justice, we
wouldn't be here. As much as it's vital to question individual politicians who perpetuate this system,
it's equally, if not more imperative to question the institutions they control.

I find it extremely hard to believe how many people still worship and admire Barack Obama and now
even Joe Biden. You guys realize these scum have bombed more innocent people, while not even at
war, than Bush could have ever hoped to, right? You realize Obama signed off of the strikes that
blasted infants to bits, and even on one which murdered an American teenager. You realize this,
right?
You realize Biden is a creep that makes kids uncomfortable, right? You realize you have lost the right
to a trial by jury, right?
You're all off your face drunk on the trendy feelies. Fuck outta here with this motherfucking zombie
shit. Read a motherfucking book. Jesus. Sorry to be vitriolic but fuck. There's no excuse for these
scums and their statcult satanic supporters, but you worship and admire them?
You worship war mongering scum like Hillary Clinton because she has female genitalia. Fuck outta
here man. Fuck outta here.

"If you're going to try, go all the way. Otherwise, don't even start. This could mean losing girlfriends,
wives, relatives and maybe even your mind. It could mean not eating for three or four days. It could
mean freezing on a park bench. It could mean jail. It could mean derision. It could mean mockery-isolation. Isolation is the gift. All the others are a test of your endurance, of how much you really
want to do it. And, you'll do it, despite rejection and the worst odds. And it will be better than
anything else you can imagine. If you're going to try, go all the way. There is no other feeling like that.
You will be alone with the gods, and the nights will flame with fire. You will ride life straight to perfect
laughter. It's the only good fight there is."
°°°°

"Few will listen,
Of the few who listen, fewer still will understand,
Understanding does not mean believe,
Of the handful who believe, most may not know what to do,
Those who even know, how many will actually do ?
And the rare ones who have done it.......
Need not listen to you anymore."

You were born into a "cult" ..ture and have lost track of who and what you truly are.
It's true, you were born into a cult-ture that over-layed the person you once were (as a little child)
with a new alternate cult-approved "self". If you had been born into a cannibal cult you'd be chewing
on some unfortunate fellow's bones never considering it might be "wrong".
Using brainwashing-like processes cult-tures create a multiple-like personality that so dominates the
conscious awareness we simply don't remember the original organic self...who we really are! We all
essentially have a multiple personality disorder and that invading cult interloper dominates our mind.
If you are familiar with the studies of identical twins separated at birth you'll understand when I say
you already were somebody at birth. However, you forgot because the true self was hammered out
of your consciousness and an artificial invader "self" (known by your given name) hammered in.
There are two enities involved in the statement "I like myself". They are both housed within your
body. One is temporary, unsustainable, and subject to death. The other is organic, timeless, real.
This temporary cult personality is who we "think" we are and is the very "devilish" reason for the hell

on earth going on around us. The whole world has been deceived and is walking in "gross darkness"
because it does not understanding the mechanics of the fall into cult-ism and lost Edenic self. The
master said, except we become like the little child we once were, we can not enter into the kingdom
of heaven. He also said, in that day the "many" shall say "Lord Lord".....but "few" there be that find
it...
We "few" are generating the lost dialogue and clear new understanding that must be re-established
preparatory to entering that promised millennium of peace on earth...Preparing the way.
We "few" are a group of scientific oriented spiritual seekers re-establishing the long lost path back to
Eden. We are creating a map in clear simple terms. We believe it has been the close minded dogmas
of religion, science, atheism (and such) which has kept humanity blinded to reality and for centuries
the and causing the world to stumble in ignorance . Our work is intended to become the light on the
hill....A beacon of clear understanding for the new day's dawning promise. We can not fight this
battle with violence. But we can fight with words,logos,reason and truth.

Once upon a time, a group of people, without my cooperation or approval--and in fact, well before I
was even born--proclaimed that they were going to forcibly rob and control anyone existing between
the oceans.

To claim that me existing on the continent therefore constitutes me "consenting" to be extorted and
dominated is just plain stupid. Apparently all any street gang or Mafia has to do is say, "Hey, this place
is our turf now!" and by the statist reasoning, anyone who still decides to stay in that area would be
"agreeing" to do whatever the gang says.
And that's just stupid. And no, the fact that we were all taught it as "civics" doesn't make it any less
stupid. Scribbles and bullshit rituals didn't give politicians the right to rule everyone on earth. Duh.

..."So, the whole idea, you see, is that everything's falling apart, so don't try and stop it. When you're
falling off a precipice, it doesn't do you any good to hang onto a rock that's falling with you, see? But
everything is doing that. And so, again, this is another case of our completely wasting our energy in
trying to prevent the world from falling apart, don't do it, and then you'll be able to do something
interesting with the free energy." ~

We where made for these times:
One of the most calming and powerful actions you can do to intervene in a stormy world is to stand
up and show your soul. Thats what artists do! Soul on deck shines like gold in dark times. The light of
the soul throws sparks, can send up flares, builds signal fires, causes proper matters to catch fire. To
display the lantern of soul in shadowy times like these - to be fierce and to show mercy toward
others; both are acts of immense bravery and greatest necessity.
Struggling souls catch light from other souls who are fully lit and willing to show it. If you would help
to calm the tumult, this is one of the strongest things you can do.
There will always be times when you feel discouraged. I too have felt despair many times in my life,
but I do not keep a chair for it. I will not entertain it. It is not allowed to eat from my plate.

Yeah you don't wanna be a part of that gang. You can't serve two masters but once you're on the
machine's payroll you're just another cog in a fucked up system with no where to run or hide! A
member of the most insane, destructive cult in history. Con-gratulation! You gotta be the #loose #cog.
let that shit go.

When it comes to all those people who predict murder and mayhem if there were no ruling class
("government"), I have to wonder what scale is required before we "need" to be violently dominated
by a group of other mere mortals. For example, if such fear-driven statists go on a camping trip with
half a dozen people, do they predict that bloody chaos will ensue unless they appoint one person in
the group to be Supreme Leader? Or does that principle only kick in with a group over a hundred
people? Or a thousand? At what point do we humans suddenly turn into vicious animals unless some
of us have permission to forcibly dominate the rest of us?

CONgratulation Murcia and its Vassals of empire earth!
if you STILL advocate that people be told what they can and cant do with their own lives and that
they be forced to obey someone else (government/authority), you are not for consent, you are not
for voluntary interactions between people, you are not for peaceful coexistence and you are
CERTAINLY not for freedom!
You are for aggression, coercion, imposing ones will onto others and forcing them to obey someone
else thus taking their freedom away, and THAT is what makes YOU a supporter of slavery!
Get as offended as you like, the truth doesnt care about your feelings!

Inauguration protests are expected to be the biggest turnout in US history against Donald Trump. I'm
really trying to figure out where these people have been during Obama's reign?
He only expanded government spying powers, expanded the drone wars, expanded US military
presence in Africa and the Middle East, expanded the war on terror while simultaneously arming the
terrorists who are terrorizing Africa and the Middle East, allowed for war without congressional
approval, prosecuted and jailed more whistleblowers than any other president in US history, created
secret courts, took censorship to a whole new level, armed and funded coups in Ukraine, Brazil, Syria
and elsewhere, and is leaving us with a new Cold War... the list goes on.

let's play a game. You list times in history that some new authoritarian ruler's rise to power resulted
in widespread freedom and justice, and I will list times when the people cheered for some new
master, only to then be disappointed and mistreated by the very people they empowered. You go
first.

I hope even the doubters now realize what an insane reality we live in on planet earth atm. It makes
me happy that all over the world people rise up and want to FLOG their so called political leaders.
Protesters also marcheed in Italy today waving the 'Presidio No Dal Molin' movement flags and
chanted anti-war slogans. They were also holding placards and large banners that screamed “Stop the
global war!” “Protect the land!” and “For the future without military bases!”
I hope we can keep up the pressure,and push even more until they are dead or in jail where they
belong. Freedoom vs slavery. Viva la evolution � �

Statism is bigotry. Same as lynching black people. Same as slaughtering Jews. The language has just
been watered down.
I hope time travel is real or that medicine continues to improve so I can see the day when people look
back on statism (government by violence/democracy) the same way we look at the Aztecs sacrificing
their kids to the "weather gods" today.
"Pay yer taxes and agree or we'll kill you. Well...we won't. We're weak! We'll have these big boss
people we elect and police do it.
Don't like democracy? You're free to leave!
Fucking leave where? Just pay your unaffordable citizenship revocation fee, learn to be a hunter
gatherer nomad and forfeit the hope of a normal life and supporting your family. If you pay hunting
and fishing fee.You see, we all agreed that this hunk of dirt belongs to those overlords!"
"We agree and we approve of them caging or killing you if you stop paying taxes or try to live life in
peace as you please. Sure you have no choice but to comply or be killed or caged. You get services for

taxes! Sure, you didn't request the service, but so what? You better pay! OR ELSE."
"That's just how it is."
Fucking Caveman shit, man.
Fucking statist zombies!
Come to your senses!
For the love of all things human, genuine and real.
*end of rant � � �

"In my experience, everyone will say they want to discover the Truth, right up until they realize that
the Truth will rob them of their deepest held ideas, beliefs, hopes, and dreams. The freedom of
enlightenment means much more than the experience of love and peace. It means discovering a
Truth that will turn your view of self and life upside-down. For one who is truly ready, this will be
unimaginably liberating. But for one who is still clinging in any way, this will be extremely challenging
indeed. How does one know if they are ready? One is ready when they are willing to be absolutely
consumed, when they are willing to be fuel for a fire without end."
~

I bet agent provocateurs did this in order to make anarchists look bad and make the state look like the
heroes, to in turn drive everyone who's watching further into the religion of statism. An TRUE
anarchist is simply somebody who recognizes the TRUTH that no human being has a right to rule
others, because rulership is ownership and slavery. A true anarchist recognizes the TRUTH that
rulership is a form of violence. A true anarchist is not a violent person, because a true anarchist's
principles are totally based in non-violence and non-coercion. Therefore, a true anarchist would
never do what you see here. No, what you see here is very likely the work of undercover agents who
are hired in order to mind-control the public into wanting more and more statism. And of course to
convince the public to WANT more statism, is to trick the public into willfully giving up their rights and
freedoms and surrendering to a police state. Can nobody else see this agenda clear as day? Oh, never
mind, I guess I'm just a tinfoil hat crackpot then, huh...hrmph! What a fucking circus!

" For modern man, absolutely everything that exists is put into definite categories. We are labeling
machines. We classify the world, and the world classifies us -- and those classifications are inherited!
We have become perceptual jailers of each other. The chain of human thought is powerful.
Even our deepest feelings are classified and ordered so that nothing can escape. One example is the
way we alienate ourselves from the actual time we are living in, in order to mindlessly go around
repeating stereotypes. We have a collection of preset days: holidays, birthdays, etc. They are like
stakes we tie our life to so we won't get lost, and thus we walk the Earth, revolving around our
descriptions like beasts tied by the neck. The rigidity of human behavior is revealed in routines."

I'm actually somewhat glad to see the media talking about how "anarchists" are rioting and breaking
crap. No, it's not because it's true, or because ACTUAL anarchists should or would do that. I'm happy
about it because it means that "the powers that be" know they can't simply IGNORE anarchists and
voluntaryists anymore. They would much rather just never talk about us, and pretend we don't exist,
but the principles of self-ownership and non-aggression have spread too far too fast, so that the
parasite class had to shift from merely ignoring anarchists to demonizing them. It is a sign of their
fear and desperation that they have to make that crap up.
And it isn't going to do them much good, if any. The most it will do is reinforce a false assumption in
the minds of some easily duped subjects who are ALREADY scared of the word "anarchy." But among
people who already know what anarchism is actually about, no one is going to watch the news and
then say, "Darn, I liked the whole idea of non-aggression and a stateless, free society, but since the
media said an anarchist broke a window, now I suddenly like violent authoritarian domination again."
It's a transparently lame vilification stunt, which in the long run will do exactly nothing for the ruling

class.
One pleasant side effect is that, even if it wasn't done at the bidding of that authoritarian collectivist,
Fuhrer Trump, he is absolutely going to start using propaganda like this to condemn people who
advocate actual freedom, and then those supposedly pro-freedom people who were duped into
being Trumpites are going to feel as stupid as they are.

Recently another sociopath took power of the greatest criminal institution in the world, the US
federal government. Another megalomaniac sits on the throne and will attempt to dictate how you
can live your life. The problem is not whether this person is black, white, male, female, Christian,
Jewish, rich, poor etc. The problem is that the throne and the institution exists at all AKA the State. Its
existence is a symptom of the underlying root mental disorder known as Statism or the belief in
authority. It is the belief that gives some people superhuman rights over other people. It is the belief
that most people are fundamentally evil, immoral, mendacious, and deceitful; such that they are
incapable of governing themselves and must be forcefully governed by individuals acting in the name
of the State. How can it be that the fundamental immoral nature of the individual changes to
benevolence and magnanimity when great power is assumed? It is not only that power corrupts, but
also that it attracts the corruptible. It is a magnet for that trivial insignificant minority that wishes to
do harm to others. The State is the greatest and most effective manifestation of power. This is
simultaneously its mighty danger and its seductive allure. Those who create value, interact with their
fellow human beings on a voluntary and consensual basis. Those who cannot create value, interact
with their fellow beings through violence and coercion.
Even if it can be proven that the person who assumes power is good intentioned, genuinely
kindhearted, and noble, there is no way such a person can govern millions of people without causing
massive harm. This is the case for many reasons; the economic calculation problem, individual free
will cannot be predicted, circumstances change so quickly as to render archaic laws and regulations

immediately obsolete, and morality cannot be dictated. Stop imagining some crooked politician can
improve your life. Assume personal responsibility for all your failures and achievements. The only
person who deserves credit for the effects of your actions is you. We are all thinking sentient human
beings with the ability to learn new and amazing things that will improve our lives. Be the captain of
your fate and the master of your destiny! Rule yourself!

Recently another sociopath took power of the greatest criminal institution in the world, the US
federal government. Another megalomaniac sits on the throne and will attempt to dictate how you
can live your life. The problem is not whether this person is black, white, male, female, Christian,
Jewish, rich, poor etc. The problem is that the throne and the institution exists at all AKA the State. Its
existence is a symptom of the underlying root mental disorder known as Statism or the belief in
authority. It is the belief that gives some people superhuman rights over other people. It is the belief
that most people are fundamentally evil, immoral, mendacious, and deceitful; such that they are
incapable of governing themselves and must be forcefully governed by individuals acting in the name
of the State. How can it be that the fundamental immoral nature of the individual changes to
benevolence and magnanimity when great power is assumed? It is not only that power corrupts, but
also that it attracts the corruptible. It is a magnet for that trivial insignificant minority that wishes to
do harm to others. The State is the greatest and most effective manifestation of power. This is
simultaneously its mighty danger and its seductive allure. Those who create value, interact with their
fellow human beings on a voluntary and consensual basis. Those who cannot create value, interact
with their fellow beings through violence and coercion.
Even if it can be proven that the person who assumes power is good intentioned, genuinely
kindhearted, and noble, there is no way such a person can govern millions of people without causing
massive harm. This is the case for many reasons; the economic calculation problem, individual free
will cannot be predicted, circumstances change so quickly as to render archaic laws and regulations
immediately obsolete, and morality cannot be dictated. Stop imagining some crooked politician can

improve your life. Assume personal responsibility for all your failures and achievements. The only
person who deserves credit for the effects of your actions is you. We are all thinking sentient human
beings with the ability to learn new and amazing things that will improve our lives. Be the captain of
your fate and the master of your destiny! Rule yourself!

People who think that economic isolationism HELPS the group that is isolated are just plain ignorant.
How about if we apply that idea to the local level?
"In order to not lose jobs to outsiders, we're gonna build a big wall around our town, and make it so
no one can trade with anyone outside of our town! That way we will keep all the jobs, and the people
here will only be buying locally! Hooray!"
If you recognize that as stupid, but think that doing the same damn thing on a BIGGER scale (like
Fuhrer Trump wants to do) is a good idea, then you need to do more thinking, and less mindless
nationalististic feeling.

Obama said he was NOT going to be a war-monger. Heck, he got a Nobel Peace Prize for SAYING he
was going to be anti-war. Of course, he turned out to be a mass-murdering liar, like all his
predecessors.
Now we have Trumpites who are praising the new Fuhrer based on what he SAYS he is going to do. Is
there no end to the gullibility of voters? I don't wish to alarm you, but ... politicians don't always do
what they say they are going to do.
Incidentally, the next phase is for the politician to explain why it's someone ELSE'S fault (usually his
predecessor's) that he couldn't do what he said he was going to. And no doubt some will praise him
for that, too.

It's only fair that, while making fun of the Stockholm Syndrome exhibited by the politically active, I
use my former self as an example. So I hereby confess that I supported the labor party in the last
millenium, for you young people), yes actively campaigned and "evangelized" for them.
Of course I knew they wasn't perfect. Of course I would "creatively interpret" what they said, and

imagine it to be more in line with what I believed than it actually was. Of course I would defend them
even against completely valid criticisms. Because becoming invested in a new political "savior" causes
serious Stockholm Syndrome. It makes people irrational, emotional, and downright pathetic.
However, I have to say, there is something extremely ironic about how defensive and delicate a lot of
Trumpites are the moment someone points out anything bad about the Fuhrer. In one breath they
will be gloating over the misery of "liberal" "snowflakes," and in the next breath they will be having a
tantrum if someone else points out that Trump is an unprincipled, pro-establishment, authoritarian
control freak collectivist nut-job. Trumpites don't seem to notice just how closely they resemble all
those people who were silly enough to get excited about the anointing of Chairman Obama eight
years ago.
"My guy won! Get over it! Ha ha! Now I will get what I want, and you nasty people on the other team
will have to bow down and obey! And don't you dare say bad things about our new lord and savior!
Don't you dare say he isn't your president! He is going to fix everything! He will bring us hope and
change--I mean, he will make American great again! No, don't criticize him! Give him a chance! He
only just got there! He's dealing with problems the LAST guy created! You can't blame him! You're just
bitter because your guy lost!"
Trumpites, he is going to disappoint you. He didn't run to serve you, or to serve "the nation." Like
everyone who gets anywhere near that office, he ran to serve HIMSELF. He will betray you. He will
stab you in the back. And then people like me will say "I told you so," and you will whine like the
pathetic babies you are, who once again fell for the ridiculous lie that a POLITICIAN was going to fix
the world.

Dear Statist,
If you have an opinion about music that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
If you have an opinion about evolution that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
If you have an opinion about style that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
If you have an opinion about religion that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
If you have an opinion about history that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
If you have an opinion about medicine that differs from mine, I don't really care. I can ignore the
difference and get along with you just fine.
And so on. And so on. And so on.
HOWEVER....
If you have an opinion about POLITICS that differs from mine, I can't just ignore the difference and get
along with you. Why not? Because ANY "political" opinion that differs from mine necessarily includes
you wanting men with guns FORCING me to live my life, make my choices, and spend my money
according to YOUR preferences and whims. There is no such thing, and can be no such thing, as a
tolerant statist. If you want peaceful coexistence, YOU have to stop advocating violent aggression
against your fellow man.
Sincerely,
A Voluntaryist

"Vote for me, and I will forcibly take your stuff and limit your choices! But don't worry, it will be for
your own good!"
That is the template of pretty much every political campaign. And people are dumb enough to cheer
for it. No, robbing you to pay for a wall, and robbing you if you buy something produced outside the
imaginary borders of your country., and forcibly limiting who you can associate with and trade with, is
not helping you, and isn't being done for your benefit.
It's pretty sad that adults need this explained to them: The people who wants the power to violently
dominate you isn't doing it for YOUR benefit.

No, it is NOT a sound analogy to compare "closed borders" with having a fence around your own
yard. In fact, it is a profoundly crappy analogy, since the political crooks do not rightfully own every
square inch of land between the Atlantic and the Pacific. You have the right to decide what happens
on YOUR property. Not your neighbor's. The gigantic area your country" is not your property, or the
politicians', or the collective's, or anyone else's.
What makes the analogy extra crappy is that, if the politicians DID have the right to decide who can
set foot anywhere it would mean that "your" property is NOT your property at all. If politicians, and
not you, get to decide whether some dude from Syria or china is allowed to come visit you, then the
state owns that house, and you don't. So to pretend that "closed borders" is pro-property-rights OR
pro-freedom is just ridiculous.

"We are told 'no', we're unimportant, we're peripheral. 'Get a degree, get a job, get a this, get a that.'
And then you're a player, you don't want to even play in that game. You want to reclaim your mind
and get it out of the hands of the cultural engineers who want to turn you into a half-baked moron
consuming all this trash that's being manufactured out of the bones of a dying world.”
~

"Today all the old structures the tribal ego depended upon are disintegrating. The old, familiar world
appears to be vanishing down a rabbit hole. The speed of change is mind-boggling, and much of it
seems for the worse.
In response, the part of our collective psyche that is governed by tribal conditioning is contracting
defensively, hardening and growing ever more fanatic, extreme, rigid and self-righteous. This is why
the expressions of tribal conditioning we see today seem so outrageous, so over-the-top, so
completely insane.
It is this defensive, scared part of the collective psyche that has fastened upon Politicians as saviors.
They are the one who will defend the tribe against its enemies, who will restore greatness and put an
end to the relentless dissolution of the familiar. It is he who will uphold the boundaries that separate
“us” from “them.”
Trump is the old-fashioned warrior who has no qualms about slaughtering his enemies, the defender
of the righteous and destroyer of the immoral. He is the answer to the helpless suffering of the tribal
ego."

When someone is pushed into a corner, they usually will either give up or fight back. Aggressors tend
to see peaceful resistance as weakness and generally believe that if they push hard and far enough
the nonviolent resistance will give up. Either that or the resistance will fight back with violence and
"add fuel to the fire" and "justify" the initial aggressor's violence. The oppressors rarely have any
empathy, nor often will they gain any, because if they did, they wouldn't oppress them in the first
place.

Ser vi har fått en ny hvalart til landet for første gang. Den sovna i fjæra å kom seg ikke ut i havet igjen.
Norges eksperter,vitenskapmenn sprang ned å drepte hvalen! Nå skjærer dem den opp for forskning.
Det er ikke hverdag vi får en ny pattedyr art på besøk så det er stort. Skjellettet skal på museum.
R.I.P i Istedet for å hjelpe den ut i havet, å forsøke å redde dens liv..creepy nazi psyko greyalien greier
� kill collect the science data for the faction �

To any supposed "anarchists" who oppose "open borders'--i.e., who condone the use of
"government" violence by "government" enforcers to carry out "government" laws based on
"government"-created borders--please choose one of the following:
1) "I personally have the inherent right to use violence, or the threat of violence, to keep anyone I
want from setting foot anywhere within several million square miles that I don't own."
2) "I don't personally have the right to do what is described in option 1 (above), but I can delegate to
others the right to do that by means of the following process:..." (please elaborate)

I live from the heart and that is why this inversion of reality everyone lives in and thinks is
normal,beats up and Tears apart the human soul and destroys the essence of humanity and its
potential .
We know this! Because of all alternatives,this is inherently wrong in every way,we feel it and know it!
This totalitarian statist reality is so toxic that you must consider these facts that this dogeatsdog
reality teaches mankind fear,pain,punishment,submission,segregation as its system. And those who
advocate this type of reality are archonic in nature and parasitic on the psyche of man.
This I do know!
we're not born with a heart to live in such a modern slavery hell,it was created and manifested
through those who love and live evil knowing or unknowingly.
Those who support it are not naïve or confused or indoctrinated into it.
No!
They're vibrational energy likes it and justifies it as normal. Statisme is a religion!
They carry on this delusion to keep this reality from its potential due to fear,anger and control.
So they sense and know us,they hate us ,as they see us as the destroyer of their reality they feel in
control of.
To those whom it may concern,its been an honor to fight with you on this battlefield. Do not
despair,we are winning � � � � � �

